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Editors’ Note

The first 2011 issue of the Ostrava Journal of English Philology pays tribute to the late Pro-
fessor Aleš Svoboda: a distinguished linguist, an excellent teacher, and a greatly missed 
colleague and friend. Aleš Svoboda left us in January 2010; this April he would have cel-
ebrated his 70th birthday.

This all-linguistic special issue of the Journal contains research articles as well as 
reminiscences by a number of Professor Svoboda’s colleagues, students and friends.

Aleš Svoboda was associated with the Ostrava Department of English and American 
Studies from 1992, when the Department resumed its work after a twenty-year hiatus. 
Even though he was a full-time member of the Department only for a few short periods, 
he was always here at important times, and his contribution was always crucial. Two of 
his essential achievements should be highlighted: in 1992 he brought the Department into 
existence, and in 2008 he launched a programme of doctoral studies in English linguis-
tics, with the first students enrolling in September that year. During the last four years of 
his incredibly active life, Aleš Svoboda was fully committed to the responsibilities of his 
position as the Head of the Ostrava English Department. The disease caught him in full 
swing – launching a project to prepare the collected works of his teacher Jan Firbas for 
publication, coordinating a Czech Science Foundation grant project involving a team of 
linguists from the Department, founding a linguistic research centre, organizing the first 
year of the Department’s PhD studies, supervising a number of dissertations, and much 
more.

Aleš was and still is painfully missed. Not only as the driving force behind a number 
of projects – which have now been successfully completed and which continue to inspire 
the Department in its continuing research and teaching activities – but first and foremost 
as the mainstay of the Department, a knowledgeable, experienced and helpful source of 
support, somebody his colleagues and students could always rely on. Aleš was an excep-
tional personality. The respect he naturally enjoyed from his colleagues and students came 
not only from his expertise as a researcher and teacher, but also from his organizational 
skills, his energy and drive, his friendly and sociable manner. He was respected, and he 
respected others, creating an atmosphere in which a well-done task was always noticed 
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and appreciated, be it research, teaching or administration – an atmosphere which was thus 
highly motivating and inspirational.

Many of the achievements of the Department, as well as of Aleš’s former students, 
bear the imprint of his knowledge and skills, and will continue to bear this imprint for 
many more years. Hopefully, he would have been happy to see the fruits of his work grow 
and prosper. 

Renáta Tomášková
Stanislav Kolář
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Some Notes on the Degrees  
of Explicitness of Pragmatic Meaning  

in One Type of Caused Motion Construction:  
An English-Czech Comparison

Naděžda Kudrnáčová

Abstract

This paper examines the differences in verbal meanings between English and Czech in caused 
motion constructions of the type “John walked Mary to the station” –“Jan doprovodil (/zavedl) 
Marii na nádraží”. The paper shows that English displays a relatively low degree of pragmatic 
explicitness; the meaning of the construction is thus determined by a more or less firmly established 
situational frame associated with the construction in question. By contrast, the Czech equivalents 
are more explicit (needless to say, the reason for this lies in the systemic differences between the 
two languages).

Keywords: English secondary agent constructions, Czech equivalents, situational frames, prag-
matic meaning.

1.  Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to look into the differences between English and Czech 
in terms of the degrees of explicitness of the meanings of verbs used in caused motion 
constructions of the type John walked Mary to the station (in Czech: Jan dovedl (/dopro-
vodil/ zavedl) Marii na nádraží). This issue lies at the syntax-lexical semantics-pragmatics 
interface and shows clearly that, as Tárnyiková (1985, 171) points out, “adequate language 
description  m u s t  take pragmatics into account”. The discussion offered will, among 
other things, testify to the role of pragmatic-semantic aspects in the formation of the mean-
ings of this type of construction and, therefore, to the necessity of interpreting the mean-
ings of motion situations against given situational backgrounds. 
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2.  Secondary agent constructions: their causative pattern and the verbs they admit
The caused motion construction under analysis is of a very specific type. It involves the 
external causation of a self-agentive locomotion carried out along a volitional axis (Cruse 
1972).  This situation can be exemplified by sentences of the type John walked Mary to 
the station, John danced Mary around the ballroom, John swam the cattle across the river 
or John jumped the horse over the fence. In these constructions, the subject position is 
taken up by an animate causer who induces an animate causee to carry out a self-agentive 
locomotion, and the direct object position is taken up by an animate causee who acts as 
a volitional executor of the motion encoded in the verb. These constructions thus effect 
“the splitting of verbal action into two components, causation and the particular verbal 
action, dissociated between the two participants” (Dušková 1976, 175). In a similar vein, 
Kubišová, Bázlik and Votruba (2009, 89) assign the participant in the subject position 
the causative role and the participant in the object position the performing role. In Levin 
(1993, 31) these constructions are treated under the heading of “induced action alterna-
tions”. I refer to them as “secondary agent constructions” (henceforth “SA constructions”); 
in coining the term I was inspired by that of the “secondary agent” used in Langacker 
(1991, 412–413) to designate a causee that is “secondary in the sense of being downstream 
from the original energy source, yet agentive in the sense of having some initiative role”. 
In other words, the causee represents a second energy source (on this see e.g. Shibatani 
and Pardeshi 2002).

Given the specific causative pattern as encoded in SA constructions, verbs that enter 
into them are those that are “normally” used in intransitive constructions (e.g. Kubišová, 
Bázlik and Votruba 2009, 89). SA constructions with human causees employ the verbs 
walk, run, march (used in the sense ‘to walk in a military manner, with a regular and meas-
ured tread’), dance, swim and waltz (the usability of the verb waltz in SA constructions can 
be explained by the fact that this verb may be used to designate the more general ‘danc-
ing’, i.e. it may lose reference to certain concrete physical features that make up what is 
called ‘waltzing’).

All these verbs designate the basic, most neutral types of self-agentive locomotion. 
They are devoid of additional, modifying features (be it purely physical features or fea-
tures referring to the inner self of the mover). SA constructions are thus barred for verbs 
such as stride, tread, pad, crawl, strut or wander. (This apparent correlation between the 
degree of descriptivity of self-agentive locomotion verbs and the range of syntactic con-
structions into which the verbs may enter is treated in Boas 2003, 2006 and in Kudrnáčová 
2008, inter alia.) 

SA constructions with animal causees are open for verbs that cannot be used in SA 
constructions with human causees. Horses, for example, can be “trotted”, “jogged”, “can-
tered”, “paced”, “jumped”, “ambled”, “galloped” and “pranced”. These verbs can enter 
into SA constructions with animal causees owing to the fact that they are deprived of the 
information about the inner state of the executor of the movement, which testifies to the 
specificity of animal agency.  

The meaning of SA constructions is complex in that these constructions do not merely 
encode the simple causative pattern ‘the causer causes an animate causee to move some-
where’. This pattern represents a mere skeletal causative frame to which a variety of 
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additional aspects of meaning are added. In other words, SA constructions encode mean-
ings that are not a mere result of the interaction between grammatical and lexical features 
of the sentences in question (on pragmatic inferencing see e.g. Ariel 2008 and Filipović 
2007). Poldauf (1970, 123) thus rightly points out that Halliday’s description of the transi-
tive march in He marched the soldiers as ‘cause to march’ is too simplistic (Halliday 1967, 
43–47).  

3  English SA constructions in comparison with their Czech equivalents
3.1  Constructions with human causees
Consider some examples first: 

(1) The trainer ran the athletes round the track.
(2) The general marched the soldiers to their tents.
(3) The nurse walked the patient around the ward.
(4) John danced her round the ballroom.
(5) John swam her to the other end of the swimming-pool.

Although these sentences do not encode coercive caused motion scenarios (i.e. the causee 
is not explicitly forced to move against his will), the force-dynamic schema is not fully 
balanced (on force dynamic patterning see especially Talmy 1988). In concrete terms, the 
causer assumes a controlling position and the causee assumes a subordinate, controlled 
position. In English, this aspect of meaning is borne by a given semantic-syntactic configu-
ration, i.e. by a given verb and a given syntactic pattern (‘NP-VP-NP-PP’, i.e. a condensed 
pattern used for lexical causatives). Czech equivalents of these sentences are more explicit 
in encoding the type of force-dynamic relationship between the causer and the causee. 
This is especially the case whenever periphrastic constructions with causative verbs denot-
ing varying degrees of inducement are resorted to. Consider:

(6) The trainer ran the athletes round the track. – Trenér nechal atlety 
běžet (/nařídil atletům, aby běželi) kolem závodní dráhy.

(7) The trainer swam the trainees  to the other end of the swimming-pool. – Trenér 
nechal své svěřence (/nařídil svým svěřencům) plavat na druhý konec bazénu.

(8) The general marched the soldiers to their tents. – Generál nechal 
vojáky (/nařídil vojákům) napochodovat ke stanům.

Apart from periphrastic constructions, Czech, with its rich morphology, uses transitive 
forms of verbs that express, with sufficient explicitness, the types of situational frames in 
which caused movements are set. Consider the Czech verbs dovést (doprovodit, přivést, 
zavést) in examples (9) and (10), in which the causer induces the causee to walk and acts as 
a co-mover (and most probably does so in order to help the cause, to lead him on the way, 
to show him his positive attitude towards him, etc.):

(9) John walked her to the car. – Jan ji dovedl (/doprovodil/ přivedl/ zavedl) k autu.
(10) John walked her to the station. – Jan ji doprovodil (/dovedl/ zavedl) na nádraží.
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The caused motion situation expressed in ‘walking a causee somewhere’ may, depending 
on the context, convey other pragmatic meanings, e.g. ‘to keep the causee healthy’. The 
classic example of this type of scenario is the sentence with an animal causee: John walks 
the dog every day. The Czech equivalent is quite explicit: Jan venčí psa každý den. Or, to 
give an example of another situation, the phrase to walk somebody to a hotel may mean ‘to 
send a person to another hotel’ – cf. the more explicit Czech variant být ubytován v jiném 
hotelu (být dopraven do jiného hotelu).

This is not to say, however, that the situation expressed in ‘walking a person some-
where’ always involves a helping or an accompaniment scenario. One may walk somebody 
out of the pub, for example. The Czech equivalent will most probably be vyvést někoho z 
hospody – the verb vyvést grasps the imbalance in the force-dynamic schema more explic-
itly than its English counterpart. 

From this type of imbalanced caused motion situation it is only a step to fully-fledged 
coercive caused motion situations, cf. examples (11) and (12): 

(11) John ran Harry to the kitchen. – Jan nahnal (pohnal/ zahnal)  
Harryho do kuchyně. 

(12) John marched Harry to the kitchen. – Jan nahnal (/pohnal/ zahnal)  
Harryho do kuchyně. 

As can be seen, the verbs in these sentences lose (to some extent at least) reference to a 
specific, concrete manner of motion. It cannot be overlooked that the verb’s partial loss of 
reference to certain physical aspects of the movement serves as a signal of the presence of 
coercion. (This fact may be taken as evidence of the existence of the “basic sense” of the 
verb.) The sentences in (11) and (12) mean ‘John forced Harry to walk (probably quickly) 
to the bathroom’. Generally speaking, whenever a self-agentive locomotion verb gains in 
the generality of its reference, it is a signal that a given SA construction encodes pragmatic 
meanings that diverge from the basic, skeletal kinetic frame to a greater degree. 

So far we have dealt with English SA constructions whose Czech equivalents employ 
periphrastic constructions and transitive verbal forms. Let us now consider Czech equiva-
lents which seem, at first sight, to be instances of what Parsons terms “displaced conjunc-
tion” (Parsons 1994, 83). A regular pattern with displaced conjunction can be exemplified 
by the sentence John walked to the door with Harry (Jan šel s Harrym ke dveřím), which 
can be viewed as a variant of John and Harry walked to the door (Jan a Harry šli ke 
dveřím). In both these sentences we have fully-fledged agents, which means that their 
movements are not causally related - consider the following examples: 

(13) He danced her round the ballroom. – Tancoval s ní po tanečním sále.
(14) He waltzed her round the terrace. – Tancoval s ní po terase.
(15) The nurse walks the patient every day. – Sestra se s pacientem prochází  

každý den.

In the English sentences, the controlling position of the causer and the subordinate posi-
tion of the causee are encoded in the syntactic patterning itself. Czech, however, lacks a 
structural counterpart of this sort; therefore whenever intransitive verbs are used the types 
of roles of the two participants can only be deduced from the situational frame. 
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3.2   Constructions with animal causees
First, consider the following two illustrative examples:

(16) John jumped the horse across the ditch.
(17) John galloped the horse to the edge of the field.

Animals act as agents in that they execute the movements induced by human causers but, 
due to the absence of a conscious participation in the instigation of the movement and in 
control over their course, their movements cannot be brought about by means of directly 
imposing the causer’s intention onto the causee’s intention as is the case in SA construc-
tions with human causees. From this it follows that the external causation of self-agentive 
movements of animals prototypically involves some type of manipulative activity on the 
part of the causer. Let me recall in this connection that SA constructions employ self-
agentive locomotion verbs (i.e. those that are primarily used in intransitive constructions) 
in a syntactic pattern used for lexical causatives. That is, they present caused motion situ-
ations as involving the merging of the causing event and the caused event. The upshot is 
that the presence of some sort of manipulative, coercive activity on the part of the causer 
is, in English, deducible from a given situational frame, i.e. it is not directly encoded in the 
grammatical and lexical features of the sentences in question.

The interpretation of pragmatic meanings of SA constructions with animal causees is 
less dependent on situational frames. In other words, SA constructions with animal causees 
display a lower degree of pragmatic anchorage. (Admittedly, this is not a hard and fast rule 
– consider the situation encoded in John swims the horses every day and its Czech variant 
Jan plave koně každý den, in which the movement is induced for some well-established, 
definite purpose.) The reason apparently lies in the fact that the self of the animal and also 
the animal’s position in the network of relations between the participants in given situa-
tions is taken as less complex, more simplistic (related to this is the fact that, as already 
mentioned, the external causation of self-agentive movements of animals prototypically 
involves some type of manipulative activity on the part of the causer). 

Again, due to the systemic differences between English and Czech, Czech counter-
parts of the sentences in question are more explicit – typically, periphrastic constructions 
with causative verbs (expressing varying degrees of coercion) are resorted to. Consider:

(18) John jumped the horse across the ditch. – Jan přiměl koně ke skoku přes příkop.
(19) John galloped the horse to the edge of the field. – Jan hnal koně tryskem 

až na kraj pole. (Here, the verb hnát expresses coercive manipulation.)
(20) John cantered the horse across the meadow. – Jan hnal 

koně klusem (/nechal koně klusat) přes louku. 

In contrast to the variant with hnát klusem, the variant with nechat klusat in ex. (20) 
expresses a slightly different, less coercive force-dynamic schema (this is also the case in 
the Czech pobídnout koně do klusu as an equivalent of the English trot the horse). A simi-
lar interpretation is valid for the Czech equivalent of the English sentence in example (21):
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(21) John carefully paced the horse. – Jan pečlivě (/obezřetně) vodil (/vedl)  
koně v mimochodu.

In actual fact, the movements of horses in the English sentences in (16 ) – (21) are attrib-
uted to the riders by metonymy (on this see Fauconnier and Turner 1996). The causer can 
be presented as the executor of the movement by metonymy in Czech, too:

(22) John trotted the horse home. – Jan odklusal s koněm domů.
(23) John pranced the horse back and forth. – Jan skákal s koněm sem a tam.
(24) John jogged the horse home. – Jan odklusal s koněm domů. 
(25) John jumped the horse across the ditch. – Jan skočil s koněm přes příkop.

The verb fly, in spite of designating a basic type of movement in its class, can, naturally, 
be used in a very limited set of scenarios expressed by means of a SA construction. Birds 
that are flown, are not only simply released to fly, but their flight is, in some way or other, 
under the control of the causer and has a definite purpose. The prototypical scenarios thus 
include hawks and pigeons, which are flown especially for hunting or racing, cf.:

(26) I never fly pigeons in bad weather. – Ve špatném počasí holuby nikdy 
nepouštím (/nevypouštím).

This scenario is quite complex, which is the reason why the Czech equivalent with the 
verb pouštět (or vypouštět) also presupposes some background knowledge on the part of 
the decoder of the message.

     
4   Conclusion
The discussion has shown that the degree of the explicitness of verbal meaning reflects 
the degree of the explicitness of pragmatic inferencing. Although English constructions 
employ  primary self-agentive locomotion verbs, the meaning of the entire construction 
is given by a more or less firmly established pragmatic pattern (or by a set of pragmatic 
patterns), regularly associated with a given construction. In other words, the decoding of 
the meaning of the English construction is heavily dependent on situational frames. In the 
Czech equivalents of the constructions in question, by contrast, the meanings of verbs are, 
on the whole, much more explicit with regard to the meaning of the construction as used 
in a given situation. 

The high degree of dependence of the meaning of the English construction on the 
overall situational frame can quite clearly be explained by the high degree of the general-
ity of the verb’s meaning. By contrast, Czech self-agentive locomotion verbs  do not gain 
in the generality of their reference (the reason apparently lies in the lack of a structural 
counterpart for  the English SA construction), which is a prerequisite for the expression of 
a variety of pragmatic meanings with which English SA constructions are endowed.

A final point. The discussion also raises the question, not considered here, but in need 
of further research, of the relationship between the degree of pragmatic explicitness and the 
compositionality of constituting the construction’s meaning. This problem is linked to the 
question of what constructional meaning actually is. Generally speaking, constructional 
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meaning cannot be restricted to the meaning of the verb and the specific structuration in 
terms of thematic roles (in the case of SA constructions, the causee, in spite of assum-
ing a subordinate position,  represents a second energy source, i.e. retains an agentive 
role).  Certainly, it cannot be denied that constructions are endowed with their own mean-
ing; following Goldberg (1995), the meaning of SA constructions may be specified as, 
roughly, ‘the causer causes a causee to move’. Very often, however, the association of 
verbal meaning and what is called “constructional meaning” does not capture the meaning 
of SA constructions in their complexity. The paper has shown that what also comes into 
play is pragmatic inferencing, i.e. the anchorage of the caused motion event in a specific 
situational frame.
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“A bee buzzed across their path.” 
Semantic Affinity as a Formative Force  

in Presentation Scale Sentences

Martin Adam

Abstract

In the context of the theory of functional sentence perspective (FSP), the English verb either 
ascribes a quality to the subject, bridging its specification, or presents something new on the scene, 
expressing the existence or appearance of the phenomenon on the scene with “explicitness or suf-
ficient implicitness” (Firbas, 1995, 65). Focusing exclusively on the latter possibility, the present 
paper discusses the prototypical type of sentences implementing the so-called Presentation Scale 
(i.e. that containing a rhematic subject in preverbal position) within fiction narrative discourse 
with special regard to the semantic affinity operating between the subject and the predicate. In such 
distributional fields (cf. The sun shone. or A bee buzzed across their path.), the Pr-verbs seem to 
semantically support the character of their subjects, preparing “the way for the phenomenon to be 
presented” (Firbas, 1992, 61). Namely, the phenomenon of semantic affinity is examined in terms 
of statistical and FSP analysis of a sample corpus based on two fiction narrative texts: C. S. Lewis’ 
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe and D. Lodge’s Changing Places. 

Keywords: presentation, scale, affinity, FSP, Firbas, existence, appearance

1 The Preliminaries 
There is no doubt that Aleš Svoboda substantially enriched the internationally famous 
theory of functional sentence perspective originated and developed by Jan Firbas. In par-
ticular, it is Svoboda’s minute analysis of thematic elements (introducing also the idea of 
communicative fields) that ultimately led to his identification of a new type of communica-
tive unit labelled “diatheme” or his revealing application of FSP principles on the levels 
hierarchically lower and higher than the clause. In his latest multifaceted research, Svo-
boda examined for instance Firbasian dynamic semantic scales and their implementation 
in poetic texts in relation to the author’s communicative intention and the accompanying 
aesthetic effect. 

In this respect, the present paper is meant to be both a humble contribution to the long-
term study of FSP conducted in particular at Brno, and, at the same time, a tribute paid to 
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Aleš Svoboda’s memorable and multifarious achievements in the field of functional lin-
guistics. Building on the findings presented especially by Firbas (1992), Svoboda (2005, 
2006) and Dušková (1998, 2008), the paper looks at one of the most frequent types of 
sentences implementing the Presentation Scale, i.e. that containing a rhematic subject in 
preverbal position. Predominantly, it deals with the register of fiction narrative discourse, 
focusing on the phenomenon of so-called semantic affinity of the verb with the subject. 
For the purpose of analysis two novels are used: C. S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia: 
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe (in the corpus abbreviated as N) and D. Lodge’s 
Changing Places (in the corpus abbreviated as C).

Being a fraction of a larger tagged corpus currently being examined by the author, 
the present corpus consists of approx. 125,000 words and their FSP analyses. Within the 
corpus, there are 5,946 basic distributional fields, which are technically counted as finite 
clauses; non-finite clauses are regarded as separate communicative units within the basic 
distributional fields. Out of all the basic distributional fields in the corpus, 488 instances 
of sentences that implement the Presentation Scale were identified, which represents 8.2 
percent. It appears that a low number of the basic distributional fields in the corpus follow 
the pattern of the Pr-Scale; however, it is possible to claim that the occurrence is in full 
compliance with other findings and other genres examined (see e.g. Adam 2009, 2010). 

2   Classification of Pr-Sentences
In his opus magnum, Firbas (1992) introduced the idea of the so-called dynamic seman-
tic scales that are implemented in sentences; they functionally reflect the distribution of 
CD and operate irrespective of word order. In principle, Firbas distinguishes two types 
of dynamic-semantic scales: the Presentation Scale (Pr-Scale) and the Quality Scale 
(Q-Scale). In these scales, each element is ascribed one of the dynamic-semantic functions 
(DSFs) (Firbas, 1992). In contrast with a static approach towards the semantic functions 
of sentence constituents (e.g. agent, instrument etc.), the dynamic semantic functions may 
change in the course of the act of communication; the same element may thus perform 
different functions in different contexts and under different conditions (cf. also Svoboda 
2005, 221). The items of both scales are arranged in accordance with a gradual rise in CD 
from the beginning to the end of the sentence reflecting the interpretative arrangement. 

What follows is a brief, summarising account of the Presentation Scale sentences 
(hereafter abbreviated as Pr-sentences), i.e. the framework of the present paper. The proto-
typical Pr-Scale includes three basic dynamic semantic functions. Moving in the interpre-
tative arrangement from left to right (from the least to the most dynamic element), the first 
position is taken by the thematic Setting of the action (Set), usually temporal and spatial 
items of when and where the action takes place. Second, the existence or appearance on the 
scene is typically conveyed by a verb by means of the Presentation of Phenomenon (Pr). 
Finally, the major, most dynamic element, Phenomenon to be Presented (Ph) is ushered 
onto the scene (Firbas 1992, cf. Chamonikolasová & Adam 2005):

(1) A second police car (Ph) drew up (Pr) beside them (Set). (C191a)
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To make the picture complete, it should at least be mentioned that unlike the Pr-Scale, 
the Quality Scale sentences do not present a new phenomenon on the scene, but ascribe a 
Specification (Sp) through a quality verb (Q) to a typically context-dependent Bearer of 
Quality (B) as in (2):

(2) They (B) were sent (Q) to the house of an old Profes-
sor who lived in the heart of the country (Sp). (N7b)

Before undertaking a thorough discussion on the phenomenon of semantic affinity between 
the verb and the subject in the Pr-sentences, it is necessary to outline the basic syntactic 
semantic subtypes of the Pr-sentences. In the present corpus (as well as in other corpora 
under the author’s examination), four principal syntactic patterns were identified and 
labelled as Subtypes 1-4 (see below). Incidentally, though carried out independently, the 
classification acquired is virtually in harmony with that offered by Dušková in her study 
on the differentiation of the syntactic forms of the Presentation Scale (cf. Dušková 1998). 
Svoboda, too, tackled the topic of syntactic semantic types of sentences implementing the 
Pr-Scale within his functional treatment of parallel sentences in both Czech and English 
(Svoboda 2005). Nevertheless, he does not classify their syntactic make-up in a systematic 
way, focusing instead on the word order issues emerging in the comparative background, 
such as the question of (emotional) markedness of certain types of Pr-sentences (Svoboda 
2005, 224–225).

The following four examples will shed light on the four syntactic semantic subtypes 
of Pr-sentences detected in the corpus (the Phenomenon is underlined, while the Pr-verb 
is marked in bold type):

(3) There are streaks of soot on the engine cowlings. (C9b)
(4) A slow cruel smile came over the Witch’s face. (N99b)
(5) And next to Aslan stood two leopards of whom one carried 

his crown and the other his standard. (N125)
(6) The walls of his room bore plentiful evidence of his marksmans-

hip in the form of silently snarling stuffed animals. (C23b)

Below is a table showing the findings obtained in the course of the corpus analysis:

Table 1 Incidence of the Subtypes of Pr-sentences in the Corpus
Pr-Scale Sentences Occurrence %
Subtype 1 – Existential construction (Ex. 3 above) 317 65.0
Subtype 2 – Rhematic subject in preverbal position (Ex. 4) 122 25.0
Subtype 3 – Fronted adverbial & S-V inversion (Ex. 5) 40 8.2
Subtype 4 – Locative Th-subject (Ex. 6) 9 1.8
Total 488 100.0
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As has been suggested above, only Subtype 2 will actually be discussed in the scope of 
this paper, as examples of semantic affinity of the verb with the subject may be traced in 
it. As a rule, Subtype 2, viz. the rhematic subject in preverbal position, represents the 
second most frequently occurring subtype of the Pr-Scale sentence pattern (Adam 2011; 
cf. Adam & Kudrnáčová 2010). It is usually referred to as the prototypical, canonical type 
connected with the Presentation Scale (Dušková 1998). In it, the initial sentence element 
is typically represented by a context-independent subject, which is only then followed (in 
accordance with the requirements of the English word order principles) by the verb, which 
expresses existence or appearance on the scene. The sentence may be also opened with a 
scene-setting temporal or spatial thematic adverbial, the position of which is quite volatile 
(Adam 2011). Cf.:

(7) And now a very curious thing happened. (N70)

Obviously, the word order of this subtype actually violates the end-focus principle observed 
in English. If fully implemented, linear modification induces the sentence elements to 
manifest a gradual rise in CD in the direction from the beginning to the end of the sentence. 
It should be recalled at this point that while in Czech the FSP linearity principle represents 
the leading factor governing the syntax of sentences (i.e. the later an element is in the sen-
tence, the more prominence it carries), in English the prominent word order principle is 
the grammatical one. The English sentence has to satisfy the requirements of ordering the 
individual sentence elements in accordance with their syntactic functions. Nevertheless, 
sentences with a rhematic subject in preverbal position are, as a rule, considered unmarked 
by native speakers of English (exceptions may be observed in connection to prosodic re-
evaluating intensification; Firbas 1992, 154–156; Svoboda 2005, 224–225). 

It follows that the verb operating in Pr-Scale sentences (Pr-verb) presents something 
new on the scene. It is important to recall that in relation to its presentation role, Firbas 
claims that it does so “if it expresses the existence or appearance on the scene with 
explicitness or sufficient implicitness” (Firbas 1995; cf. Adam 2011). In the present cor-
pus (and also in other corpora under the author’s investigation), two types of verbs classi-
fied in this respect have been detected.

Most Pr-verbs clearly express the existence or appearance on the scene in an explicit 
way. Prototypically, these are verbs such as come, arrive, step in, come down, be born, 
enter, appear, occur, turn up, rear up etc. (Adam 2010, 2011). The Pr-verbs falling into 
this category are, by their nature, dynamic, mostly intransitive, and carry the meaning of 
appearance, both as a result of a dynamic process or seen in the process of motion proper. 
Such verbs actually reflect precisely the definition of Firbasian appearance on the scene 
with explicitness. Cf.:

(8) Three men entered the room. (C223c)

In his treatise on valency of the English verb, Allerton (1982) describes this syntactic verb 
group – using his own terminology – as divalent valency structure No.17 patterning as S 
+ V + Adverbial Elaborator, especially of the directional character. Apart from classical 
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Pr-verbs like come, go, arrive, sit, lie, stand or reside, he also lists verbs such as step, 
travel, live, occur, etc. (Allerton 1982, 101). In addition, he sees this syntactic group as an 
underlying variant of existential there-clauses (Allerton 1982, 95).

However, research has convincingly shown that other types of verbs are also capable 
of expressing the existence or appearance on the scene even though they do not convey the 
meaning of appearance in a straightforward manner; in other words, they do so with suf-
ficient implicitness (Firbas 1992, 1995; cf. Adam 2009, 2010). A relatively large group in 
the corpus is made up of Pr-verbs that express the existence or appearance on the scene in 
a rather implicit way; all different sorts of verbs, such as overshadow, send, strike, await, 
buzz, wake (the silence), chirp, shine, seize, shine, pour, feed, blow or preach were identi-
fied in the research corpus (cf. Adam 2010). Seemingly, the verbs come from different 
semantic groups of verbs and do not have much in common. 

In Adam 2010 and 2011, a set of intriguing questions were asked but never truly or 
fully answered: What is the implicit semantic load that enables a verb to serve as Pr-verb in 
the Presentation Scale? What criteria should be taken into consideration? What and where 
are the boundaries between the maximum degree of implicit expression of existence or 
appearance on the scene and a verbal content that allows “only” for a qualitative use of the 
verb in the Quality Scale? Perhaps now the time has come to answer those questions, at 
least partly, as the heart of the matter seems to be, among other things, the semantic affinity 
discussed in detail below.

3   Semantic affinity in Subtype 2 of Pr-sentences
The point is that the research has shown that one of the most significant features of such 
Pr-verbs occurring in Subtype 2 may be described as a certain degree of semantic affin-
ity between the Pr-verb itself and the clause subject (cf. Firbas 1992, 60). To be more 
specific, the corpus findings show that approx. 33 percent of all sentences of Subtype 2 
manifest subject – verb semantic affinity. Such occurrence seems to reveal a significant 
semantic feature of what may be considered to express existence or appearance on the 
scene in an implicit way.

In previous papers (see esp. Adam 2010 and 2011), I introduced several sentences in 
which a certain type of semantic affinity was detected. This paper, however, attempts a 
more delicate typology of such sentences and aims to reveal some of the underlining (syn-
tactic and/or semantic) principles. The title sentence of this paper, as well as two others, 
will be used as introductory examples:

(9) A bee buzzed across their path. (N120e)
(10) At that moment a strange noise woke the silence. (N128)
(11) The sun shone. (C20) 

In (9) – (11), the action is so semantically inherent to the subjects (subject-related) that it is 
the subject that takes over the communicative prominence at the expense of the power of 
the verbal content (cf. Adam 2011). The static semantics of the verb – even if expressing 
a specific type of action – is then reduced to that of presentation. The semantic content of 
the verbal element is so natural of the agents employed that the full verb serves to denote 
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a form of existence or appearance on the scene. In other words, the verb that operates in 
semantic affinity with its subject semantically supports the character of the subject. One 
may readily say that buzzing is an innate activity for bees and thus in (9) the highest degree 
of communicative dynamism is definitely carried by the subject. Similarly, it is most natu-
ral for a strange noise to wake silence (10), or for the sun to shine (11). Incidentally, a very 
similar set of instances following identical principles has been repeatedly identified also in 
other corpora of narrative character, such as New Testament narrative texts (Adam 2011), 
including several examples given by Firbas and Svoboda that were actually not discussed 
in terms of their semantic affinity. Cf. Firbas’ (1992, 67) Ages ago a young king ruled 
his country capriciously and despotically; or Svoboda’s (2005, 222) A dog barked in the 
distance. 

As mentioned above, the dynamic semantic role of the verb used is reduced to that of 
presentation, while the communicative lead is taken by the respective subjects/agents. A 
crucial role when interpreting the sentences as to the dynamic semantic function imple-
mented is undoubtedly played by the immediately relevant verbal and situational context 
(Firbas 1992, 59–61; Adam 2009). In his discussion on such cases, Svoboda also takes it 
for granted that “context will decide whether the Pr-scale or the Q-scale is employed” (for 
details along with examples see Svoboda 2005, 225). The presentational interpretation of 
Pr-sentences with subject – verb affinity (which may be legitimately questioned at first 
sight) can be – apart from the major role of the context – additionally corroborated by two 
facts. Firstly, it is the placement of the nuclear stress on the rhematic subject in English 
(the intonation centre is denoted by capital letters):

(12) Then a wind sprang up. (N92a). 
(13) And the moon came out. (N92c) 

The second corroborating fact is the Czech corresponding equivalent translation of the 
clauses in which the rhematic subject – according to the principle of end-focus – invariably 
occupies the final position in the sentence – cf. (12a) and (13a):

(12a) Pak se zvedl vítr.  
(13a) A vyšel měsíc.

In harmony with what has been said above, Dušková (2008, 72–73) also mentions the 
semantic affinity of the verb and the subject as an accompanying phenomenon of Pr-sen-
tences. Commenting on various possibilities favouring the presentational interpretation, 
she claims that the Pr-verbs manifesting affinity may be – with identical effect – functio-
nally replaced by verbs that express existence/appearance on the scene in a purely explicit 
manner. Thus, the title sentence (9) above could be analogously expressed by means of an 
explicit Pr-verb accompanied by a locative adverbial construction in the object position 
(9a), as well as an existential construction proper (9b). Cf.:

(9) A bee buzzed across their path. (N120e)
(9a) A bee appeared / perched on their path.
(9b) There was a bee on their path.
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A parallel transformation is naturally unheard of in the sentences implementing the 
Q-Scale; in them, something new is said about the Bearer of Quality and the predication 
no longer expresses existence/appearance on the scene. It follows that the verb(s) used 
cannot be replaced by a Pr-verb without changing the FSP of the sentence. Cf.:

(9c) On the windowsill (Set), the bee (B) buzzed and flew away (Q). 

Semantically, the Pr-verbs that manifest semantic affinity with their subjects are almost 
prototypically recruited from a relatively limited semantic category of verbs generally 
related, to a certain extent, to sensory (acoustic, visual etc.) perception. Below is a tenta-
tive (because partly overlapping in places) classification of these categories, with exam-
ples adduced. Although due to space limitations the examples of Pr-sentences are decon-
textualized, all of them congruently implement the Pr-Scale:

● Natural / supernatural phenomena typically unaffected by people, such as weather: 

(14) A light breeze sprang up. (N119d)
(15) And the moon came out. (N92c) 
(16) The sun shone. (C20) 
(17) A cloud swirls round Philip Swallow’s plane. (C53c)

Let me at least briefly comment on one particular aspect of examples (15) and (16) given 
above. Closely related to their syntactic make-up is also the question of the definiteness 
of the subjects in Pr-sentences. Contrary to the “prototypical” use of the indefinite article 
in Pr-sentences, the subjects in these two examples make use of the definite article; this, 
nevertheless, does not violate the concept of context-independence of the subjects, but it 
obviously denotes the uniqueness of the phenomenon (the Sun, the Moon and the like). 
Cf. a somewhat peculiar example of another use of the definite article in the Pr-sentences 
in (24) below: in The potatoes are boiling / and the kettle’s singing the subject is clearly 
context-independent and yet the definite article is employed. This case can be seen as a 
result of both colloquial use of language in the particular dialogue and of the fact that 
potatoes (and tea in the second part of the sentence) are to represent a commonplace snack.

● Fauna and flora:

(18) A bee buzzed across their path. (N120e)
(19) Close beside the path they were following, a bird suddenly 

chirped from the branch of a tree. (N74d) 
(20) In the wood behind them a bird gave a chuckling sound. (N148b)

● Facial expressions / bodily feelings at times expressed metaphorically or via per-
sonification of an inanimate object:

(21) A searing pain bored into his hand. (C84)
(22) A ghost of a smile hovered on Mrs Swallow’s lips. (C86c)
(23) An expression of great pain passed over his big, brown face. (C182a)
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Likewise, Firbas offers several examples of Pr-sentences in which there is “a context-
independent subject presenting a phenomenon appearing on a human body, the element(s) 
expressing the body or some part of it performing the role of a setting” (see Firbas 1992, 
61).

● Inherent qualities / actions of inanimate objects:

(24) The potatoes are boiling / and the kettle’s singing. (N74c,b)
(25) …and wine flowed… (N179c)
(26) Two cups steamed on the bedside table. (C230)
(27) …a delicious aroma of bacon and coffee now began to  

percolate from the kitchen below. (C205b)
(28) A bomb exploded in the men’s john on the fourth floor. (C121b)
(29) Cars honked and hummed in the road. (C117a)

● Sensory actions, at times expressed metaphorically or via personification of an inan-
imate object:

(30) There a beautiful sight met their eyes. (N120e)
(31) A segment of light from the corridor fell across the floor. (C83d)
(32) A spotlight threw a pool of violet light on to the stage. (C112)
(33) A dark spidery shadow flashed across the gardens on the hillside. (C171b)
(34) A National Guard helicopter clattered over the Euphoric State  

campus yesterday, spraying tear gas over some 700 students. (C162)
(35) At that moment a strange noise woke the silence. (N128)

Cf. Firbas’ examples (1992: 60):

(36) A wave of azalea scent drifted into June’s face, …
(37) And now big spots of light gleamed in the mist. 

The Pr-sentences falling into the last category – examples (30) – (37) – seem to be in con-
cord with Svoboda’s interesting instance of a sentence from Čapek presenting a phenom-
enon through “the manner of its momentary appearance” (Svoboda 2005, 224); notation 
and underlining is mine:

(38) …stříbrným zvukem / odkapává / osamělá studna. 
 [(with) silvery sound / is-dripping / solitary well]

Likewise Firbas (1992, 61) gives an example of a sentence where the appearance on the 
scene is metaphorically expressed by a verb-object combination (cf. my examples (30) – 
(35) above). Firbas argues that via such semantic affinity “the verb prepares the way for the 
phenomenon to be presented” (Firbas 1992, 61); notation and underlining is again mine:

(39) Through Aunt Ann’s compressed lips a tender smile forced its way. 
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In relation to this phenomenon, Headlandová Kalischová, in her treatise on English intona-
tion (mis)used by Czech speakers (2010), discusses several examples of Pr-sentences actu-
ally manifesting the subject – verb semantic affinity. Building above all on Halliday (1967, 
38–39), Schmerling (cited in Gussenhoven 1986, 88), and Cruttenden (1986, 82–83), she 
aptly summarises a number of characteristic features of Pr-sentences (even if seen from the 
perspective of phonetics). Such sentences – labelled here as high frequency collocations – 
are characterised by (i) a peculiar placement of the intonation nucleus, i.e. on the subject, 
(ii) typically intransitive verbs with inanimate objects, and (iii) by their general reference 
to “(dis)appearance or misfortune” (Headlandová Kalischová 2010, 70–71). Especially 
the last feature mentioned certainly adds a new aspect to the list above. However, her 
observations are obviously in full compliance with the finding presented in this paper. In 
the two examples below she points out the importance of the immediately relevant verbal 
and situational context once again; the sentences are taken from a dialogue in which a set 
of problems detected in a house are enumerated:

(40) The sTairs are a bit dangerous.
(41) And the roof is leaking.

It can be said that the semantic content of the verbal element in the given verbal and situ-
ational context is so natural to the agents employed that the full verb serves to denote a 
form of existence on the scene more than the action proper. Interestingly enough, the 
Czech non-native speakers of English under examination did not, as a rule, observe the 
appropriate distribution of prosodic prominence and “automatically” shifted the intonation 
centre onto the last element of the sentence. The core of this inappropriate yet predictable 
deviation lies in the different prosodic FSP requirements of English and Czech (for the 
details see Headlandová Kalischová 2010, 71).

At this point in the discussion, a remark concerning the purely syntactic make-up of 
Pr-sentences is in order, namely a commentary on transitivity. It has been noted above that 
the Pr-verbs typically tend to originate in the intransitive (though sometimes it can act as 
transitive) group of the English verb (in the examples above, see e.g. items (14)–(19) or 
(21)–(26); such sentences follow usually the SV or SVA sentence type patterns (see also 
Quirk et al. 1985, 1169–1170, on monovalent verbs see Huddleston et al. 2002, 219). 
Generally speaking, research has suggested that Pr-verbs tend towards relatively simple 
syntactic structures, whereas a more complex complementation of the verb (i.e. a multiple 
valency) usually speaks in favour of quality verbs (Q-verbs). However, especially in the 
area of subject – verb affinity, the Pr-verbs are also found among transitive verbs (ordinar-
ily patterned as SVO or SVOA). Cf.:

(42) In the wood behind them a bird gave a chuckling sound. (N148b)
(43) There a beautiful sight met their eyes. (N120e)
(44) A spotlight threw a pool of violet light on to the stage. (C112)
(45) At that moment a strange noise woke the silence. (N128)

The four examples adduced above (42) – (45) obviously fall into the semantic category of 
Pr-verbs expressing existence or appearance on the scene with sufficient implicitness in a 
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metaphorical way and following the SVOA pattern in the present corpus. Incidentally, the 
transitive character of the verb seems to go hand in hand with the metaphorical / personify-
ing nature of the phrase.

In addition, Firbas (1992, 61) lists several examples of S – V affinity, quoting Svobo-
dová (1966). He claims that in such sentences the object expresses a phenomenon that is 
“filled, permeated or covered by another phenomenon. The latter appears within the space 
provided by the former. The latter is the phenomenon to be presented; the former serves as 
the setting (scene) for the presentation” (Firbas 1992, 61). Dušková discusses the issue of 
(in)transitivity in connection to the use of passive voice in Pr-sentences (Dušková 2008, 
72–73); she points out that especially ditransitive verbs, such as bring or hand, are capable 
in their passive form of expressing presentation. In her view, “the goal of action expressed 
with an indirect object can be understood as the scene, and the verb as appearance on the 
scene induced from outside” (Dušková 2008, 73; transl. by MA). 

Though the observations above seem to be in accord with general linguistic tendencies, 
the conjectures concerning the role of transitivity in the framework of syntactic semantic 
characteristics of Pr-verbs inevitably remain a subject for further research. 

4   Conclusions
The present paper has discussed the prototypical type of sentences implementing the so-
called Presentation Scale (i.e. that containing a rhematic subject in preverbal position) 
within fiction narrative discourse with special regard to the semantic affinity operating 
between the subject and the predicate. In such distributional fields, the Pr-verbs seem to 
semantically support the character of their subjects, preparing “the way for the phenom-
enon to be presented” (Firbas 1992, 61). On the basis of an array of corpus examples, a 
number of semantic categories of semantic affinity were identified and, in addition, some 
special syntactic aspects of such sentences were examined.

Before conclusions are drawn, it will be beneficial to provide a brief comparative sum-
mary of all types and subtypes of dynamic semantic scales that were discussed in the 
paper. The point is that the borderline between some of them may be tricky and/or mis-
leading and, sometimes, even the essential differentiation between the Presentation and the 
Quality Scales respectively may seem deceptive. Therefore, as well as Pr-scale examples, 
also Q-scale examples will be included. Let me recall the set of research questions that 
were formulated at the beginning of this paper: 

1 What is the implicit semantic load that enables a verb to serve as Pr-verb in the 
Presentation Scale? 

2  What criteria should be taken into consideration? 
3  What and where are the boundaries between the maximum degree of implicit expres-

sion of existence or appearance on the scene and a verbal content that allows “only” 
for a qualitative use of the verb in the Quality Scale?

The following conclusive remarks should provide several satisfactory answers. To be 
more specific, drawing on the findings of the present paper as well as previous research, 
I am inclined to see the Firbasian system of dynamic semantic scales as a more or less 
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continuous spectrum rather than a black-and-white, i.e. polar set. The principal distin-
guishing criterion is then the relative degree of explicitness of existence or appearance on 
the scene expressed. The summary will be first outlined in a table and then discussed in 
more detail below.

Table 2 Spectrum of explicitness of existence or appearance
Subtypes of the scales Example Note

1 Classical Pr-Scale expressing existence 
or appearance with explicitness

A new boy came into 
the classroom. 
A new idea appeared 
in his mind.

Invariably intransitive 
verbs (SV, SVA)

2
Pr-Scale with sufficient implicitness 
(typically with semantic affinity 
of the verb with its subject)

A bee buzzed across 
their way.
A strange noise 
woke the silence.
There a beautiful 
sight met their eyes.

Typically intransitive, 
but also transitive 
verbs (SVA, SVO 
or SVOA)
Can be replaced by 
an explicit Pr-verb
Tendency towards 
subject – verb affinity

3
Q-Scale with a context-
independent subject
(i.e. so-called Combined scale)

A king had three 
daughters. 
A boy opened a can of 
Coke in his armchair.

Transitive (SVO 
or SVOA) verbs

4 Classical Q-Scale with a 
context-dependent subject

The boy showed me 
a text message.
The boy gasped.

Both transitive and 
intransitive verbs 
with a more concrete 
semantic load 
Much more 
directly express a 
particular action

Looking at the chart, it will become evident that it is especially the ‘seam’ between Cat-
egories 2 and 3 that deserves special attention, as the borderline appears to be subtle if 
existent at all. In other words, this is the breakpoint area where the semantic load of the 
verb in question necessarily tips the scales. Example sentences from Categories 2 and 3 
look, at least at first sight, identical; true enough if one employs only syntactic approach. 
Once both dynamic and static semantic approaches are adopted, though, the two sets of 
sentences can be seen from two different perspectives. As the explanatory notes in Table 
2 suggest, it is the very semantics of the verbs that makes the difference. Some verbs 
(Category 2) “unmistakably imply, or under certain conditions are capable of unmistak-
ably implying, appearance or existence on the scene” (Firbas 1992, 60) thanks to (i) being 
prevailingly intransitive – i.e. tending towards a relatively simple complementation; 
(ii) operating typically in sentence types SVA, SVO or SVOA; (iii) being exchangeable 
with an explicit Pr-verb such as appear or come; (iv) most notably, manifesting the 
subject – verb semantic affinity. The other verb group (Category 3) – even if operating 
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in analogous syntactic configurations – cannot express existence or appearance and so are 
destined to serve as verbs ascribing a Quality or Specification in a Q-scale only. To sum up, 
the implicit semantic load that enables a verb to serve as Pr-verb in the Presentation Scale 
is inevitably related to its syntactic, lexical and semantic characteristics, such as valency, 
transitivity or semantic affinity. On the other hand, the verbs falling into the Category 3 
in Table 3 are invariably transitive (patterning as SVO or SVOA) and fulfil the dynamic 
semantic function of a Quality in the Firbasian Combined Scale. In it, as Firbas (1992, 
67) says, the distributional field “telescopes the Ph-function and the B-function into the 
subject”; the Phenomenon presented actually coincides with the Bearer of Quality and is 
introduced on the scene in medias res, i.e. without any actual presentation (cf. Svoboda 
2005, 226). It should be noted that although Firbas (1992, 1995) consistently uses the 
expression Combined scale, the function of such sentences have been recently understood 
as a functional variant of the Quality Scale (Chamonikolasová & Adam 2005, Dušková 
2008, 73–74).

Much has been said about the traditional Pr-verbs of Category 1 in Table 2 above; in a 
nutshell, they express existence or appearance on the scene with unequivocal explicitness. 
To complete the picture, Category 4 of the spectrum covers the classical Q-Scale instances 
with context-dependent subjects and verbs (both transitive and intransitive) that convey a 
distinctly more concrete semantic load than Pr-verbs. Q-verbs are capable of expressing 
a rhematic specification or ascribing a quality to the subject. In the spectrum of explicit-
ness of existence or appearance, Q-verbs much more directly express a particular action 
(as opposed to mere existence/ appearance); the existential meaning of existence is rather 
implicit and, so to speak, limited to the minimum. And, vice versa, the qualitative content 
of Pr-verbs is reduced to that of presentation. Evidently, the FSP of the English sentence is 
co-determined by the lexico-semantic nature of the verb (cf. Dušková 2006 (1988), 531).

To conclude, it should be highlighted again that semantic affinity of the English 
Pr-verb with the subject seems to stand at the root of the question concerning the 
(semantic and syntactic) criteria that make it possible for the verb to act as a Pr-verb 
in the sentence. In this respect, such semantic affinity proved to be a genuinely forma-
tive force operating in the constitution of the Presentation Scale sentences. Many of 
the related aspects, as well as an in-depth study of the role of valency and transitivity, have 
only been tackled tentatively in this paper, and they definitely call for further research. 
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List of Abbreviations
B  bearer of quality
C  Lodge’s Changing Places 
CD  communicative dynamism
DSF(s)  dynamic semantic function(s)
FSP  functional sentence perspective
N  C. S. Lewis’ The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, 
  the Witch and the Wardrobe 
Ph  phenomenon to be presented
Pr  presentation
Rh  rheme / rhematic
Q  quality
Set  setting
Sp  specification
SVO etc. sentence types / patterns
Th  theme / thematic
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On the Aesthetic Function of the Text 
(Exploitation of Semantic, FSP and Syntactic  

Means in the Process of ‘Meaning Focus’)

Ivana Řezníčková

Let me dedicate this article to Aleš Svoboda, with whom I led several fruitful discussions on this 
very topic. His enthusiasm for the issues of FSP and the aesthetic function of a text inspired me 
to carry out deeper research, and this paper is a result of both – his enthusiasm and my modest 
investigation into the matter. Therefore, Aleš Svoboda should actually be viewed as a co-author of 
this paper; without his interest and inspiration, the findings of this research may never have come 
to light.

Abstract

The present study draws on the research carried out by Jan Firbas into the theory of functional sen-
tence perspective. The paper is based on a comparative study of the communicative strategy used 
by the author of a Czech fictional text and its observance by the author of its English translation. 
The study deals with the aesthetic function of the text and analyses various linguistic means which 
the author exploits in order to pursue his communicative purpose. 

Keywords: functional sentence perspective, rhematic and thematic layers, communicative purpose, 
aesthetic function, meaning focus.

1  Introduction 
Previous research (Firbas 1995, Svoboda 2006, Adam 2006, Hurtová 2009) has shown that 
the writer’s communicative purpose may be, and often is, related to the aesthetic function 
conveyed by the text. To accomplish a particular aesthetic impact, the writer exploits dis-
tinctive communicative strategies. In other words, the author uses various linguistic means 
to create an effect connected to the central meaning of the text, or to a meaning on which 
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the author focuses, on various levels and to varying extents, throughout the whole text. 
This desired, yet not always present, process of the author’s focus on a particular central 
idea of the text shall be labelled the ‘meaning focus’1. This paper will attempt to look 
into those linguistic means which, when in cooperation, may create a distinctive aesthetic 
effect. The analysis of 727 distributional fields (see below) of Karel Čapek’s Krakatit and 
the corresponding number of distributional fields of its English translation by Lawrence 
Hyde proved that the author exploited at least three factors to create an aesthetic effect that 
corresponds to and in fact nurtures the central idea of the book - semantics, syntax and the 
means of functional sentence perspective (FSP).

2  Brief outline of FSP theory
The theory of functional sentence perspective is one of the branches of linguistics which 
explores how a message is successfully transferred from the author of the message 
(speaker) to the addressee (listener).  Firbas (1992) sees a sentence or a clause as a basic 
distributional field (DF), in which individual elements are distributed according to the 
degree of communicative dynamism (CD) they carry. By the term ‘degree of CD’ we 
understand “a relative extent to which a linguistic element contributes to the further devel-
opment of communication in comparison with other elements within the distributional 
field.” (Firbas 1992, 8) The degree of CD is influenced by four factors – linearity, context 
and semantics in written discourse, with intonation being added to the preceding three in 
spoken discourse. The interplay of the above factors results in every element contributing 
to the development of communication. However, the elements contribute only to a certain 
extent when compared to other elements, i.e. some elements contribute less and some 
more. Rheme is the term used for those elements that ‘push’ the communication forward 
the most. They represent information towards which our communication is perspectived. 
Theme, on the other hand, is an expression used for those elements that carry the lowest 
degree of CD. They signify information from which our communication is perspectived. 
Jan Firbas (1979) also introduced other levels, of which the most important ones for the 
reader of this paper are Transition and Transition Proper. Transition stands for those ele-
ments of a sentence that carry a higher degree of CD than the thematic elements, but on the 
other hand, are exceeded in CD by the rhematic elements within the given distributional 
field; this mostly comprises the notional component of the verb. Transition Proper shares 
similar borderline characteristics, however it involves very specific elements, namely the 
temporal-modal exponents of the verb.

3  Meaning focus
Firbas (1995) demonstrated that the interplay of FSP factors does not confine itself to a basic 
distributional field, but reaches far beyond; in fact, “through creating the thematic and the 
non-thematic layers (tracks)2” (64) it asserts itself on a suprasentential level.  We can say 
that higher levels of text, e.g. paragraphs, have proved to contain notionally homogenous 
elements, which in turn form vertical (paradigmatic) strings (tracks). These tracks then 
effectively serve the author’s communicative purpose. Firbas’ observations based on the 
analysis of the initial paragraphs of Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago indicate a rhematic track 
forming a gradation effect. This effect serves the author’s purpose, i.e. his aim to introduce 
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the leading character, towards which the whole of the initial part is perspectived. Similar 
characteristics of text (semantic homogeneity and gradation) and communicative strategy 
have been studied and described by Adam (2006, 2009). In his research Adam has con-
centrated especially on higher levels of text (distributional macrofields, cf. Adam 2006). 
On this level of FSP analysis he focuses on how ideology is manifested and portrayed in 
biblical texts and what linguistic means are employed to co-create the overall ideological 
character of a particular discourse. In his most recent study (2009) he points out that par-
ticular “rhematic elements constitute a gradual rise in overall semantic tension, and, as a 
result, form a distinctive gradation effect.” (28) To show that the author’s communicative 
strategy might vary, let me also mention a contribution by Hurtová (2009), who similarly 
described the author’s conception of the internal organization of paragraphs in Updike’s 
novel Marry Me as being closely connected to the aesthetic function of a particular text. 
This time, her investigation into the non-thematic tracks of the above-mentioned novel 
revealed that these in result form a pattern of “undulation” (52). In this way the tracks 
create a specific overall aesthetic effect as “the image of ever-changing, unstable dunes of 
sand occurring throughout the whole chapter also penetrates above a level that is perceiv-
able by mere reading.” (55)

3.1  Explosive Meaning Focus 
The analyzed text also proved to be aesthetically expressive, i.e. it carries distinctive aes-
thetic features. This distinctness then enables the creation of an ultimate picture which 
is in accordance with the ‘meaning focus’ of the text. The meaning focus, or the overall 
meaning, of the analyzed narrative text is expressed in various ways on different levels of 
the text. As was stated above, and in accordance with the previously mentioned observa-
tions, it is mainly asserted verbally. The linguistic means employed range from the level 
of individual expressions and basic distributional fields to the level of macrofields, such 
as paragraphs and their arrangement within the chapters. Furthermore, the distribution of 
particular expressions within the FSP of individual distributional fields also amplifies the 
aesthetic result.

To be more specific, leaving aside the prophetic and social ideological message of 
Krakatit, the nove depicts the story of a physicist and his struggle when inventing an 
atomic explosive. So to put it simply, the central meaning of the book can be said to be that 
of explosiveness. Before coming to the general semantic, syntactic and FSP analysis, and 
in order to underline the complexity of the studied issue, let me briefly comment on the 
title of the book, which also reflects the central idea. The name of the explosive, and also 
the title of the Czech original, is Krakatit, which is derived from the name of the Indone-
sian volcano Krakatoa.3 A volcanic eruption imparts a notion of, or rather is semantically 
synonymous to, explosion – and in this way it essentially determines the semantic content 
of the whole book. Drawing on Daneš’ conclusions in the field of thematic progressions, 
i.e. that “the whole text has ‘theme’ of its own (hypertheme)” (Daneš 1974, 109), the 
title Krakatit basically anticipates the hypertheme of the text from the very start. It may 
be understood as a “context-independent item opening the hyperthematic string” (Firbas 
1992, 81). A partly different approach to the title was adopted by the translator, who opted 
for the phrase An Atomic Phantasy. This, however, may have been due to the period of 
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history when the translation was published, i.e. in 1948, when the invention and actual use 
of the atomic bomb had become a troubling reality. Thus, the title of the English translation 
may also be said to fulfil the purpose of the original title. 

As suggested above, the notion of explosiveness may not only be clearly observable on 
the level of individual words, i.e. in the choice of semantically homogenous expressions, 
but also in their distribution over certain parts of the analyzed chapters. What may not be 
so apparent while merely reading the text normally is their peculiar distribution over the 
FSP layers; furthermore, the notion of explosiveness may be sensed also on the formal 
level of the text, i.e. in the formal grammatical structure of sentences. None of the above 
factors works on its own; all of the levels – semantic, FSP and syntactic – interlink and 
thus assist in forming a complete picture. Therefore, the following sub-chapters will offer 
more detailed insights into individual phenomena, however they cannot be described in 
isolation, so the remarks may often overlap.

3.1.1  The semantic approach
The most ‘vivid’ factor is the expression of explosiveness in the novel. The analyzed texts 
include a significant number of expressions (a considerable proportion formed by lexical 
equivalents, which indicates the semantic density of the excerpts) presenting the idea of 
explosion explicitly, as well as expressions that are closely semantically related to explo-
sion. They vary on the morphological-syntactic level, appearing in the forms of nouns, 
verbs, adjectives or interjections, with approximately 50% of them formed by verbal 
constructions. 

To be more precise, both excerpts offered comparable figures with only insignificant 
differences, so the following remarks apply for both texts. Each analyzed excerpt contains 
70 explicit expressions conveying the idea of explosion. This number includes the word 
Krakatit, which represents the meaning of explosive throughout the novel. Moreover, there 
are a further 35 expressions closely related to the notion of explosion, i.e. various sen-
tence elements connected with the process of exploding, its immediate consequences or 
the manner in which described objects explode or are made to explode. Together they con-
stitute over a hundred semantically homogenous expressions connected to the main topic 
of the book within the 730 analyzed DFs. 

To offer a concise picture, let me present here a table of several Czech expressions 
together with their particular English translations as used by Hyde:
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Table 1
NOUNS VERBS ADJECTIVES INTERJECTIONS

EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS
Czech English Czech English Czech English Czech English
exploze/
výbuch explosion vybuchnout explode výbušný/

třaskavý explosive prásk crash

třaskavina explosive explodovat disintegrate atomový atomic puf puff
lydditová 
patrona

lyddite 
cartridge vyletět go up bum bang

detonace detonation roztrhat break up
dynamite dynamite

IMPLICIT EXPRESSIONS
Nobel Nobel roztřísknout crush destruktivní destructive fft fft
destrukce destruction smést blow off
vulkán volcano roztrhat smash up

What might appear interesting is the fact that the layout of these expressions across the 
paragraphs, or across whole chapters, does not seem coincidental. A common characteris-
tic feature of the examples discussed here is that they do not appear at the beginning of the 
analyzed chapters, but their occurrence is very intensive in the middle paragraphs. Here we 
come to a point where the ‘mere’ semantic disposition of a text overlaps with the functional 
distribution of studied elements. Let me recall again Firbas (1995) and his observations 
on strings of notionally homogenous elements, which “operating also on suprasentential 
level” (64), induce a communicative function in larger units of text. From this semantic-
functional point of view, it may be suggested that these expressions, and their high occur-
rence in particular parts of the text, represent the semantic ‘apex’ of each analyzed chapter.

3.1.2  The FSP approach 
Moving from the semantic analysis to a functional interpretation, we must naturally con-
sider the way in which these semantically homogenous expressions are embedded in the 
functional perspective of the given distributional fields. The analysis of the layout of these 
elements across the FSP layers reveals that their distribution within individual DFs is 
closely related to their distribution over the larger parts of the text, and thus it assists and 
amplifies their communicative importance. Let me begin with some data concerning the 
original Czech text: 
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Table 2
SEMANTICALLY HOMOGENOUS EXPRESSIONS 
CONNECTED TO THE NOTION OF EXPLOSIVENESS
FSP FUNCTIONS NUMBER PERCENTAGE
Theme 9 9
Transition 19 18
Rheme 71 68
DFs not analyzed 6 5
TOTAL 105 100

These figures certainly deserve attention, as in 71 cases these utterances occupy the rhe-
matic layers of particular DFs. This gives us 68 per cent of semantically homogenous 
expressions related to the meaning focus of the story functioning as Rhemes. Such distri-
bution cannot be treated as coincidental. Instead it shows not only that a high occurrence 
of expressions carrying the notion of explosibility within the analyzed text indicate their 
superiority over any other meaning, but also that their prevailing distribution over the rhe-
matic layers signifies their suggested communicative importance. The relevant data from 
the English translation are again nearly identical, with only insignificant differences. On 
the grounds of Adam’s suggestion that “the functional pressure of the layers may corrobo-
rate (or violate) a hypothetical interpretation and tip the scales in dubious cases” (Adam 
2006, 13), I can state that the translator successfully represented the primary aesthetic 
result, and therefore preserved the original intended function of the text.

Such functional distribution, however, may seem to work counter to the aspect of 
contextual dependency, which is one of the factors that allocate certain sentence elements 
into the thematic layer. Thus, a question arises: to what extent may a contextually depend-
ent unit form the Rheme of a sentence?  The function, i.e. to serve a particular aesthetic 
effect of a text connected to its meaning focus, may be determined and emphasized by 
the ‘violation’ of one FSP factor in favour of another. Reaching an aesthetic effect may be 
considered a specific function carried by narrative texts; it is a specific, unusual phenom-
enon that may be characterized by a certain markedness when compared to other types 
of communication. This issue deserves to be treated more closely; however, due to space 
limitations, further details on FSP factors and the possible impact of contingent marked-
ness will be offered elsewhere.

As for the gradation effect proved by the research of Firbas as well as Adam, the ana-
lyzed text does not show such a distribution of the expressions of explosiveness within the 
rhematic track. This may be due to the fact that gradation has been proved to serve the aims 
of introductory sections (cf. Firbas 1995, Adam 2006), whereas the expressions studied 
here occur mainly in the middle paragraphs and form the apex of the analyzed chapters. 
It could also be suggested that the sudden occurrence of these expressions within the rhe-
matic layers in the middle paragraphs, without any gradation of meaning but instead with 
an immediate and vigorous intensity, supports the overall effect of explosiveness. 

The following table presents one of the middle paragraphs of the second chapter. It 
demonstrates the explosive expressions in the immediately relevant context in terms of 
their immediate appearance (contrary to the gradation effect).
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Table 34

No Thematic layer Transition layer Rhematic layer Scale
Direct speech (Thomas)

442 you 
(Don’t)
(want)

(yes/no focus)
to sleep? QS

Direct speech (Prokop)

443 I
(to sleep) (want) (yes polarity)      do. QS

444 Today I ’m tired. QS

445
And

you 
all this time?

 (have)
(been)

what

doing QS

Direct speech (Thomas)
446 (I) (have been doing) (TM exponents) Nothing. QS
447 Life. NA

Direct speech (Prokop)

448 Life is
(see)? an explosive, QS

449 (TM exponents) Bang QS
and

450 a man (is) born. QS
and

451 then, (TM exponents) Bang QS
452 he falls to pieces. QS
453 And we think … QS

454 ...it lasts
(see)? some years, QS

455 (You) Wait a moment, QS

456 I ’ve got
(haven’t I)? something mixed, QS

Direct speech (Thomas)

457 It
Prokop. ’s all right, QS

469 Thomas
 his arm. (TM exponents) waved QS

Direct speech (Prokop)

470 So you
still

’ve
got a father. QS

471 said Prokop with sudden 
gentleness. (+470) QS

Let me briefly comment on this phenomenon. An outline of a particular dynamic-semantic 
track will show the characteristic occurrence more clearly:
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Across the first five DFs (442–446) the dynamic-semantic track presents the notion of 
calmness (sleep, tired), which results in an absolute standstill, expressed by ‘nothing’. 
Afterwards Prokop starts another piece of conversation, and without any sign of a pos-
sible gradation effect that would gradually signal the meaning of explosion, ‘an explosive’ 
appears, strengthened by the interjections ‘bang’, ‘bang’ – which, as it were, express the 
actual action or process of exploding. Finally, the string results in ‘falls to pieces’. In this 
way we can say that the semantically homogenous expressions of explosion are directly 
presented in the flow of communication, and the meaning is almost ‘thrown’ at the reader. 
The same pattern is repeated at the end of this particular string. After the last element, 
‘falls to pieces’, the rhematic track immediately quietens down; this immediate repose 
is asserted by the expression ‘all right’, and even enhanced by another rhematic element, 
‘sudden gentleness’.

The same pattern of abruptness concerning the idea of explosion is to be detected in 
most of the dynamic-semantic strings of elements carrying the notion of explosion. It only 
varies in the number or the length of particular strings, so it affirms that “the functional 
approach applied by the theory of FSP need not to be restricted to the level of individual 
clauses, but can be applied to the hierarchical level of paragraphs and chapters” (Adam 
2006, 8) Similarly, it contributes to the discussion on possible aesthetic effects manifested 
by the elements conveyed in rhematic layers. As for the gradation effect studied and men-
tioned by Firbas and Adam, relating to the introduction of new elements into the flow 
of communication, and the nexus of undulation relating to the hyperthematic beach in 
Updike’s Marry Me studied by Hurtová, this text can be said to present another effect, i.e. 
an intense abruptness, connected with the meaning focus of the studied material, i.e. the 
idea of explosiveness. This shows that the aesthetic effect observable by means of FSP 
analysis is not a universal phenomenon, but is in fact highly individual and based on the 
type of text, its meaning focus, or the hypertheme of particular paragraphs, chapters or 
whole texts. As a matter of fact, such variability lies at the core of the functional study of 
various linguistic phenomena. 

Before approaching the issue from the syntactic point of view, let me mention another 
aspect connected with the central idea of the novel. Only after analysis of this supporting 
meaning, as I have decided to label it, may the picture be completed by a formal approach. 
Syntactic insight will then interconnect both the central meaning and the supporting mean-
ing to form a complex picture of the communicative strategies used by the author to fulfil 
a particular aesthetic effect.

4  A supporting semantic phenomenon
The results of the previous investigation inspired me to carry out a further analysis of the 
text in the same manner. As expected, it has confirmed the existence of another meaning 
standing above all lower-ranking meanings, which therefore deserves further comments 

sleep → do → tired → doing → nothing → an explosive → bang → born → bang → 
falls to pieces → some years → a moment → something mixed → all right → waved 
(→ a father → sudden gentleness)
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from the viewpoint of semantics, FSP and also syntax. It is the idea of movement, which 
asserts itself also on the level of paragraphs and chapters, and thus forms, as it were, a 
semantic support to the central idea of the novel.

4.1  The semantic approach
As with the notion of explosiveness, the analysis found a similarly high incidence of 
semantically homogenous elements containing the notion of walking, going, running, or 
simply moving from one place to another (plus a couple of expressions of stopping, which 
can be understood as words expressing the phase of finishing a movement). The Czech 
expressions encompass the auxiliary ‘muset’ (must)  or ‘chtít’ (want) used in particular 
contextual conditions, as these verbs often imply the meaning of movement when used 
together with adverbials of place (their English equivalents are joined by a particular ver-
bal expression of movement such as go):

Musíš do postele.  You must go to bed.  (1)
Musíš do nemocnice.  You must go to hospital.  (2)
Já tam nechci.  I don´t want to go there.  (3)

There are as many as 81 distributional fields containing sentence elements expressing such 
notions in the original text (66 of them are expressed by verbal forms). Here, the English 
and Czech versions differ in numbers, as the English text contains only 71 such expres-
sions, and a possible deficiency of the translation can be detected. The following table 
will again offer several Czech example expressions, together with their respective English 
translations as used by Hyde:

Table 4
NOUNS VERBS ADJECTIVES INTERJECTIONS

Czech English Czech English Czech English Czech English

krok step razit si 
cestu

feel one’s 
way uplývající moving ráz dva one two

pronásledo-
vatelé pursuers jít come poskakující moving

dupot noise by ... odcházet move off
přejít pass
dát se 

na útěk
take to 
flight

běžet
míjet

přivést

These expressions also seem to be laid out regularly across the paragraphs, or rather across 
whole chapters. They mostly avoid the areas containing the notion ‘explosive’, instead 
appearing in the first parts of the analyzed chapters. Whereas the idea of explosivity 
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manifests itself with the highest intensity in the middle parts, which form the semantic 
apex of each chapter, the notion of movement increases in intensity before reaching the 
apex of a chapter. 

4.2   The FSP approach 
As with the ‘explosive’ meaning within the analyzed extracts, this supporting semantic 
phenomenon too is functionally expressive. Its functional distribution across the FSP lay-
ers and beyond is specific; I would contend that it is also in accordance with the semantic 
layout, as described in the preceding chapter. 

Let me again start with a few remarks on the distribution of these elements across the 
FSP layers in terms of their occurrence. The distribution is as follows:

Table 5 

SEMANTICALLY HOMOGENOUS EXPRESSIONS 
CONNECTED TO THE NOTION OF MOVEMENT5

FSP FUNCTIONS NUMBER PERCENTAGE
Theme 5 6
Transition 41 52
Rheme 35 42
DFs not analyzed 0 0
TOTAL 81 100

It is apparent that the functional distribution of elements containing the notion of move-
ment differs slightly from the distribution of those elements carrying the notion of explo-
siveness. Their most important function is that as Transition, as this forms the largest 
proportion. The expressions of movement accordingly appear predominantly in the non-
thematic layer; nevertheless, the proportion performing the rhematic function is not as 
high as it is with the notion of explosion. They mostly function as Transition, i.e. from the 
functional point of view they largely occupy positions of lower communicative importance 
than the elements implying the meaning of explosion. This may lead to the suggestion 
that the meaning of movement asserts itself as a dominant, communicatively important 
phenomenon within the analyzed text; nevertheless, it is also surpassed by a successful 
competitor, i.e. the meaning of explosiveness. Thus it serves as an accompanying semantic 
phenomenon to the meaning focus of the whole narrative.

It might justifiably be asked whether the dynamic strings of the semantically homog-
enous expressions might appear within a transitional layer as well. So far, the existence of 
these strings, i.e. the tendency towards semantic homogeneity, has mainly been described 
with respect to thematic and rhematic layers (Firbas 1995). Adam (2006) also commented 
on “information of transitory character” (37) in the biblical texts he analyzed. However, 
we can go even further. The following table will show that the dynamic-semantic strings 
actually cut across the layers. The tables below illustrate the layout of expressions of 
movement across the individual layers in both (English and Czech) versions of the text. 
The paragraphs were chosen to show the semantic deficiency of the translation. 
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Table 6
No Thematic layer Transition layer Rhematic layer Scale
49. And he went on as best as … QS

50. he
(go on) (TM exponents) could. QS

51. The man with the turned-up collar
him. (TM exponents) followed QS

52. It seemed that… PS
53. … he (was) running. QS
54. Prokop took to flight in terror. QS

Table 7
No Thematic layer Transition layer Rhematic layer Scale
45. A (Prokop) jde jak…. QS
46. …(Prokop) (TM exponents)  nejlépe umí. QS

47. náhle (Prokop)
za sebou slyší kroky. PS

48. Člověk s vyhrnutým límcem
 za ním. (TM exponents) jde QS

49. (situace) Zdá se že… PS
50. …(člověk s vyhrnutým límcem) (TM exponents) běží. QS

51. A Prokop
v nesnesitelné hrůze

(se)
(dal) na útěk. QS

Let me again offer the simplified outlines of both versions for easier orientation:

English version:    went on → followed → was running → took to flight

Czech version:    jde → kroky → jde → běží → na útěk

These tables, with the relevant data offered in simplified outlines, demonstrate the seman-
tic homogeneity of the analyzed paragraphs. The meaning of movement is apparently the 
most ‘vivid’ one, and it asserts itself as the central notion of a particular paragraph. Nev-
ertheless, it is not restricted to the rhematic layers of all individual DFs. It enters the com-
munication less dynamically than as the most important information in (45) in the Czech 
excerpt or (49) in the English translation. In fact, it opens the respective dynamic-semantic 
track by establishing itself as a transitional element, and only then does the notion of 
movement settle safely within the rhematic layers of individual DFs. The only difference 
is that the last Czech DF, i.e. (51), is perspectived towards the element of movement, as 
the distribution of CD is clearly determined by the word order, whereas its English coun-
terpart (54) is more dubious in this respect, with ‘in terror’ being rather understood as 
the Specification of the Quality of ‘took to flight’. The central notion of movement in the 
English paragraph is further weakened by the complete omission of the translation of the 
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Czech (47). Moreover, it is also this DF which assists in forming the gradation effect of a 
particular dynamic-semantic track.

As mentioned above, Firbas’ and Adam’s observations indicate the capability of a rhe-
matic track to create an effect of gradation. The effect has been proved to serve the author’s 
aim of introducing a character or information towards which a whole part of the text is 
perspectived. When analyzing the idea of explosion, I showed that it did not create such 
an effect, and I offered an explanation suggesting that this was due to the distribution of 
respective elements across the middle paragraphs, so that they already formed the apex 
of the analyzed chapters, and also due to the need to verbally create the overall image of 
explosiveness. 

By contrast, this chapter has shown that elements carrying the notion of movement 
have a different function and thus are subject to different principles. So far, it has been 
proved that these expressions appear in the first parts of the analyzed chapters. Occupy-
ing mostly the paragraphs preceding those expressing the idea of explosion, the notion of 
movement was seen to increase in intensity before reaching the apex of a chapter. This 
characteristic obviously provides more space for verbal elements implementing the dis-
cussed gradation effect. With reference to the above schemes, let me comment on the gra-
dation effect created by the rhematic track in the Czech excerpt. Once established within 
the rhematic layer, the track begins with the word ‘kroky’, suggesting individual steps and 
as such the basic level of walking. It is followed and intensified by the verb ‘jde’, which 
implies continuous movement, and further escalated by the expression of running, ‘běží’. 
It reaches its climax with the idea of the most rapid movement, ‘útěk’. As with the preced-
ing FSP-related remarks on the notion of movement, there is a certain element of defi-
ciency and discrepancy in the English translation, rendering it unable to create the effect as 
clearly as the original Czech text. This is so due to the omission of the DF containing the 
word ‘kroky’ as well as the choice of the expression ‘followed’, which disturbs the grada-
tion of movement. The last factor is the ambiguous perspective of the last analyzed DF, 
with ‘terror’ asserting itself as the information with the highest degree of CD.

 Hopefully, I have been able to successfully demonstrate that the distribution of 
elements carrying the notion of movement across the FSP layers supports the suggestion 
on their communicative importance as proposed by the results of their semantic analysis. 
However, there is one more factor to be discussed. The following sub-chapter will address 
distinctive formal features of particular excerpts. In this way, it will attempt to interconnect 
both the central meaning and the supporting semantic phenomenon, and thus it will make 
the picture of the writer’s aesthetic intention complete.

5  Syntactic approach 
So far I have dealt with the aesthetic effect of the text from the semantic and functional 
points of view. Now I will attempt to support the preceding ideas by offering a few back-
ground comments on the formal level of the text, i.e. the grammatical structures of the sen-
tences, which may – as far as stylistics are concerned – also display the semantic tendency 
of explosiveness or movement. Leech and Short point out that “when the length of graphic 
units follows a regular pattern, the text seems to progress with a measured dynamic move-
ment.” (Leech, Short 1981, 215)
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In accordance, the author of the analyzed text mostly uses distinctive syntactic struc-
tures in parts containing the semantically characteristic expressions. What I mean is that 
the sentences are often short, abrupt, or unfinished. To clearly illustrate particular syntactic 
patterns, let me adduce the following passage: 

“I don’t want to go there! Not there! There is…There is…” 
“What?”
 “Krakatit,” breathed Prokop. 
“What’s that?” 
“Nothing. I shan´t say. No one must go there. Or…. Or….” 
“What?” 
“Ffft, bang!” said Prokop      (4)

Naturally, with respect to stylistics we may come across various explanations of such 
sentence structuring, “since different considerations will apply in different circumstances” 
(Leech, Short 1981, 219). In our case, we may assume that such a sentence pattern evokes 
a certain feeling of explosiveness and haste. Furthermore, segmentation into simple sen-
tences often signals a climatic point of the text, which affirms the above suggestions pro-
posed on the grounds of the semantic and FSP analysis. However, the feeling of explo-
siveness and haste is achieved not only by abruptness, simplicity and the broken graphic 
pattern of the syntactic structures. It is further supported by the punctuation, which through 
its density and weight plays an important stylistic role (Leech, Short 1981, 216). Par-
ticularly worthy of note is the frequent occurrence of exclamation marks, which implies 
abruptness and intensity. 

At this point, let me once again recall Firbas’ analysis of Pasternak’s Doctor Zhivago 
(namely the excerpt with Marya Nikolayevna’s burial), which he succinctly commented 
(1995) also from the viewpoint of syntactic structures in connection with the aesthetic 
effect. He claimed that “the shortness and simplicity of structure of sentences […] effec-
tively underlines the haste with which the coffin is interred.” (11) In a similar way, I 
believe that not only the notion of haste and movement, but also the notion of explosive-
ness, is well underlined by corresponding syntactic structures. 

6  Summary
It has become evident that the aesthetic effect a text creates is often an inseparable part of 
a writer’s communicative purpose, in the same way as the message expressed verbally. A 
particular aesthetic effect is usually connected to, and serves to support, the central idea of 
a text. It has been revealed that a specific aesthetic result may be achieved by exploiting 
various linguistic means such as notional homogeneity, the specific formal arrangement of 
syntactic structures, or functional distribution over particular FSP layers of text.

So far, various studies have proved the existence of and described the individual effects 
achieved by the specific usage of such linguistic means, e.g. the effect of gradation (Firbas 
1995, Adam 2006), the effect of undulation (Hurtová 2009), or the multifunctional quality 
of dynamic-semantic scales in poetry (Svoboda 2006). This study has hopefully contrib-
uted to such insights and further pointed out that these means are not a universal phenom-
enon, but are instead highly individual, and depend on the type of text and the central 
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idea. The semantic, FSP and syntactic analysis of a particular text demonstrated several 
remarkable aspects connected to the aesthetic effect which it invokes. Most importantly, 
this paper introduced two different aspects: central meaning and supporting semantic phe-
nomenon. To be more specific, the research has confirmed the existence of another mean-
ing which surpasses any other lower-ranking ideas but whose communicative importance 
is subordinated to the central idea – both of which are subject to the meaning focus of the 
author. The crucial quality of both these meanings is that they are distributed on various 
levels of the text, from fields to macrofields, from phrases and clauses to paragraphs and 
the whole text. As far as the analyzed novel Krakatit is concerned, it is the idea of move-
ment (supporting that of explosiveness) which asserts itself also on the level of paragraphs 
and chapters. Therefore, it forms, as it were, a semantic support to the central idea of the 
novel. The high occurrence of expressions containing the notions of explosion and move-
ment, and also the choice of their placement within the rhematic and transitional parts of 
the individual distributional fields, might confirm the idea that an author employs, whether 
intentionally or subconsciously, semantic means as well as their functional distribution 
in order to achieve the communicative purpose of the given text. In other words, it may 
explain why the text of Krakatit in its overall manner invokes feelings of a certain haste 
and explosiveness. 

We should be aware that this is most likely a specific phenomenon in narrative texts. 
Concerning the aesthetic effect, these texts use distinctive stylistic means to impose an 
overall picture of the text and to affect the reader in a manner which is suitable in the par-
ticular style of the literature. Moreover, the existence of a meaning focus is an ideal when 
creating a piece of literature, but it is not necessarily present in all texts, and individual 
authors may exploit specific means, on various levels and to varying extents, to highlight 
the central idea and thus successfully achieve the overall aesthetic effect. Hopefully, this 
paper will be a contribution to recent studies on the meaning focus and its aesthetic result, 
and possibly it will further open the door to new possibilities that the theory of functional 
sentence perspective has to offer in its observation of language. 

Notes
1 The term meaning focus originates from personal communication with Martin Adam, 2009. 
2 In his paper On the Thematic and the Rhematic layers of a text (1995), Firbas uses the term 

layer synonymously for two different phenomena, i.e. for the complete thematic or non-thematic 
spheres of distributional fields and for the strings of semantically homogenous elements typically 
occupying non-thematic parts and shifting across the parts of a text exceeding the level of semantic 
and syntactic sentences. In his following articles he substitutes the latter phenomenon with the term 
track. Accordingly, this term is used in the present paper.

3 The volcano Krakatoa erupted in 1883 and its eruption had a tremendous effect not only on 
civilization in that particular area (blast waves cracked walls and broke windows up to 160 km 
away, tsunami waves as high as 37 metres were recorded and approximately 36,000 deaths were 
reported) but also on the whole planet (the overall average temperature on Earth was lowered, and 
incoming solar radiation and the Earth’s weather was affected for several years). The 1883 eruption 
of Krakatoa was assigned a Volcanic Explosivity Index of 6, which rates as “colossal”. The total 
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energy released by the 1883 eruption was equivalent to 200 megatons of TNT. It is said to have been 
one of the most severe eruptions in the modern history of the planet. (www.earlham.edu)

4 The charts reflect the interpretative arrangement of communicative units, i.e. their arrange-
ment according to relative degrees of CD. The actual linear arrangement, i.e. word order, is pre-
served as well. Charts follow the natural reading conventions of both analyzed languages, i.e. from 
left to right and from top to bottom, to preserve the naturalness and thus the ease and transparency 
of normal reading. The elided parts within the charts are marked both in italics and round brackets.  
The Transition Proper, i.e. temporal-modal exponents (TMEs), are either expressed by the form of 
the verb itself, by the modal verbs standing separately, or by the interrogative elements of the tag 
questions. If the TMEs are expressed separately from the main verbal element, they are indicated 
by being placed in round brackets. The present analysis includes also non-finite clauses as well as 
interjections such as bang! or crash! which can be understood in their temporal context. 

5 To show the original communicative aim of the author, and due to the respective deficiency 
of the translation, only Czech figures are presented.
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Inventár jazykových prostriedkov  
na vyjadrenie citového dôrazu  

v americkej angličtine  
(kvalitatívna analýza korpusových dát) 

Alena Kačmárová

Abstract
The article surveys the inventory of non-prosodic means used for the purpose of reinforcing an idea 
and/or marking a speaker’s/writer’s attitude and emotions. The research corpus of 165 synchronous 
chat sessions was compiled and studied for this purpose. The corpus data provided the following 
inventory of stylistic, syntactic, and lexical means of reinforcement: paralinguistic means for the 
written code (usage of asteriks, recurrent usage of punctuation marks and that of a grapheme, 
capitalization), figures (deviation from the norm, exclamation, contrast, pseudocoordination, gra-
dation, hyperbole, reduplication of lexical units and code-switching), sentence modifications (pse-
udo/clefting, fronting, inversion, the passive), emotive modification of head (premodification and 
postmodification) and emotive modification of clause (content disjuncts, pleonastic modals), and 
strong/extreme lexical units .    

Keywords: culture, language, strong judgments, stylistic means of reinforcement, syntactic means 
of reinforcement, lexical means of reinforcement

1  Úvod
Každý jazyk má svoje pravidlá na vyjadrenie myšlienok a naše lingvistické správanie je 
podmienené kultúrou v zmysle jazykových noriem a rečových návykov národa. V komuni-
kácii máme možnosť otestovať si naše povedomie pre kultúrne a lingvistické konvencie, či 
už sa to týka vetnej skladby, výberu slovnej zásoby alebo štylistických špecifík. Americká 
angličtina sa zdá byť bohatým zdrojom výpovedí odrážajúcich potrebu hovoriaceho pre-
javiť citový dôraz nielen prostredníctvom prozódie, ale aj lexikálne či syntakticky. Počú-
vajúc rodeného Američana, minimálne v porovnaní so Slovákom, nadobúdame dojem, že 
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jeho prejav odráža väčšiu účasť, zainteresovanosť, zanietenosť a je bohatší na explicitné 
vyjadrenia subjektívnosti. Na základe osobného pozorovania predpokladáme, že americká 
angličtina je jazyk s neobyčajne rôznorodým spôsobom vyjadrenia citového dôrazu. Tento 
predpoklad bol impulzom k realizácii výskumu v oblasti identifikácie spektra jazykových 
možností vyjadrenia citového dôrazu.   

Jazykové prostriedky použité pre účel vyjadrenia vzťahu hovoriaceho k výpovedi, 
vyjadrenia pocitov hovoriaceho, a to v zmysle označenia vysokého stupňa aktuálnosti (plat-
nosti) javu, zdôraznenia platnosti výpovede, popr. zvýšenia intenzity vlastnosti modifikujú 
ilokučnú silu výpovede v momente prehovoru a prispievajú k interpersonálnemu charakteru 
komunikácie. Navyše dodávajú výpovedi určitý hodnotiaci akcent poukazujúci na vzťah 
hovoriaceho ku komunikátu. Prozódia je síce kľúčovým, ale nie jediným prostriedkom na 
dosiahnutie spomínaného efektu – s týmto fenoménom sa stretávame aj na úrovni syntaxe 
lexikológie a štylistiky. V centre realizovaného výskumu boli teda lingvistické prostriedky 
neprozodickej emfázy, jazykové prostriedky syntaktickej, lexi kálnej a štylistickej povahy. 
Naším cieľom bolo analyzovať zozbieraný jazykový materiál, vytýčiť rozsah a inventár 
tohto jazykového javu, a tak prezentovať možnosti vyjadrenia citového dôrazu na pozadí 
analyzovaného jazykového materiálu. 

2  Charakteristika analyzovaného korpusu
Zameranie práce predurčilo výber zdrojového materiálu vhodného pre analýzu. Naším 
zámerom bolo poskytnúť synchrónny pohľad na jazykový prejav s emocionálne podfarbe-
nými výpoveďami ako prejav subjektívneho postoja expedienta. Vhodným diskurzom sa 
javí súčasný anglický jazyk aktuálne používaný anglicky hovoriacimi. Emotívne výpovede 
sú vlastné konverzácii, najprirodzenejšiemu spôsobu komunikácie. Konverzácia svojou 
podstatou zabezpečuje aj multiprítomnosť komunikantov, čo prispieva k väčšej validite 
zistení. Kritéria stanovené pre voľbu zdrojového materiálu teda boli: súčasný hovorový 
anglický jazyk, emotívne komunikatívne situácie, interakcia niekoľkých strán, resp. čo 
najväčšieho počtu komunikantov. Za cieľový diskurz bola zvolená Internetová chatová   
komunikácia. Korpus tvorilo 165 chatov (297606 slov). 

V počiatočnej fáze rozhodovania v otázke voľby zdrojového materiálu zvažujeme 
písaný    alebo hovorený diskurz. Tradičné vnímanie výmeny informácie je v súčasnej 
dobe výrazne  naštrbené v súvislosti s udomácňujúcou sa komunikáciou prostredníctvom 
Internetu. Pri istej vulgarizácii je možné tvrdiť, že chatovanie na Internete je konverzácia 
v písanej podobe; napriek tomu, že využíva počítač ako médium, má atribúty hovoreného 
neformálneho textu, čo so sebou prináša určité špecifiká. Chatová komunikácia tvoriaca náš 
korpus si zaslúži charakteristiku verejnej synchrónnej komunikácie pripomínajúcej ústnu 
konverzáciu. Výber slov sa uskutočňuje na osi neutrálne–neformálne–hovorové výrazy; 
dodržiavanie gramatických noriem sa rôzni od štandardného k mierne nedbanlivému. 
Vokálnosť, výrazy tváre, gestá, reč tela, proxemika sú nahrádzané symbolmi, akronymami 
a inými možnosťami grafiky, ktoré pomáhajú pochopiť komunikovaný odkaz. Cieľový 
diskurz sme označili ako synchrónne chatovanie vo forme interview. Aplikovanie 
Hallidayovej sociálnej semiotiky (1978) nám umožňuje náš diskurz popísať nasledovne: 
„field“ – kultúra a umenie, „tenor“ – interakcia medzi moderátorom, hosťom a účastníkmi 
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chatovania, „mode“ – dialóg podobný ústnej konverzácii realizovaný prostredníctvom 
počítača.

Cieľová chatová Internetová komunikácia sa od iných foriem synchrónneho chatovania 
líši v niekoľkých aspektoch. Na základe pozorovaní je možné tvrdiť, že rozdielnosť sa 
týka témy, vzťahov, identity, organizácie a zrozumiteľnosti. Tému je možné okamžite 
identifikovať a ľahko udržať; odbočenie od témy nie je v záujme komunikujúcich. Interakcia 
je v zásade interpersonálna, nie multipersonálna, ale zároveň prístupná veľkému počtu 
percipientov, ktorí sa v istom momente môžu stať aktívnymi účastníkmi. Napriek tomu, 
že tento spôsob komunikovania umožňuje anonymitu, príspevky sú pravdivé a úprimné, 
keďže základnou črtou prebiehajúcich konverzácií je nefalšovaný záujem o aktuálnu 
tému. Zoradenie príspevkov je pod kontrolou moderátora, ktorý zabezpečuje minimálny 
pár replík (otázka–odpoveď), a tak buduje úspešnú konverzáciu. Používanie špecifických 
interpunkčných symbolov a emotikonov dokazuje autorov záujem vyjadriť myšlienku čo 
najvýstižnejšie a zabezpečiť tak čo najpresnejšiu interpretáciu aj napriek absencii prozódie 
či kinestetiky.

3  Klasifikácia korpusových dát
3.1  Úvod ku klasifikácii 
Citový dôraz sa na výpoveď navrstvuje tak, ako to vníma a cíti expedient. V reči sa auto-
maticky prejaví paralingvistickými prostriedkami – emfatickou dimenziou prozódie, 
súčasťou ktorej je emfáza, paralingvistická modifikácia výšky hlasu a dlhšia realizácia 
hlásky. Paralingvistické prostriedky (Slančová 1996) však neexistujú samé, musia byť 
v súčinnosti s lingvistickými prostriedkami. Jazyk ponúka vyjadrenia citového dôrazu 
na všetkých jazykových rovinách, morfologickej, lexikálnej, syntaktickej i štylistickej. 
Morfologická rovina predstavuje použitie gramatických morfém pre označenie menšej 
alebo väčšej intenzity, miery príznaku (napr. dom – domisko). Lexikálna rovina zahŕňa 
tzv. vysoko emotívne lexikálne jednotky, či už ide o prídavné mená (inými slovami impli-
citné superlatívy) alebo iné slovné druhy, ktoré sa na škále intenzity príznaku nachádzajú 
na najvyššej pozícii. Syntaktická rovina ponúka rôzne modifikácie slovosledu a možnosti 
premodifikovania určujúcim prvkom v sklade. V rámci štylistickej roviny môžeme hovo-
riť o štylistických figúrach ako kontrast, gradácia, hyperbola a pod. 

Absencia prozódie je v písanom texte vykompenzovaná špecifickým použitím gra-
fiky. Analyzovaný korpus bol v mnohom podobný hovorenému textu, no v zásade šlo o 
písaný text, preto nás zaujímalo, aké sú v písanom texte možnosti komunikujúce citový 
dôraz, teda aké paralingvistické prostriedky nahrádzajú prozódiu. V našom korpuse sa 
paralingvistická dimenzia komunikácie bohato využívala. Tri aspekty, ktoré je možné špe-
cifikovať v rámci prozódie (emfáza, výška hlasu, dlhšia realizácia hlásky), bolo možné 
aplikovať aj pre písaný prejav. Ak zvažujeme paralelu medzi hovorením a písaním, emfázu 
môžeme stotožniť s použitím asteriksu, resp. viacnásobným použitím interpunkčných zna-
mienok; výšku hlasu s kapitalizáciou slova; dlhšiu realizáciu hlásky s opakovaním určitej 
grafémy. Korpus poskytol nasledujúce príklady:

–  emfáza 
 použitím asteriksu: Leigh_Nash: We are *really* thankful for you.

viacnásobným použitím interpunkčného znamienka: kerouac_cohen: WELCOME!!!!!
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 – paralingvistická dimenzia výšky hlasu kapitalizáciou slova: Events_Moderator: …  
would LOVE to be!

 – dlhšia realizácia hlásky opakovaním určitej grafémy: kbunnyhugger: I moved away 
and SOOooOOoo miss it!! 

Vytvorený korpus sme analyzovali s cieľom zodpovedať otázku, ktoré neprozodické pros-
triedky tvoria inventár a tiež aký komunikačný efekt sa dosiahne ich začlenením do výpo-
vede. Centrálny pojem spájajúci sa s vyjadrením postojov a pocitov hovoriaceho je citový 
dôraz. Interpretácia tohto termínu sa môže zdať na prvý pohľad bezproblémová vzhľadom 
na lexikálny význam daného slovného spojenia – t.j. zdôraznenie intenzity javu, vlastnosti 
a pod. V anglickej lingvistickej literatúre (Quirk 1985, Greenbaum 1990, Biber 1999) sa 
stretávame s výrazmi ako intenzifikácia, amplifikácia, diminúcia, emfáza, fókus naznaču-
júcimi rôzne odtienky výrazu dôraz. Toto nás podnietilo k hlbšiemu štúdiu a k systema-
tickejšiemu prístupu k pomenovaniu a zadefinovaniu zložiek tejto problematiky. Medzi 
anglickým a slovenským jazykom pri niektorých, v našom prípade však kľúčových ter-
mínoch, neexistuje kompatibilita, preto uvádzame internacionalizovanú podobu termí-
nov. Nekompatibilnosť spočíva buď v rozličnom ponímaní existujúceho termínu alebo 
v neexistencii slovenského ekvivalentu. Výsledkom nášho štúdia odbornej literatúry je 
poznatok, že termín intenzifikácia (intensification) znamená schopnosť adverbia umiest-
niť syntaktického partnera na osi intenzity a pripísať mu zvýšenú alebo zníženú intenzitu; 
termín amplifikácia (amplification) sa týka len zvýšenej intenzity, termín diminúcia (dimi-
nution) len zníženej intenzity. Zatiaľ čo intenzifikácia predpokladá umiestnenie príznaku 
na škále intenzity, emfáza spočíva v potvrdení pravdivostnej hodnoty príznaku, resp. celej 
výpovede, pričom vychádza z polaritného vnímania pravdivostnej hodnoty. Fókus (focus) 
znamená zdôraznenie istej informačnej jednotky, zameranie pozornosti na istý prvok. 
Každý z prostriedkov prítomných v analyzovanom korpuse, má charakter buď amplifi-
kácie, emfázy alebo fókusu. Analyzovaný korpus poskytol široké spektrum jazykových 
možností štylistického, syntaktického aj lexikálneho charakteru; morfologické prostriedky 
zastúpené neboli, preto sa im nebudeme venovať.        

3.2  Štylistické prostriedky
Štylistické prostriedky sme nazvali figúry; tento termín sa obyčajne spája s beletriou a poé-
ziou a predstavuje výrazy dodávajúce textu varietu a silu; v jazykovom ponímaní (Mistrík 
1997) ide o jazykové ozdoby založené na rôznom usporiadaní slov. Sú použité na účely 
citového dôrazu, a tak usporiadanie vety prispieva k dramatičnosti vypovedaného. Túto 
charakteristiku spĺňali: odchýlka od normy, zvolanie, kontrast, pseudokoordinácia, gradá-
cia, hyperbola, reduplikácia lexikálnych jednotiek, a konverzačný „code-switching“. 

Za odchýlku od normy považujeme akúkoľvek odchýlku od štandardného, konvenč-
ného, očakávaného použitia jazyka, či už z hľadiska gramatiky alebo slovnej zásoby. Ide 
tu o zámerné porušenie istého pravidla s cieľom zdôrazniť danú informačnú jednotku, teda 
výsledný efekt je emfáza (emphasis); napr. Ron_Perlman: He’s probably the baddest of the 
bad asses. 
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Zvolanie môže mať formu jednoslovnej lexikálnej jednotky, frázy alebo zvolacej 
vety; napr. Events_Moderator: What a GREAT Award to win! Výsledný efekt je emfáza 
(emphasis). 

Kontrast môžeme dosiahnuť syntakticky alebo sémanticky (Biber 1999, Greenbaum 
1990). Syntaktické prostriedky kontrastu sú kontrastívne spojky (rather, yet, though) alebo 
koreláty typu „not only – but also”; napr. Rick_Rosenthal: Brad is not only a terrific stunt-
man, he is also developing into a really good actor.  Sémantické prostriedky kontrastu 
sú významové odtienky lexikálnych jednotiek; napr. Chuck_Campbell: Maybe everybody 
just likes a really good villain, and I think Jason is probably in the top 5. V oboch prípa-
doch je výsledný efekt fókus.

Pseudokoordinácia, inými slovami idiomatické a expresívne použitie koordinácie je 
kohézny prostriedok, pomocou ktorého sa výpovede prepoja v rámci textu (Quirk 1985, 
Greenbaum 1990, Biber 1999, Side and Wellman 2001). Výsledný efekt je buď emfáza 
(emphasis) alebo amplifikácia (amplification), napr.: R_A_Salvatore: … there are moun-
tains and mountains and mountains of material; William_Gazecki: I will say that from 
what I have seen, yes and yes.   

Gradácia môže znamenať rôzne koncepty – alternatívu k pojmu stupňovanie, teda 
naznačenie nárastu alebo poklesu kvality resp. kvantity istého príznaku u adjektív alebo 
adverbií; nahromadenie lexém so spoločnou sémou, akumuláciu kvázi synoným s rozlič-
nou silou, od najjemnejšieho po najsilnejšie popr. naopak (Mistrík 1997). V tomto prípade 
sa sprostredkúva efekt amplifikácie (amplification). Napr.: Justin_Whalin: …she’s a beau-
tiful, beautiful lady; Terri is a gorgeous lady.

Hyperbola je obľúbeným prostriedkom na zvýraznenie intenzity príznaku. Výpo-
vede nie sú mienené doslova; ide o zveličovanie s cieľom upozorniť na kvalitatívny alebo 
kvantitatívny aspekt príznaku (Leech 1996). Sprostredkovaný efekt je amplifikácia, napr. 
sara4675iwish: MY hair is really frizzy, and i can’t get it to stay how i put it without using 
a TON of gel.

Reduplikácia lexikálnych jednotiek, viacnásobné použitie lexémy, so spojkou alebo 
bez nej, prispieva k potvrdeniu pravdivostnej hodnoty príznaku alebo k zvýšeniu intenzity 
príznaku; výsledný efekt je buď emfáza alebo amplifikácia (Greenbaum 1990, Leech and 
Svartvik 1985). Napr. Mary_Mary: No, I didn‘t know that! That‘s great, great, great! 

Konverzačné prepínanie kódu (code-switching), použitie výrazu z cudzieho jazyka, 
ktorý nie je súčasťou centra slovnej zásoby prvého jazyka, a to z rôznych dôvodov – 
upozorniť na rovnaký prvý jazyk komunikujúcich alebo jednoducho urobiť verbálnu 
interakciu zaujímavejšou a zároveň upozorniť na istú informačnú jednotku výpovede 
(Hudson 1980). Výsledný efekt je emfáza (emphasis). Napr. habloespanol57: What do 
you like to do in your spare time? Que te gusta hacer? *laughs* 

3.3  Syntaktické prostriedky
Syntaktické prostriedky zahŕňajú modifikácie slovosledu, emotívnu modifikáciu nadra-
deného prvku a emotívnu modifikáciu vety. Modifikácia slovosledu znamená také vetné 
štruktúry ako (pseudo)clefting, “fronting“, inverziu a pasívne konštrukcie. Pri emotív-
nej modifikácii nadradeného prvku vo vetnom sklade ide o modifikáciu prostredníctvom 
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pre- a post- modifikujúcich lexikálnych jednotiek. Emotívna modifikácia vety sa dosiahne 
prostredníctvom „disjuncts“ a pleonastických štruktúr.

Clefting a pseudo/clefting sú základné prostriedky na vyjadrenie fókusu (Celce-
Murcia and Larsen-Freeman 1983, Greenbaum 1990). Už samotnou podstatou vetnej 
stavby sprostredkúvajú efekt fókusu, napr. Glenn_Close: … but it was Mary Kay who 
really dragged me to those gatherings. Traci_Bingham: That’s what I want right now -- I 
want a raving party. 

„Fronting“ alebo umiestnenie niektorého z vetných členov na začiatku vety z dôvodu 
upriamenia pozornosti na danú informačnú jednotku predstavuje alternatívu k tradičnému 
slovosledu v angličtine (Greenbaum 1990). Týmto spôsobom dosiahneme efekt fókusu, 
napr. YM_Prom_Beauty_and_Hair: For a peach dress, I think you have a lot of options. 

Inverzia je v niektorých prípadoch sprievodným javom umiestnenia vetného členu na 
začiatok vety. Týmto spôsobom sa pred podmet presunie nielen téma, ale aj časť prísudku. 
Zatiaľ čo v otázkach je tento jav štandardný, v oznamovacích vetách ide skôr o štylistickú 
preferenciu (Leech and Svartvik 1985, Biber 1999). Tak ako v predchádzajúcich dvoch 
prípadoch, aj tu ide o výsledný efekt fókusu, napr. Yehuda_Berg: Only 2000 years ago was 
it first put into writing. 

Pasívne konštrukcie sú gramatickým prostriedkom na zmenu fókusu v rámci vety. 
Reorganizáciou vety vyjadríme zmenu dôrazu; teda to, čo sa nachádza na konci vety, je 
nová informácia nesúca práve efekt fókusu (Maclin 1996), napr. cathy-crowther: His death 
has been covered up and we want to know what really happened. 

V typickej štruktúre vety slová tvoria sklady (phrases), v rámci ktorých sú v akomsi 
partnerstve hlavný prvok a modifikujúci prvok, pričom význam hlavného prvku je ovplyv-
nený buď premodifikujúcim alebo postmodifikujúcim prvkom. Pri emotívnej modifiká-
cii nadradeného prvku vo vetnom sklade ide o modifikáciu prostredníctvom lexikálnych 
jednotiek sprostredkujúcich efekt amplifikácie, emfázy alebo zriedkavejšie fókusu. Ako 
premodifikujúce lexikálne jednotky fungujú substantíva, adjektíva, adverbiá, „(pre)deter-
miner“ – lexikálna jednotka určujúca substantívum a „operator“ – pomocné sloveso, ktoré 
je súčasťou zloženého predikátu (Maclin 1996, Strang 1969, Alexander 1991, Leech 1996, 
Rafajlovičová 2003). Z analyzovaných dát vyplýva, že ak premodifikujúcimi prvkami sú 
substantívum a adjektívum, výsledný efekt je amplifikácia; v prípade adverbia je možné 
sprostredkovať amplifikáciu, emfázu aj fókus; pre-determiner sa spája s emfázou a fóku-
som; pomocné sloveso s emfázou. Napr.

– substantíva: Steve_Howey: I have a razor sharp wit... 
– adjektíva: Leonard_Maltin:  An awful lot of it is just personal taste… 
– adverbiá: Carnie_Wilson: Oh, I felt so embarrassed for SO long. 
             Events_Moderator: ... Prom season is right around the corner. ...

     Ron_Perlman: ... and the character is *just* magnificent. 
– „pre-determiner“: Grackene: thank you for creating such a wonderful piece of art! 
– „operator“: dmisty1: They did seem to favor Kelly greatly. 

Post-modifikácia je možná prostredníctvom zámien, slovesnej častice (adverb particle) 
a adverbia „ever“. Vo všetkých troch prípadoch je výsledný efekt emfáza, napr.   

– zámená: Events_Moderator: tonight we are chatting with our very own Shawn 
               McCarthy. 
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– „adverb particle“: Leigh_Nash: I think you just gotta wait it out. 
– adverbium „ever“: basegirlpa: ... what ever happened to that song?  

Pri emotívnej modifikácii vety je prvkom nesúcim emotívny náboj „disjunct“, teda adver-
bium vo funkcii adverbiále s dodatočnou informáciou o obsahu výpovede z pohľadu expe-
dienta. Jeho celovetnú platnosť naznačuje aj pozícia na začiatku vety, pričom od zbytku 
vety je tento výraz oddelený čiarkou (Quirk 1985, Hoye 1997). Výsledný efekt je emfáza, 
napr. Suzane_Northrop: Without a question, I believe that there’s a higher source. Do tejto 
skupiny sme zaradili aj tzv. pleonastické štruktúry alebo výpovede pleonastickej povahy. 
Dosiahnutý efekt je emfáza, napr. The_Band_Fuel: I would definitely say most girl and 
boy bands are annoying. Leonard_Maltin: … Directing, … I would certainly give it a shot!  

3.4 Lexikálne prostriedky 
Lexikálne prostriedky sú zastúpené tzv. silnými lexémami, inými slovami vysoko emo-
tívnymi lexikálnymi jednotkami. Termín vysoko emotívne lexikálne jednotky sme použili 
pre lexikálne jednotky s vysokým emotívnym nábojom. Na pomyselnej stupnici intenzity 
zaujímajú relatívne najvyššie miesto (Greenbaum 1990, Cruse 1986). Pri adjektívach sa 
používa aj termín implicitné superlatívy, no v korpuse mali zastúpenie aj iné slovné druhy, 
preto sme zvolili všeobecnejší termín poukazujúci na vysokú mieru intenzity. Výsledný 
efekt je amplifikácia. Korpusové dáta obsahujú aj tieto príklady: DJ_Qualls: By the end 
of it, I was exhausted. J.C._MacKenzie: ... and I‘ve never been good with jaw-dropping 
females. I took a flight with them to NY, and Jessica cooks with the cast on the weekends. 
She’s really a doll! Tom_Lenk: And I‘d like to … thank the fans for watching the show, 
and all your hours spent laboring over wonderfully designed websites!  

4  Záver 
Komunikácia často poskytuje príležitosti, ako si overiť našu znalosť kultúrnych a lingvis-
tických konvencií či už na základe štruktúrovania vety, výberu lexikálnej zásoby, či štylis-
tickej diferenciácie. Dovolíme si konštatovať, že americká angličtina je jazyk so širokou 
škálou prostriedkov citového dôrazu. Ich používanie dopomáha k inferencii, že americká 
angličtina odráža silnú zaangažovanosť, nadšenie hovoriacich a že je bohatá na ukazova-
tele subjektivity. A práve takéto bohatstvo umožnilo realizáciu výskumu a môže poslúžiť 
ako odrazová doska pre ďalšie úvahy. Spôsob, akým hovoriaci vyjadruje svoje pocity sa 
mení v závislosti od jeho komunikačného zámeru zosilniť alebo zjemniť ilokučnú silu 
výpovede. Rôzne komunikačné stratégie môžu poslúžiť ako prostriedky dekódujúce mieru 
zanietenia, entuziazmu, záujmu hovoriaceho, popr. poukázať na pravdivostnú hodnotu 
prezentovanej informácie. Intenzifikovanie a zdôraznenie myšlienky sa v prvom rade 
spája s ústnym prehovorom, ktorý sa prostredníctvom prozódie stáva vnútorne spätým so 
skúmaným javom. Z tohto dôvodu vhodnou pôdou poskytujúcou priestor a prostriedky pre 
intenzifikovanie a zdôraznenie myšlienky je konverzácia. Pre potreby našej analýzy sme 
si zvolili diskurz Internetovej chatovej komunikácie predstavujúci konverzáciu prostred-
níctvom počítača. Keďže táto funguje ako písané médium, ponúka veľké množstvo gra-
fických a typografických alternácií preberajúcich funkciu paralingvistických vokálnych 
prostriedkov. Škála prostriedkov sa rôzni v závislosti od typu chatovania a je výrazne 
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idiosynkretická, čím sa stáva vďačným objektom štúdia. Neprozodická verbálna komuni-
kácia využíva štylistické, syntaktické a lexikálne prostriedky, aby vykompenzovala absen-
ciu prozodických čŕt v diskurze, akým je konverzácia prostredníctvom počítača. Prezen-
tovaná analýza je len načrtnutím možností, ktoré jazyk vo svojej dynamike ponúka a dáva 
priestor ďalšiemu pozorovaniu kultúrnych a jazykových konvencií americkej angličtiny 
v tejto oblasti.
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Smell Perception in English Prose  
from the 16th to the 19th century

Jaroslav Peprník

Abstract

This study aims at establishing the range and character of the perception of smells in thirty writers, 
representative of English novels published between 1593 and 1890. There are wide differences in 
the olfactory perception of the writers; the “motivators”, the sources of smell, range from next to 
nothing to scores. Though pleasant smells are registered more often than unpleasant ones, several 
writers represent exceptions. Attempts have been made to explain the differences. In a way, the 
paper is a contribution to the cultural history of the English people.

Keywords: smell perception, semantic field of olfactory perception, motivation 

People more often communicate about their visual and acoustic experience than about 
their olfactory perception. It is both a physiological process and a subjective interpreta-
tive experience. In spite of this subjectivity in distinguishing the shades of smells (as of 
colours), and the fact that a smell (e.g. some food or tobacco smoke) may be interpreted as 
pleasant by one person and unpleasant by another, such radical differences of perception 
are fairly rare and olfactory communication is possible. As with colours, the olfactory dif-
ferentiation is usually based on reference to the source of the sensory perception: there is 
e.g. buttercup yellow, canary yellow, golden yellow etc. (see Peprník 1987), and similarly 
the smell of a rose, a horse, mud, etc.

Fine smells have attracted greater attention in society than repugnant smells, and there 
is a whole industry, the perfumery business, based on smells, or rather on fragrances, 
perfumes, aromas, with its own categorizations of fragrances into families, such as 
oriental, spicy, fruity, herbal, balsamic, etc. A commercial perfume is largely a composition 
of various ingredients (the recipe being secret). Besides, each manufacturer may have a 
different nomenclature, e.g. resinous or foresty smells. 

There are two kinds of approach to the olfactory fields (they were discussed in Peprník 
2009). 
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The first is based on the motivators (the items producing a smell). As a matter of fact it 
is possible to distinguish emitters (true producers) and carriers of smells. The emitters are 
a human or animal body, plants, organic matter (natural or man-made), inorganic matter 
(again natural or man-made). Carriers of smell are for instance air and breath, man-made 
entities (fabrics, footwear, containers), people in particular occupations (baker, sewage 
worker), and places (farmyard, street, school, bus).

The second is based on semantic analysis of the “key words”, the lexemes introducing 
the olfactory sensation. In the lexical field, the central lexemes are the nouns smell, scent, 
odour, fragrance, perfume, aroma, stench, stink and the adjectives smelly, fragrant, 
aromatic, odourless, scentless. The peripheral lexemes are nouns such as bouquet, breath, 
fume, pong, puff, taint, touch, twang, whiff, and adjectives such as odorous, malodorus, 
inodorous, olfactory. The semantic (paradigmatic) analysis can be combined with a 
syntagmatic analysis (e.g. smell as a noun, smell as a verb, attributes collocating with 
smell).

This paper is focused on something that was merely outlined in Peprník 2009, namely 
olfactory perception in English writers. The registration of olfactory terms (OTs) used in 
their work will shed some light first on the writer’s personality (as with colours, some are 
greater perceivers than others), and second, on the period when they wrote. Prior to the 
mid-18th century, the writers tended to be less sensitive to smells. Also, levels of hygiene 
being lower in the earlier periods, one should expect more numerous nasty smells to be 
registered then, but this is not often so. Third, the OT repertoire and the categories of smell 
also depend on the kind of setting described in the novel, whether it is outdoors or indoors. 
Fourth, the mode of the writing plays a significant role: there are fewer OTs in dialogues 
than in descriptive passages. 

The general findings were summed up as follows: Some writers may be deficient 
in their perception of smells but are outstanding observers of colours. Some are great at 
registering sky phenomena (sun, moon, stars). Some frequently mention a smell but do not 
specify it. Some tend to notice unpleasant rather than pleasant smells, while others keep 
a balance between the two in what they register. Modern writers will introduce a novelty, 
combining several smells (e.g. it was a composition of perfume, sweat, greasepaint and 
raw leaking gas, Angela Carter, Nights at the Circus).

The following classification of the material collected from the corpus consists of 
four categories: pleasant, unpleasant, unspecified, and figurative. In large repertoires, a 
subclassification was found useful (plants, food/drink, place, etc.). The motivators are 
listed alphabetically. Full quotations are in italics.  Starting with Swift, a few words of 
general comment follow after the classification of the corpus material into pleasant – 
unpleasant – unspecified categories. 

Thomas Deloney, 1543 (2)
Pleasant: perfume (be perfumed), pudding.
Unpleasant: breath, dog’s droppings. - Unspecified (but probably pleasant) is smock (Jack 
cannot live without the smell of his Dame’s smock). -  Figurative sense: the sweet smell of 
gold). 
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Thomas Lodge, 1558 (1)
Pleasant: field (flowers deck the fragrant fields), rose, tree blossoms. 
Unpleasant: lily (lily with a foul smell).

Daniel Defoe, 1660 (4)
Record-holding paucity of OTs: none in two novels, one in a third novel (be used to the 
smell of gun powder), three in the fourth novel: ship (I can’t bear the smell of the ship), 
cordial (take off the smell of the cordial, its flavour will cheat the nicest thing), thing (with 
things to smell).

Jonathan Swift, 1667 (1)
Pleasant: herb, ointment.
Unpleasant: animal (the animals smell every rank), bird, carcass, flesh (the flesh smelt 
offensively), fox, skin, stable, weasel.

Unpleasant smells heavily outweigh the pleasant ones. Unspecified smells are emitted by 
persons or places (overcome with a horrible stink) and a composition. A thoughtful com-
ment is: natural smell is more supportable than perfume. Smelling is also present in the 
sense of “become aware of” (e.g. smell a scent; a rat runs smelling; the dog smells her 
all over) and to follow the scent. As against a single positive attribute (pleasant) there are 
seven negative ones: abominable, detestable, horrible, intolerable, nauseous, offensive, 
rank. 

Robert Paltock 1697 (1)
Since there are only three olfactory references, all of the “unpleasant” category, they may 
be quoted in full: the stench of the place well-nigh suffocated us; the corpse stunk; the 
goat’s flesh smelt very strong. 

Henry Fielding, 1707 (3)
Pleasant: dew, lily, rose, violet, heifer (odiferous breath of a heifer), bed, chamber, per-
fume, smelling bottle.
Unpleasant:  child, pork (make the pork nauseous to our smell). 

Pleasant smells prevail, being emitted by nature (dew and three flowers) and an animal. 
The chamber, bed, and perfume are interconnected. Love of the smell of gunpowder is 
probably used in the figurative sense, purely metaphoric is the phrase to smell a rat. The 
stinking child must refer to a particular child. While in Lodge a lily smelt foul, here it 
smells fine. Intensity is expressed in poignant perfume, dazy smell like a violet.

Laurence Sterne, 1713 (1) 
A very limited repertoire of OTs. There is only one specified smell: that of horse-dung. 
The negative and perhaps figurative sense is in the phrase hate the very smell of a monk. 
The rest are neutral: it looks better than it smells; bear bad smells; the organ of smelling.
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Tobias Smollet, 1721 (3)
Pleasant: breeze, geese, herbage, fresh mackerel, delicious morsel, perfume, rose-bud, 
rosewater, tobacco (tobacco is a cephalic, odoriferous, aromatic herb)
Unpleasant: breath (his breath would stink you into a consumption), rancid butter, putrified 
cheese, rotten eggs, excretions, garlic, mud, onion, ordure, musty parchment, the unwhole-
some smell of decayed provisions, slime, stink-pot (empty the stink-pots upon a p.), water 
(stinking water, sea water is much less nauseous to the smell). To be added to this list are 
the motivators from the long quotation below.

Smollet  brings in a flood of smells: among the 74 instances. Some are pleasant, many 
more are unpleasant. Stench is regarded as the first stage of filth (from stench he made 
a transition to filth). Some new smell attributes appear: abominable, noisome, unwhole-
some, villainous. The OT number is increased by citations of unspecified smells (What 
smell is this?, stench of the crowd; he found means to exclude the odour from his sense 
of smelling by breathing only through the nose, I have no smells about me). A new word 
of abuse appears: I think him a stinkard. The 75th instance deserves quoting in full. It is a 
complaint of a visitor coming from the Welsh mountains to the city of Bath: Imagine to 
yourself a high exalted essence of mingled odours, arising from putrid gums, imposthuma-
ted lungs, sour flatulances, rank armpits, sweating feet, running sores and tissues, plaist-
ers, ointments, embrocations, hungary water, spirit of lavender, assafoetida drops, musk, 
hartshorn, and sal volatile... such is the fragrant aether we breathe in the polite assemblies 
of Bath – such is the atmosphere I have exchanged for the pure, elastic animating air of the 
Welsh mountains (Humphrey Clinker).

Oliver Goldsmith, 1730 (1)
Not a single reference to smell, in spite of a few opportunities offered, e.g. among the 
plants is honeysuckle and a party are dining while sitting on hay. Likewise, venison pasty, 
cakes and pudding emit no smells. 

Anne Radcliffe, 1764 (1)
Pleasant: balm, flower, aromatic herb, fruit, odoriferous plant, flowery thicket, shrub, 
orangerie, among the flowers are specified lavender, myrtle, pansy violets, thyme. 

The only author never mentioning a bad smell. Quite a different world from that of Hum-
phrey Clinker. Fine-smelling vegetation is comprised of eight general terms as well as four 
specific plants. 

William Beckford, 1760 (1)
Pleasant: almond tree in blossom, aloe wood, ambergris, carnation, eglantine, flower, herb, 
honeysuckle, hyacinth, jessamine, jonquil, rose, saffron, woods from the Indies. In addi-
tion to vegetation only: censer, aromatic lamp, perfume (perfumed scarf), wine.  
Unpleasant: carcasses, flies (the flies emitted from their wings a suffocating stench), singed 
hair, horns, mummies (dissolving mummies; the stench of mummies increasing, most of the 
crowd fell backward in a state of suffocation). 
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Pleasant smells are emitted by plants, places, objects, but no food and only a single bever-
age. The wide range of flowers is due to the description of oriental splendour in Caliph 
Vathek’s residence. In this Arabian Tale, various exotic and terrifying incidents take place, 
hence the mummies. Unspecified are magical odours, a vapour of perfumes.

Marie Edgeworth, 1768 (4)
Pleasant: fresh morning air, medicine, smelling-bottle, honeysuckle, myrtle, rose.
Unpleasant: musty drawers, dust, paint, phosphorus, tobacco, vitriol, whiskey (she couldn’t 
abide the whiskey punch). 

In contrast to Beckford, the stories of this realistic writer are set in the country, and the 
range of smells is limited to everyday experience. Unpleasant smells are slightly more 
numerous than pleasant ones. The fragrance of only three flowers is registered. Perfume is 
ambiguous: this perfume became agreeable to him; I cannot stand perfumes; abominable 
perfumed papers.

Walter Scott, 1771 (6)
Pleasant: summer air, birch tree, earth, heath (heath afforded a fragrant mattress), shrub 
(shrubs smell sweetest by night-time); dinner, hot venison pasty, wine (the wine perfumes 
the room), essence, perfume. 
Unpleasant: carrion (the corbies smell carrion), dampness (damp smell is found not 
refreshing), rank grass, musty pie, singed sheep’s head, offal of fish, slaughter, charcoal 
(the vapour of charcoal filled the apartment with an oppressive smell), tobacco (the scent 
of tobacco, however fragrant to the nostrils of a connoisseur, was not very agreeable to 
Jeannie).
 
OTs are used sparingly, and unequally, ranging from two references in one novel to 14 in 
another. Smell is emitted by nature, plants (but no flowers except heath), food and drink, 
places and animals, occasionally without the pleasant / unpleasant specification (the pow-
erful smell of the Solan goose; the court smelt like a hospital; to smell the smoke). Odour 
may be unspecified (summer fragrance; God sends odours to refresh the mirkest hour; the 
scent of a land of plenty). -  Used in the figurative sense: to smell a battle afar off; to smell 
the good news six or seven miles off.

Matthew Lewis, 1775 (1)
Pleasant: air (refreshing air breathed perfumes through the cavern), breath (the fragrance 
of her breath, her pure delicious breath), orange blossom. 
Unpleasant: body (putrid half-corrupted body), garlic, prison (sulphurous smell in the 
prison). 

The author has a fairly restricted range and is unimaginative in his choice. In addition to 
the items listed above, for one the appreciation (pleasant or unpleasant) is unspecified 
(champagne), and for one the source is unspecified (suffocating smell).  Once used in a 
figurative sense: he had scented our design.
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Jane Austen, 1775 (4)
A single olfactory reference is in Pride and Prejudice (uncle Philip breathing port wine), 
in Mansfield Park (bad smells), in Northanger Abbey as a quotation from the poet Gray 
(many a flower is born to waste its fragrance on the desert air). In Persuasion, a flower-
stand is mentioned in the description of a room, but no flowers.

The author’s “immunity” to smells is somewhat surprising since her novels are set in the 
country. She is equally “resistant” to colour perception (see Peprník 1987).

Charles Maturin, 1782 (1)  
Pleasant:  blossoms of the tamarind, cocoa, and palm tree; carnation, flower, hyacinth, 
jasmine, myrtle, orange tree, rose, tube-rose, tulip, garden.  Balm and incense may belong 
here, too. 
Unpleasant: foetid air, a musty parchment, and a mass of putrefaction.

Pleasant smells predominate (there are only three unpleasant varieties), their source being 
largely plants; outside vegetation there is a single item only: meat. In the 40 excerpts a 
high percentage are repetitions and the use of the word perfume. The preferred keyword is 
odour, not smell or fragrance.

Tomas Love Peacock, 1785 (2) 
In each of the works explored there is a single OT reference, one of them being a quotation 
from Byron’s Childe Harold: flowers whose odours are agonies. In Crotchet Castle the 
author mentions strong-smelling herbs.

Frederick Marryat, 1892 (3)
His is a very sparing use of OT, especially of fine (or rather, savoury) smells: turtle soup, 
pig’s fry. Bad smells are more frequent: sulphurous smell pervading the building; the 
stench arising from the dead body; the house smells a little close; for one good smell by 
the river’s side there’ll be ten nasty ones. 

The absence of flowers is understandable - these are sea novels.  On the other hand, a ship 
is sure to smell, and there is no comment on it, unlike for instance in Golding’s maritime 
novels. A 20th-century nose is bound to be more sensitive than the nose 150 years ago. 

Elizabeth Gaskell, 1810 (2)
Pleasant smells: air, beans, clove, cowslip, fern, flower, geranium, grass, hayfield, 
herb(age), lavender, rose, musk rose, sweetbriar, breath of the cattle, milk, scented soap, 
spice, Tonquin beans, spring water, tropical fragrance (in this item, the place actually 
stands for its vegetation). 
Unpleasant smells: carnage, machinery, steam, train oil, mould (the latter is referred to in 
two contexts: mouldy skipper, mould odour of aristocracy lingered about the place). 

The pleasant – unpleasant smell ratio is 22:5 in the number of motivators. If occurrences 
were counted, the ratio would be much higher. Most pleasant smells are emitted by plants, 
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the three exceptions being breath of the cattle, the air, the soap, but the latter two are actu-
ally the produce of vegetation and chemical fragrance, respectively. The smell of drugs is 
unspecified, whereas a new wall emits a healthy (and thereby pleasant) smell: the whole-
some smell of plaster and whitewash.

W. M. Thackeray, 1811 (3)
Pleasant: brandy, cigar, eau-de-Cologne, flower, mush, perfumery, pomander, punch, rose, 
burnt sack, scent-bottle /smelling-bottle, supper, wallflower. Things perfumed: coat, hand-
kerchief, letter. 
Unpleasant: gin, musk, stable. Why is gin unpleasant (he smelt of gin abominably) and 
brandy pleasant? The latter was added to tea (the tea had a very strong smell of brandy in 
it).

Conclusion:  Little notice is taken of plants (two flowers only); more attention is paid to 
food, drink and tobacco, and perfumed objects. One instance of figurative use: he scented 
the danger from afar.

Charles Dickens, 1812 (9)
Due to the large number of motivators in Dickens, some subclassification is used, with 
concepts “nature, food, beverages and smoking, products, places”.

Pleasant:  
Nature: air, earth; plants and fruit: beanfield, bouquet, brier, clove, clover, black cur-

rent, flower / flower garden, grapes, trodden grass, hayrick, herb, honeysuckle, incense, 
jessamine, lavender, newly fallen / wet leaves, lemon / lemon peel, mahogany, moss, nose-
gay, orange peel, rose, sprig, woodbine. 

Food: pickled cabbage, cooking, cucumber, broiled ham, hot rolls.
Beverages: coffee, gin, grog, sherry, syrup, warm tea, wine. Smoking: cigar, opium, 

rare tobacco.
Various products: bear’s grease, plaster, scent-bottle, scented soap, shavings (of the 

boat builders), whitewash.
Unpleasant: 

Nature: wild animal, bug, debauch, dress, damp earth, dye, fat, faded fruit, fire, fish, 
fog, garbage, rank grass,  grease, old hay, horse, ironing, rotten leaves, marsh, mildew, 
mould, mouse, mustiness, offal, lamp oil, onion, rat, dry rot, sheep, bilge water, 

Bad-smelling man-made places: barrack, cellar, chariot, church, flat, grave, menagerie 
of wild animals, pot-house, room, ruins, stable, street, town, tunnel. 

Food, drink, smoking: dinner, meat, refuse of butchers’ stalls; beer, brandy, liquor, 
rum, spirits, vinegar; tobacco smoke / stale tobacco.

Products: coffin, expiring lamp, leather, lime, oakum, pitch, rotten books, sawdust, tar. 
– Fabrics: second-hand wearing apparel, worsted stockings.

There are numerous bad-smelling places and only one fine-smelling place (garden). Ani-
mals are referred to fairly frequently: wild animal, fish, horse, mouse, rat. 
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The smell registered is often left unspecified: exquisite scents float in the air; inhale 
the delicious fragrance; the room smelt intolerably / close and unwholesome; some very 
fragrant compound sent forth steam; take a long hearty sniff of the fragrance that hovers 
about; the air became laden with the fragrance it caught on the way; yard reeking with 
stagnant odours; the wind leaves a pleasant fragrance in the track. 

For the first time in English prose accumulation of smells is found: the mingled per-
fume of gas, orange-peel, and gunpowder.  The smell of soap, pickles, pepper, candles, and 
coffee; I smelt the fish, and the pitch, and oakum, and tar smell of sawdust, beer, tobacco-
smoke, and spirits. 

Figurative sense: to scent a creditor.

Anthony Trollope, 1815 (3)
Pleasant: brimstone, fish, escaped gas, gunpowder, sawdust, shell fish, stale tobacco smoke.
Unpleasant: grass, perfume.
Unspecified smells: different smells arising from lobsters, oysters, and salmon.

The paucity of OT as against Dickens is partly due to the fact that three and not nine vol-
umes were researched, but the author’s insensibility to smells is also to blame. Remarkable 
is the absolute absence of flowers and the presence of four seafood terms.

Charlotte Bronte, 1816 (3)
Pleasant:  apple, baked apple,  beverage, new bread, breakfast, cigar, earth, flower, garden, 
heath, herb, honeysuckle, lily, moss-rose, nosegay, perfume, rush, shrub, smelling bottle, 
spice, spring, (white) violet, wine, woods.
Unpleasant: burning, camphor, rancid fat, fire, hospital, meal, oil, refectory, soot-thick 
smoke, sulphur, burnt vinegar, whisky.

The author is distinguished by the use of many unspecified fragrances and odours, and by 
mentioning unspecified vegetation (flower, hedge flower, herb, shrub, woods). The season 
spring is also a complex of unspecified fragrances. The term smell collocates only with 
fire, burning, and whisky, and once with flowers. Flowers mostly collocate with fragrance, 
perfume, scent. There are two instances of a figurative sense: odour of sanctity, be on the 
right scent.  One comment is supplied on the origin of scent of herbs: The herbs though 
scentless when entire, yield fragrance when they are bruised (Vilette).  

Emily Bronte, 1818 (1)
Pleasant:  spice, feast, garden, grain, heather, malt, spring, stock, wallflower.
Unpleasant: musty book, roasted calf-skin.

Nature prevails in the modest repertoire of motivators. In the category of vegetation, two 
new items appear: stock, wallflower. A complex of smells is hidden in the name of the sea-
son, spring. There is one reference to food in general (feast).
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Anne Bronte, 1820 (1)
Of the four instances, two refer to pleasant nature (blossoming hedge, branches), one to a 
bad-smelling place (stable), and one to a person (the smell, the sight of a p. is sufficient to 
make him sick).

George Eliot, 1819 (5)
Pleasant: 

Nature: air, apple, apricot, bergamot, blossom, bouquet, brewing, cedar, dogrose, 
(moist) earth, elder bush, fir / fir plank, flower, hay, hedge, lavender, pine wood, quince, 
rose, rosemary, southernwood, sweetbriar, thyme, violet, woodbine.

Food and drink: grilled bone, bread, butter, cheese, coffee, Christmas cooking, dinner, 
food, gingerbread, boiled ham, meal, milk, pork pie, hot porridge, roast meat, hot toast, 
spirits-and-water.

Places: conservatory, garden. 
Unpleasant: 

Food and drink: flat ale, stale bride-cake, cooking, drug, herring, bad tobacco. 
Places: cupboard, oil mill, mouldy room, traveller’s room in a commercial hotel, sea, 

stables, street.
Others: body, brimstone, damp clothes, dye, fire, leather, oil scorching, life pork, tar. 

The pleasant – unpleasant ratio is 42 : 17, both vegetation and food being well represented 
in the “pleasant” category. Vegetation includes several items never referred to by previous 
writers (bergamot, elder, fir, quince, southernwood, sweetbriar). In the category of places, 
the bad smell of the sea is explained as being due to the presence of some waste in it.  
Christmas-cooking appears to be better smelling than everyday cooking. There are three 
figurative instances: the rank odour of egoism, to smell the autocrat; to scent peerages in 
the air. The phrase the ugly smell of brimstone is synonymous with the smell of hell. An 
interesting example of olfactory racism: the Jews are punished with a bad odour in their 
bodies. The odour goes away when they are baptised. (Daniel Derronda)

Charles Kingsley, 1819 (1) 
Pleasant smells are emitted by birches and heather honey, also fish smell very nice. On the 
other hand, the sharks smell most horribly, someone makes nasty smells with bottles and 
squirts, and a nasty smell is emitted by an undrained lodging. One person says, I can smell 
the rain. An emphatic version is to smell something with one’s nostrils / with one’s own 
nose. For the first time the adjective smelly appears in the corpus: I cannot abide anything 
smelly; a smelly old monk. 

George Meredith, 1928 (3)
Pleasant:  includes air and rain, vegetation, food, and one place: autumn air, bakery, bouil-
lon, clematis, herb, meadow, musk, night-flower, pine, roast / roast meat, shower, weeds, 
wild flower.
Unpleasant: stale beer, sand-earth, musty chariot. 
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There are several unspecified smells: be aware of a singular odour; a strong smell 
of something; the smell of the glass was odious; I don’t mind smells. A single instance of 
figurative sense: to smell the autocrat.

The heading “pleasant” is comprised of such different classes as nature (air, rain, shower), 
plants (first reference to clematis and night-flower), food, and one place (bakery). Worth 
noticing is the writer’s comment in The Egoist on the use of perfumes: Most fragrant she 
that smells of naught. 

Thomas Hardy, 1840 (8)
Pleasant:

Nature: air, bloom, dew, fern, flower, (mellow) fruit, garden, grass, hay, herb, new 
malt, thyme, tree, vegetable, vegetation.

Food: cheese, plum pudding. - Cosmetics: perfume, pomade.
Unpleasant: 

city smoke, the inside of a hat, perishing leaves, piggery, something singed, sulphur, 
(blooming) weeds, burning wood. 

Unspecified whether pleasant or not: camphor, summer fog, garlic, summer mist, 
tobacco. Figurative sense: the snow smelt of icebergs, arctic seas, whales, and white bears. 
(Tess) 

Considering the number of novels explored (eight) and the fact that much action takes 
place in the country, the harvest of OT is very small indeed. Also, the number of flowers is 
minimal (fern, thyme), and the category of food is also comprised of only two items. Worth 
noticing is the complex smell of the snow.

Robert Louis Stevenson, 1850 (4)
Pleasant: air, broom, heather, pine, pudding, sea water.
Unpleasant: sodden leaves, skunk, sulphur, moulting tree trunks.

Places: anchorage (a peculiar stagnant smell hung over the anchorage),  cavern (ill-
smelling cavern of the ship’s bowels), (foul-smelling) chamber, hole (the smell of the hole), 
place (love the smell of that place, the nasty stench of the place turned me sick),  street (the 
foul smells of the street).

Unspecified: blood, powder, salt, sea, tar, tobacco.

In addition to the literal sense -  to smell a fire in the house; to smell fever and dysentery 
– there is figurative usage: to smell a rat, to smell an offence, to smell out a p.’s secret, to 
smell out there is something of import in the wind, to smell cowardly. 

Stevenson is sparing in his detection of smells, and most of the places mentioned smell 
bad. Unspecified whether pleasant or unpleasant are the items associated with the sailor’s 
occupation. In vegetation he has one “first”, the heavy-scented broom, in the animal king-
dom the “first” is the skunk (it has its stench). The author’s figurative use is more varied 
than in earlier writers. 
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Conclusions
The research covered English prose of the late 16th, 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. In each 
of the 30 writers, a representative number of works was explored (the number is given in 
brackets after the writer’s year of birth). The writers are listed chronologically; the years of 
their birth range from 1543 to 1850, of their works from 1590 to 1893, thus in either case 
they span three centuries. The total number of novels providing the corpus material is 84.

The nature of smells is established by means of “motivators”. These sources of smells, 
odours, scents, fragrances, aromas, perfumes, stink and stench, come from such areas as 
earth, vegetation, man and animal, food and drink. The secondary carriers of smells, such 
as abodes, clothing, hair, etc., are mostly registered as sources of unspecified bad smells 
(primarily emitted by sweat, filth, and the like), one exception being air, which may be 
either pleasant or unpleasant, depending on where it comes from.

From the wealth of motivators, only two categories of pleasant smells will now be analyzed, 
those emitted by food and by vegetation, and registered by noses over three centuries.

In food, in addition to the general terms such as breakfast, dinner, meal, etc. the follow-
ing particular items were found worth mentioning: bouillon, new bread, broiled ham, fresh 
mackerel, hot venison pasty, pig’s fry, pudding, hot rolls, shell fish, turtle soup. Gaskell 
adds butter, cheese, gingerbread, hot toast, milk, pork pie, roast meat. Coffee and tea first 
appear in Dickens, his additional drinks are beer, brandy, gin, grog, sherry, spirits, syrup, 
and wine. Punch is found only in Thackeray. Coffee also occurs in Eliot. Tea is never men-
tioned since Dickens.

In fruit the most sensitive author is Gaskell, with apple, apricot, elderberry, and quince.  
Dickens adds black current, grapes, lemon and orange peel.

In the class of vegetable and spice, there are found bergamot (Eliot), garlic (Hardy), 
onion (Smollett), clove (Gaskell), pepper (Dickens).

Frequency was established in the category of plants and trees:
rose 9, lavender 5, honeysuckle 4, violet 4, heather 3, jessamine  / jasmine 3, lily 3, 

pine 3, sweetbriar 3, thyme 3, carnation 2, fern 2, hyacinth 2, myrtle 2, orange blossom 2, 
wallflower 2, woodbine 2. The rest are with frequency one: birch, broom, cedar, clematis, 
clover, cowslip, dogrose, eglantine, fir, geranium, moss, musk-rose, night-flower, rose-
mary, saffron, southernwood, stock, tamarind, Tonquin bean, tulip.

The general findings can be summed up as follows: the sample of English prose presented 
here is large enough (84 books) to allow conclusions about the differences between writers 
and between periods. Some writers, though outstanding observers of colours, are largely 
deficient in their perception of smells. Some frequently mention a smell but do not spec-
ify it. Some tend to notice unpleasant rather than pleasant smells, others keep a balance 
between the two in what they register. A few writers nearly ignore and one totally ignores 
olfactory perception. As expected, the olfactory sensitivity of writers has been increasing 
since the beginnings of English prose. The majority of the smells can be classed in the 
pleasant – unpleasant categories. In the 20th century, writers introduced novelty, combin-
ing several smells, e.g. it was a composition of perfume, sweat, greasepaint and raw leak-
ing gas (quoted from Angela Carter, Nights at the Circus).
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Coping with the blues:  
corpus-based insights into the semantics 

 of ‘blue’ and ‘niebieski’

Ewa Gieroń-Czepczor

Abstract

This paper arises from a wider research project on the semantics of the primary basic colour terms 
in English and Polish, conducted within the cognitive framework on a wealth of corpus material 
provided by the British National Corpus (BNC) and the Polish Publishers’ Corpus (PWN). The 
current analysis, which focuses on blue and niebieski, has been inspired by controversies con-
cerning the basicness of ‘blues’ in English and Polish, as well as in other languages, either from 
a synchronic or diachronic perspective. However, the underlying aim of this study is to address a 
number of other issues, namely: (1) Whether blue and niebieski – as indicated in corpus statis-
tics - conform to the implicational hierarchy posited by Berlin and Kay (1969); (2) To what extent 
both terms – as cognitive categories - share prototypes and meaning extension patterns; (3) Which 
conceptual metonymies and metaphors motivating these extensions are shared; and (4) What moti-
vations account for any divergencies in the polysemies of blue and niebieski. The main conclusion 
is that differences in encoding experiences of colour, paired with diverse conceptualizations and 
cultural factors, give rise to significant discrepancies between the categories of blue and niebieski, 
the former exhibiting a rich polysemy, the latter being rather modest, dominated by ‘heavenly’ and 
‘astronomical’ associations. Additionally, the article demonstrates that niebieski, while sharing a 
denotational range with błękitny, does not seem to be challenged as the only basic term for blue 
in Polish.

Keywords: colour terms, cognitive semantics, corpus studies, polysemy, conceptual metonymy and 
metaphor

1  Introduction
The implicational hierarchy proposed by Berlin and Kay (1969), and remodelled in 1975 
by Kay and later by Kay and Maffi (1999), offers a neatly structured sequence of 11 basic 
colour terms which is supposed to reflect the order in which terms for distinctive hues 
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have appeared in languages throughout civilisational development, as well as in individual 
development of colour terminology in children as they acquire their lexicon. This hypoth-
esis – often considered to be “too ideal to be true” – challenges the relativist point of view. 
Its advocates, mainly anthropologists (Hickerson 1971, Durbin 1972, Lucy 1997, Saun-
ders, van Brakel 1997, Gellatly 2007), have repeatedly raised arguments intended to dis-
prove the idea of universality in colour naming patterns. For the current purpose, studies 
conducted by Davies and Corbett (1994), Paramei (2005), Biggam (1997) and Stanulewicz 
(2006, 2007) should be mentioned as relevant in the discussion concerning terms for the 
focal or standard, otherwise known as basic, ‘blue’.

2  Controversies over basic ‘blues’  
One example of non-conformity to the hierarchy was provided by Frumkina (1978), whose 
analysis of Russian terms for blue concluded that the language has more than one basic 
‘blue’; actually, both siniy ‘(dark) blue’ and goluboy ‘light (cold) blue’ deserve this status. 
That hypothesis was confirmed in further linguistic studies conducted by Davies and Cor-
bett (1994), Andrews (1994), Corbett and Morgan (1988), and Paramei (2005). A similar 
distinction was found by Özgen and Davies (1998), who posit that Turkish has a twelfth 
basic term - lacivert ‘dark blue’, which lies between the foci of the universal blue and pur-
ple and whose range overlaps with the dark-blue term of Russian, siniy. 

With reference to English, on the other hand,  there seems to have been no single uni-
versal term for ‘blue’ in the Anglo-Saxon period, although other basic colour terms like 
brūn (brown) and græg (grey), which should not have become part of the lexicon prior to 
basic ‘blue’, did exist in Old English (Wyler 2006). The conspicuous lack of any popular 
term for what is now understood as blue has been noted in a number of studies since the 
19th century (Mead 1899).1 More recently, Biggam (1997) applied the criteria for basic 
colour terms in a thorough study which clearly indicated that Old English, rich in terms 
with a narrow reference to grey-blue, green-blue, blue-green etc., did not include any term 
which might comply with the requirements for basicness. 

As far as Polish is concerned, its basic blue, i.e. niebieski, seems to hold a weaker posi-
tion in the colour lexicon than its English counterpart. First of all, one of the original cri-
teria for basic colour terms (hereafter BCTs) is violated: niebieski shares a morphological 
root with the cognate niebo (‘sky’). Secondly, this BCT shares some referential functions 
with the non-basic term, błękitny.  Moreover, it can be – and frequently is – replaced by 
this non-basic term.  Compared to English blue, niebieski appears to have a narrower refer-
ential range – both in terms of the width of the colour spectrum it denotes, and with regard 
to its applications in extended, non-literal meanings. The following sections describe and 
compare these two, apparently parallel colour terms, in a brief discussion of the quantita-
tive and qualitative data available.
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3  The ranks of blue and niebieski in the hierarchy of BCTs

Basic colour terms BYU-BNC 
100 million  

COCA
360 million

PELCRA
93 million

PWN
40 million

1. WHITE, BIAŁY 23,427 167,927 16,249 10,518
2. BLACK, CZARNY 23,864 145,546 14,014   8,934
3. RED, CZERWONY 14,568   71,675 10,658   6,356
4. GREEN, ZIELONY 14,199   54,425   6,469   5,700
5. YELLOW, ŻÓŁTY   4,366   21,971   3,477   1,799

6.
BLUE, NIEBIESKI
             BŁĘKITNY
             SINY

10,059   47,904   3,499
  1,324
      251

  1,772
     679
     321

7. BROWN, BRĄZOWY   8,383   49,175   1,668      953

8. GREY
GRAY 

  5,456
  1,091
  6,547

    3,159
  22,914
  26,073

  4,271
       1,961

9. ORANGE, POMARAŃCZOWY   2,600   15,483      730      707
10. PURPLE, FIOLETOWY   1,262     7,13      327      259
11. PINK, RÓŻOWY   3,150   13,212   1,313      832

Table 1  Raw frequencies of the 11 BCTs (adjectives) in electronic corpora (extracted in May 2008); 
grey print marks the statistics for non-basic CTs, relevant for the current analysis.

As the frequencies in the BNC and PWN corpus indicate (Tab 1), the BCTs – as defined 
by Berlin and Kay – largely conform to the posited sequence (Tab 2). The discrepancies 
revealed in these statistics can be explained by factors such as yellow and żółty enjoying 
less popularity due to their sharing the denotational range with gold, golden, złoty, złocisty 
etc., while the BCT itself remains fraught with negative connotations which originated 
with the theory of the four humours.2  Another observation concerns the ‘blues’ in both 
languages: English blue ranks higher (American statistics present a distorted picture as 
they include surnames, and Brown is the most frequent ‘colour surname’, constituting 
20.96% of the whole concordance for BROWN in the BNC) than Polish niebieski. The 
latter appears twice in each relevant column, the asterisk indicating the subsumption of 
statistics for three Polish colour terms (niebieski, błękitny, and siny) which – perceptually 
and semantically – cover the range rendered by blue in English. With these variables and 
tendencies taken into account, the frequencies compared do reflect the implicational hier-
archy proposed by universalists. This might suggest that even vaguely related languages 
provide evidence for the claim that partitioning of the spectrum, as evident in linguistic 
material, is – to a large extent – perceptually driven, with certain areas being more salient 
to the human eye (Hardin, Maffi 1997, Hardin 1988, Webster, Kay 2007).
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Berlin and 
Kay (1969)

The BNC 
(2008)

The COCA 
(2008)

The PELCRA 
corpus (2008)

The PWN corpus 
(2008)

BLACK/ WHITE
WHITE /BLACK

BLACK WHITE BIAŁY BIAŁY
WHITE BLACK CZARNY CZARNY

RED RED RED CZERWONY CZERWONY

GREEN/ YELLOW
YELLOW / GREEN

GREEN GREEN ZIELONY ZIELONY
BLUE BROWN NIEBIESKI*/ 

SZARY NIEBIESKI*/ SZARY
BLUE BROWN BLUE NIEBIESKI ŻÓŁTY
BROWN GREY/GRAY GRAY/GREY ŻÓŁTY NIEBIESKI
GREY
ORANGE
PURPLE
PINK
(in any order)

YELLOW YELLOW BRĄZOWY BRĄZOWY
PINK ORANGE RÓŻOWY RÓŻOWY
ORANGE PINK POMARAŃCZOWY POMARAŃCZOWY
PURPLE PURPLE FIOLETOWY FIOLETOWY

Tab. 2. The sequence of BCTs according to corpus frequencies (surnames omitted in the BNC 
column).

4  The denotational ranges of the ‘blues’ in English and Polish
It does not require linguistic education or profound insight into the usage of colour terms 
to notice that the equation of blue with niebieski simply does not work. Collocations 
attested in the corpora applied confirm this intuitive judgement. Blue eyes, blue sky, and 
blue smoke, normally result in niebieskie oczy, błękitne niebo, and siny dym respectively, 
and such partial perceptual incompatibility of the two blues in question could be illustrated 
by a host of other well-entrenched phrases, which suggests that for English speakers their 
BCT covers the range of the colour spectrum that in Polish requires as many as three dif-
ferent terms including the BCT; or four if fioletowy is included in the count. Obviously, 
only the neutral or informal register is considered; poetic language offers a greater variety 
and ingenuity in this respect, while this study is intended to discuss general tendencies.

5   The prototypes
The encyclopaedic view of meaning adopted within cognitive semantics assumes that 
speakers’ knowledge is structured around and motivated by prototypes. Rosch (1978) con-
siders prototypes to be cognitive reference points and claims that “colour terms acquire 
their denotational range, not through the setting of category boundaries, but by generaliza-
tion from focal (i.e. prototypical) exemplars” (J. Taylor 45). Wierzbicka (1996) posits that 
colour category construction is determined by prototypical exemplars found in the natural 
environment, salient enough to become a reference point for further conceptualizations 
and meaning extensions.

For Wierzbicka both blue and niebieski are semantically related to the concept of ‘sky’, 
yet each has a unique range of meanings. “To account for this, I would assign to blue, but 
not to niebieski, an additional reference-point: naturally occurring “big water places”, such 
as the sea or lakes” (309). Her observations are confirmed by the dictionary and the corpus 
data collected and discussed below. Accordingly, Niemeier (150), in her radial network of 
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metonymic extensions of blue, places the sea and sky in the core area of universal blue. 
Regarding the prototypical exemplar of niebieski, Tokarski (2004) shares Wierzbicka’s 
view of the sky as the primary and only reference point for the Polish BCT. He disregards 
the colour of the surface of water as unstable in comparison to that of the sky. Waszakowa 
(24) also indicates niebo (sky) as the prototype for niebieski, as opposed to the sky and  
water (as in seas, lakes or rivers) as the prototypes for blue. There would therefore appear 
to be an agreement in this matter concerning the first area of contrast in this comparative 
analysis. However, Stanulewicz (2006, 209-210) concludes her research into the regional 
variation of the colour prototypes in the Polish language with the valuable observation that 
while people living in  central and southern Poland indicate the sky, for those living in the 
north, close to the Baltic Sea, it is the sky and water which are regarded as the best exem-
plars of blueness. Stanulewicz also responds to Tokarski’s reservations concerning the 
prototypicality of water due to the high level of colour variation. Stanulewicz (ibid.) notes 
that the colour of water is no more variable than that of the sky - which is rarely perfectly 
blue – and additionally, the colour of the surface of water tends to reflect the colour of the 
sky. Thus, the question of the prototypes of niebieski remains open to further analysis.

6   Blue and niebieski as structured conceptualisations
Considerable differences in the sphere of denotation carry over into the extent of con-
notational patterns exhibited by both colour terms. While previous studies (Wierzbicka 
1996, Waszakowa 2000, Tokarski 2004, Stanulewicz 2006, Niemeier 2007, as well as 
etymological (Pokorny 1959) and corpus data obtained throughout my doctoral research 
(Gieroń-Czepczor 2010), indicate a large degree of overlap within the prototypical core 
of each category, with conceptual extensions of meaning for blue originating from the 
concepts of sky and water, and the readings for niebieski revolving around the notion of 
sky/heaven and less significantly ‘water’, the resulting networks of meanings exhibited by 
each category are substantially different. 

As far as meaning extensions of blue are concerned, a detailed analysis of a sample of 
1,500 citations offered by the BNC, paired with available dictionary entries, reveals the 
following groups and chains of conceptual extensions resulting in readings such as:
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1. OF NATURAL KINDS, ELEMENTS, ENTITIES
 ● OF WATER (SEA(S), LAKE(S), RAIN etc.)
 ● OF SMOKE, VAPOUR
 ● OF WEAK  FLAME, PALE LIGHT  
 ● OF BLOOD AND VEINS UNDER THE SKIN
  ● BRUISED
  ● LIVID, PALLID, ASHEN
   ● INTOXICATED, DRUNK
   ● BLUE FROM COLD, STRESS etc.
    ● FEARFUL, ANXIOUS
     ● DEPRESSED, MISERABLE
     ● DEPRESSING, DISMAL
      ● BLUES

2. OF THE SKY
 ● DISTANT (on the horizon)
 ● DISTANT (like heaven)
  ● UNTHINKABLE, UNUSUAL (over the limit)
   ● UNREALISTIC, IMPRACTICAL (vs. down-to-earth) 
  ● HEAVENLY (not lexicalised)
   ● RELIGIOUS, PURITANICAL
    ● OF CENSORSHIP
    ● OBSCENE, INDECENT
   ● CONSTANT, UNCHANGING > FAITHFUL
    ● CONSERVATIVE
     ● OF CONSERVATIVE PARTIES
   ● EXCELLENT, SUPERIOR
    ● MARKING VICTORY
     ● MAIN TROPHY
    ● ARISTOCRATIC
    ● PRIVILEGED, SUPERIOR

3. OF CLOTHES, UNIFORMS
 ● OF POLICE

The list posits the existence of three main chains of extensions from the prototypical core 
of the category. The distance from the left margin signals the degree of conceptual proxim-
ity between the prototype(s) and the meaning in question, each extended meaning being 
preceded by >. 

The first extension derives from the perception of blue as an attribute of environmental 
elements – with the exception of the sky – as well as human appearance. The latter results 
in a series of metonymies to render meanings such as ‘fearful’ or ‘depressed’. The second 
chain stems from the universal experience of the sky as distant and unattainable. These 
features could also be ascribed to God, and - although this concept has not been lexicalized 
as blue in English – the BCT was and still is associated with puritanical  strictness and, by 
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extension, conservative ideology.  Loyalty, conservatism, and excellence seem to derive 
from a complex of concepts: the experience of the sky as overwhelming, the images of 
God in his heavenly abode, and the supreme quality of blue dye termed ‘true blue’.

A striking feature in the polysemy of blue is the fact that all extensions result in read-
ings as diverse as ‘puritanical’ and ‘obscene’, along with ‘excellent’ or ‘superior’ and 
‘fearful’. This axiological ambivalence of blue has been noted in literature3 and holds 
for niebieski as well (Tokarski 2004). Blue can evoke positive associations as in: true 
blue  (‘someone loyal and faithful’, with blue as the opposite of “treacherous” yellow), 
blue blood (aristocratic ancestry), and blue book (a register of highly respected people). 
On the other end of the axiological spectrum, there are: blue language, blue laws, and the 
phrase ‘into the blue’, which may denote escape to the unknown. An explanation for this 
ambivalence has been suggested by Niemeier (147), who claims that “[t]he basic meaning 
of blue refers to natural entities like the sea or sky which are highly variable and therefore 
the meaning spectrum of blue is not as firmly fixed as that of other colours which do not 
show such a lot of variation in nature.”

Another explanation is offered by Allan and Burridge 1991 (in Allan 2008) that the 
‘bl- phonestheme - a cluster of sounds smaller than a syllable, which appear at the begin-
ning of a word  and symbolise a certain meaning - tends to indicate a curse or evil talk. 
By way of illustration they quote, “bloody, bleeding, blessed, blamed, blinking, blinding, 
blasted, blighter, blankety(-blank), Blimey!, Blast!, Blow! What the blazes!? and the verb 
bleep (out indelicate utterances). These include blood-linked maledictions and some with 
profane or blasphemous implications invoking the fires of hell or the wrath of the Old 
Testament God.”  (9)

As with the ambivalent polysemy exhibited in the extensions discussed above, the 
use of this BCT with reference to clothes or badges – as well as the status of the wearers 
– reveals a remarkable diversity. Blue as the colour of factory uniforms indicates the work-
ing class (as in blue-collar workers), blue uniforms of the police give rise to associations 
with law enforcement (boys in blue,  keep an eye out for the blue [BNC];  Don’t trust that 
snitch, I hear he’s workin for the blue [UD]). The blue riband, or the blue of the Tories, 
signify superiority in different contexts. The inclusion of blue clothes into the chain of 
metonymic mappings within the category of blue is justified by the fact that clothes and 
uniforms worn by certain groups are highly salient, and as such provide motivations for 
connotations (via metonymic mappings) exemplified in the lexicons of English and Polish 
alike. Mapping the salient colour of clothes on people and ideologies is a highly productive 
metonymic pattern4. Due to this, clothing (and its colour) provides an important mark of 
identity in the given societies. 

7  Meaning extensions of blue
The polysemy is largely an outcome of metonymic - rather than metaphorical - mappings 
which result in the following readings: 
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1.  OF NATURAL KINDS, ELEMENTS, ENTITIES  
The number of citations which incorporate blue as an attribute of animal or plant names is 
modest, and includes blue sharks, whales, pigeons, sheep and bluebottles. In fact, as is the 
case with uses of BCTs with a natural object, the colour term, or rather its focal value, is 
mapped onto ‘neighbouring’ shades for the sake of convenience and linguistic economy. 
Further, terms attributed to animal or plant species can be used metonymically for people 
if there is a contiguity which permits this kind of mapping. For instance:

(1) He became a Canadian or a Blue Noser as they are called.  [all cor-
pus citations below come from the BNC unless otherwise specified]

The citation refers to a nickname given to Canadians in Nova Scotia as keen growers and 
consumers of the local kind of potato known by the same name [DPF]. For bluenose see 
PURITANICAL below.

However, “(i)n nature, blue is quite rare in the animal and vegetable kingdoms, but the 
unbounded expanses of sea and sky are analogical terms of great evocative power” (Sas-
soon, 174).

● OF WATER

Water is described as blue provided it is clear and sunlit:

(2) the blue sunlit waters of the open ocean. 

(3) the light in sea water is predominantly blue or green.

(4) Sky and water blazed blue …

(5) he said what’s the blue and I said the sea, …

In the metonymic use, however, such limitations created by environmental conditions have 
not been observed.  “Way to the big blue”, for example, announces a photo with a path 
towards the beach, and the big blue has become conventionalised enough to denote the sea.

Vast expanses of sea or ocean water, awesome and unpredictable, have never ceased to 
evoke terror in human beings. This gave rise to the idiomatic phrase between the devil and 
the deep blue sea, indicating a choice between two evils.

● OF SMOKE, VAPOUR

Blue denotes the bluish-grey colour of smoke, especially cigarette or exhaust smoke. Rain-
drops or other liquid water suspended in the air (vapour, mist and haze), actually silvery 
bluish, are premodified by blue, e.g. 

(6)  The flow front appears as a mass of rounded pillows, disap-
pearing into the blue haze of the Pacific
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(7) … blue or milky cloudiness …

Fog and mist (with limited visibility) evoke negative associations, giving rise to the con-
ceptualisation of blue as depressing. A person shrouded in fog feels lost, unable to find 
their way either in a physical or psychological sense. In this respect blue (also denoting 
shades of darkness, as in midnight blue) is close to the conceptualizations of black:

(8)  The riverbanks were wreathed in mist. The banana groves and 
the guava orchards of the east bank were blue and gloomy.

Smoke (most frequently collocating with the BCTs: black, blue, white and grey) is in typical 
contexts pre- and post- modified by adjectives such as bitter, choking, poisonous, smoul-
dering , pungent, nasty, sometimes toxic, which emphasise its negative impact on humans. 
Therefore, the simile in citation (9) illustrates the common conceptual link between the 
colour (of smoke, mist, bruised body) and the emotional state known as depression:

(9)  Yesterday was blue, like smoke.  (> DEPRESSING DISMAL)

● OF A WEAK FLAME, LIGHT or SIGNAL

A pale flame without a red glare, or natural light as seen under the surface of water, is blue. 
Since the sea is one of the prototypes for blue, the fact that most citations involving natural 
blue light refer to marine topics is not surprising: 

(10) Its deep-sea prey have their eyes tuned to the blue ambient light,

(11) the light in sea water is predominantly blue or green.

However, most references from 1,500 BNC citations involve the artificial blue flashing 
lights used by emergency services, and the sample abounds in blue lights, blue flashes, 
blue lamps (28 in 37 relevant citations). A blue glow in the sky is the only mention of blue 
light as a celestial phenomenon. Polish citations, on the other hand, tend to present blue 
light against the background of dark sky, never under water.

English, however, reflects a conceptual link reflected in the ANGER IS FIRE metaphor. 
Exploited to a large extent in the figurative uses of red, the mapping is also obvious in the 
idiomatic phrase burn with a low blue flame. A blue flame, unlike a spectacularly raging 
red fire, seems to have a less devastating force, and is easier to contain. The meaning of 
this idiomatic phrase is “to be quietly and intensely angry” [DAI], or “heavily intoxicated 
with alcohol” (see INTOXICATED, DRUNK).

The intensity of blue flames cannot be underestimated. An old-fashioned American 
and Australian oath: Damn it to blue blazes! maps the power of the (infernal) flames on 
any action or experience imaginable, as in: “This sweater itches like blue blazes”. Used 
as a slang expression, it is an euphemistic equivalent of the interjection Hell, as in Where 
in the blue blazes have you been? Morris (2000) regards the blue in blue blazes as “just 
an alliterative intensifier” with no real meaning.  Admittedly, conceptual images of a rag-
ing fiery inferno are full of red (red-hot) flames, contrary to the scientific evidence that 
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the energy released in blue flames is more intensive than that of red flames. Yet, popular 
knowledge, folk beliefs and culturally shared concepts (like that of hell) are dominant in 
conceptualisations of human experience.

● OF BLOOD AND VEINS UNDER THE SKIN (> BLUE BLOOD ext.2)

The sight of blood vessels under the thin layer of white skin, commonly referred to as blue 
veins, marks the beginning of a chain of metonymic and metaphorical mappings.

● BRUISED 

Although bruises alter in colour and shade throughout the process of healing, it is blue or 
black and blue that English speakers use to describe this kind of injury. Thus, a person can 
be blue with bruises or have a big blue scar. Metonymically, one is black and blue when 
bruised. Metaphorically the colour alone is mapped onto the domain of EMOTIONS, as in: 

(12)  I’m still black-and-blue from my divorce. [DAI]

The same conceptualization equating blue with being ‘hurt’, either physically or emotion-
ally, is present in a phrase attested in American slang. Screwed, blued, and tattooed means 
“taken advantage of” [DAI]. This idiom, like burn with a low flame, has a further inter-
pretation, “intoxicated”. It can be deduced, then, that the impact of alcohol abuse is per-
ceived in terms of harm done to the drinker, although, in this case, it is predominantly 
self-inflicted. 

The adjectival pair black and blue is part of an American and Australian idiom  swear 
black and blue (or up and down), known as swear blind in British English, which is used 
“to say that something is completely true, especially when someone does not believe you” 
[CID]. There seems to be no well-grounded etymological nor conceptual explanation - at 
least in the reference sources available - to the meaning of the colour terms included in 
the phrase. Tentatively, they might be hypothesized to metonymically stand for the visual 
symptoms of effort (as in till one is blue in the face) as well as anger (black). Roget’s The-
saurus attests both swear till one is black in the face and swear till one is blue in the face 
and the idiom in question alludes to both. Thus, in this case black and blue can be clas-
sified as facial colours resulting from extreme emotions which can lead to physiological 
changes. (See: BLUE FROM EXTREME EMOTIONAL STATE).

● LIVID , PALLID, ASHEN  

The bluish colour of the skin reflects the deoxygenated state of the blood. A baby born 
cyanotic is called a blue baby and the condition itself is known as blue baby syndrome. 
Apart from referring to poor condition of health, pallid skin is a symptom of exertion or 
strong emotions resulting in the discolouration of the face:

(13) I pedalled myself blue in the face on the Exercise Machine.
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(14) this huge screw bears down on me throwing a wobbler, going blue with rage

Pale complexion is seen as indicating sickness;5 this quality is somewhat humorously 
exploited in the idiomatic phrase: blue (or pale) around/about the gills which means: 
‘looking sick’. 

The expression blue balls is “a widely used colloquialism describing scrotal pain after 
high, sustained sexual arousal unrelieved because of lack of orgasm” (Chalett, Lewis 843). 
The bluish tint caused by the high volume of blood in the genitals contributes to the use of 
blue in the phrase.

● INTOXICATED, DRUNK 

The idiomatic phrase blue devil is related to the facial skin colour in drunk people (delir-
ium tremens) for the symptoms induced by alcohol abuse. While the devil is metaphorical, 
blue is involved in metonymic mappings: a generalisation (BLUE FOR BLUISH or PUR-
PLISH), and DEVIANT SENSORY PROPERTY FOR DEVIANT MENTAL PROPERTY 
metonymy (Barcelona, 71, 353) which implies the abnormal state (both physically and 
emotionally) of a person who is down with the blue devils.

The same metonymic pattern is the basis for the use of blue alone to  signify intoxica-
tion. The Urban Dictionary attests blue subsuming all the attendant physical features of 
drunkenness combined with the mental effects:

(15) I was blue the last night!

Drinking alcohol till all is blue alludes to the negative effect of drinking on the eyesight 
[OEDO] and is one of the more obvious signs of alcohol abuse, semantically close to 
seeing pink elephants. Further consumption can lead to blurred vision and, eventually, 
blackouts. In fact, blue vision has probably never been attested in medical records as a 
symptom of alcohol abuse. Unaware of the etymology of the phrase, contemporary users 
might associate blue with depression (i.e. the cause or consequence of getting drunk) or the 
colour of the drinker’s complexion. According to West (n.d.), “this is the British equivalent 
of till hell freezes over, or to the bitter end, or many other hyperbolical impossibilities”. 
The origin of the phrase as suggested by Partridge and Simpson (88) is not unlikely: “U.S. 
(1806); ob. Admiral Smyth refers to a ship reaching deep, i.e. blue water” , which acquired 
the meaning: “to the utmost” or “for indefinite time”.

The association of drunkenness and sadness is suggested in the following definition of 
Blue Monday [DPF]:

The Monday before Lent, spent in dissipation. (…) It is said that dissipa-
tion gives everything a blue tinge. Hence “blue” means tipsy.

  “Drink till all is blue.
   Cracking bottles till all is blue.” 
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As mentioned in WEAK FLAME, LIGHT or FLASH, burning with a low blue flame also 
indicates the state of intoxication, yet the verb burning alludes to one further aspect: the 
irritability of a person under the influence of alcohol, in accordance with ANGER IS FIRE 
conceptual metaphor.

The idiom blue ruin also falls within the realm of alcohol. This time blue refers to the 
tint of gin, while ruin (metaphorically) indicates the deplorable consequences of over-
consumption of the beverage. 

● BLUE FROM COLD, STRESS, EXTREME EMOTIONAL STATES

A range of external and internal factors lead to physiological changes manifested in altera-
tions in skin colour. Blue (via generalisation) stands for any tint which results from abnor-
malities in blood circulation, from sickly paleness to blushing and the purple of rage. The 
BNC sample includes citations which refer to being blue with sweat, hands blue from the 
cold icy wind, till one is blue in the face, and blue with anger, which indicate the common 
experience of fingers or toes turning blue through lack of circulation, yet the colour quality 
(like the facial colour) tends to be applied to the whole body to indicate that one is blue 
with cold or excess of emotion.

(16) “They’d have a blue fit if they saw such things”  

● FEARFUL, ANXIOUS  

Blue despair, blue fear, blue murder, and blue funk, all of which have been attested in the 
BNC sample, illustrate the application of the colour term in an EFFECT FOR CAUSE 
metonymy. Blue is the colour of a face induced by terror; it is fear or extreme nervousness 
that makes one appear blue.

(17) Are you in a blue funk about running out of things to say?

Most frequently blue murder collocates with the verbs shout or scream, although the nomi-
nal phrase can be used independently, as in:

(18)  “Here, we’d better get on. There’ll be blue mur-
der if he comes back and we’ve been in here.”

According to DPF, the phrase is “indicative more of terror or alarm than of real danger”. 
The BNC confirms such conceptualization of blue in: 

(19) “Cambridge University rugby players turned the air blue as they 
terrorised a packed jetliner during a two-hour rampage.”

● DEPRESSED, MISERABLE

Blue used attributively indicates the state of feeling miserable as in:
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(20) I look up and sense Amantani floating in this stillness, in a blue limpidity .

Metaphorically, the state of dejection is known as a blue devil, with the blues or blue John-
nies as synonyms:

(21) this fellow come up fair blue devil go drinking

The postpartum blues, maternity blues, or baby blues is recognised as a transitory state of 
moodiness frequently suffered by postnatal women. These metaphorical phrases have a 
metonymic basis: the BCT stands for the facial colour accompanying the emotional state 
induced by diverse factors.

● DEPRESSING, DISMAL > PESSIMISTIC  

The setting may be blue (e.g. blue wet streets) when rainy and gloomy, as the lack of 
sunshine, and overcast sky invariably induce a feeling of depression and dejection. This 
general sense of gloominess may result in sadness which can make one look blue. A further 
extension results from a metonymic mapping (EFFECT FOR CAUSE) and leads to the use 
of blue in the sense ‘pessimistic’, as in blue outlook. Blue Monday is based on the same 
conceptualisation (STATE FOR AGENT) as the first workday of the week is regarded as 
depressing. This reading reveals the conceptual proximity of blue and black, although the 
experiential bases vary: the image of a bruised body or livid face for blue, and night for 
black.

● PERTAINING TO ‘BLUES’ MUSIC  

Singing the blues, i.e. bemoaning one’s circumstances, is supposedly derived from the 
blue devils as ‘depression’, ‘dejection’. While the details of the origins may be disputed,6 
the conceptualisation is consistent with related uses of blue in which the colour term is 
mapped onto negative emotional states. 

2  OF THE SKY
The sky exhibits a wide palette of shades of blue:

(22) from the silvery grey of the morning to the pale marine-colours 
of midday to a deep velvety blue in the early evenings.

(23) Clear blue sunblaze of air surrounding …

and the salient colour (blue) stands for the sky in well-entrenched phrases: out of the blue 
and a bolt from the blue. The whole phrase, however, is interpreted as “coming from an 
unexpected or unforeseen source”, which is the result of a metaphor. A further mapping, 
TIME IS LOCATION, yields another reading: “at a completely unexpected time”. The 
overall reading is based on the imagery of clear skies indicating good weather and sun-
shine in contrast to rainy, and therefore unlucky, days (NEGATIVE IS DARK).
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● DISTANT (on horizon)

Blue is considered to be a colour of distance. Goethe summarised this impression in the 
following words: “As the upper sky and distant mountains appear blue, so a blue surface 
seems to retire from us” (Goethe, 780). Modern English reflects this perception of distance 
with blue horizon and blue yonder. The latter is metonymically represented by the colour 
alone, as in:

(24) At a far distance; into the unknown: spontaneously take a trip into the 
blue. The BNC citations include blue as a direct attribute of distance: 

(25) I sat out on the crumbling turf, with the blue distances below, 
and warm sun lying over this lovely autumn land.

● DISTANT (like heaven)

The distant ‘upper sky’ from Goethe (see the paragraph above) has inspired both poets and 
general users of English alike. BNC citations confirm the image of the sky, as of something 
that is ‘out there’, unattainable and overwhelming.  

(26) stretching his angular arms into the blue of the sky as if reaching for a star.

(27) he had spent the entire journey staring out of the cabin window into the 
infinity of space. His meeting was not until the next morning, so he could 
switch off for a few hours. He needed to do just that, for he was tired, morose 
and bitter and, for the first time in his life, feeling very insecure. Gazing 
out into the blue, he asked himself if this assignment was his swan song.

● ABUNDANT?

Niemeier (147) suggests that the limitless nature of the sky when equated with an abun-
dance of worthless shares is the conceptualization behind blue sky laws.7 It clearly con-
trasts with some other readings of blue which denote superiority and highly valued quali-
ties such as loyalty. A more plausible interpretation of the phrase, however, may imply the 
reading of blue as ‘unrealistic or unreal’, as  the term ‘blue sky’ is believed to have origi-
nated “from the supporters of the laws who claim that some securities were so dishonest 
they would sell ‘building lots in the sky’”. Regrettably, there are no citations in the BNC 
which would illustrate the usage of blue sky laws.

● UNATTAINABLE, UNUSUAL (over the limit, out of proportions)

A range of phrases are based on the concept of unattainable blue skies. In simple terms, 
what is blue is both awesome and unrealistic or extremely rare.  Blue diamond or blue rose 
(Niemeier 2007), blue dahlia, anything rare or unheard of [OEDO], and blue wonder, from 
French contes bleus (‘an improbable tale’), seem to be based on the same imagery.
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Similarly, once in a blue moon (signifying a rare event) is a description of an uncom-
mon, but real, meteorological phenomenon. It occurs when dust particles high in the 
atmosphere filter out most of the longer wavelengths of red light. An alternative interpre-
tation is more recent and concerns the appearance of two full moons in the same month. 
This also occurs infrequently [ETO].

Blue streak, on the other hand, reflects the boundless quality of blue skies, with the 
meaning “extremely fast or interminable”:

(28) He had a wicked tongue when roused and could talk a blue streak.

Analogically, the informal phrase to cuss/curse a blue streak signifies a continual flow of 
offensive terms.

The ability to exceed the limits is reflected in the name Blue Streak applied to British 
ballistic missiles. 

● ABSTRACT, IMPRACTICAL (vs. down-to-earth)

Impossible to reach, blue skies may be thought of as an impractical or unrealistic goal. 
Blue skies research or approach(es) are impractical, or blue-sky nonsense: 

(29) The authority said yesterday that the delays arose because the research 
amounted to what scientists called a “blue skies” project because it 
involved going beyond the present capacity of the reactor design.

(30) in a book that superbly demonstrates how yesterday’s blue-sky philoso-
phical idea can become today’s razor-sharp tool of scientific practice

(31) If you fight, you stand a better chance. I have tried to encourage 
others to do battle.” Roy went to his specialist thinking he’d crac-
ked it. But the doctors cautioned against blue skies forever.  

● PERTAINING TO HEAVEN (?)

Although the conceptual proximity of the categories of sky and heaven is obvious, this fact 
is not reflected in the use of blue. However, the colour is present in religious symbolism, 
thus giving rise to related readings, as in blue laws cited below. 

● RELIGIOUS, PURITAN  

Blue, as in blue laws, became associated with religious, or rather Puritan contexts, due to 
a metonymic mapping with origins in the practice of printing codes which were intended 
to ensure high moral standards in the newly established North American colonies on blue 
paper (in Laband, Heinbuch, 16). Another view, however, links the use of blue in blue laws 
with the similarity between rigid devotion and the quality of a true blue colour which never 
fades (Trambull 1867 in Laband, Heinbuch, 17). Regardless of the origins, blue, when 
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associated with strict morality and dour religious followers, gave rise to a semantic and 
symbolic use of the colour which extends beyond the domain of RELIGION.

● PURITANICAL 

The cultural models and moral values which underlie Puritanism led to the use of blue as 
a reference to the (frequently negative) attitudes underpinning restrictive religious orders:

(32) strict paternalism fascinated the New York newsmen who des-
cribed it as “Tiller’s puritanical blue laws”.

The meaning of bluenose, a puritanical person who attempts to impose a strict moral code 
on others, is based on the metonymic mapping of blue, after blue law, in reference to the 
strict tenets of Puritanism. Combined with nose standing for the inquisitive nature of an 
individual, blue strengthens the negative associations with a severe moral code.

A quotation from Thackeray (565), “The ladies were very blue and well informed” 
employs blue in the meaning discussed here, which is also evident in bluestocking, origi-
nally an attribute of an independent educated woman, which in time acquired a derogatory 
meaning. 

● OBSCENE, INDECENT

Decent blue, following a “perverse” metonymic mapping which equalled moral with 
immoral, gained the reading ‘obscene, indecent’. A probable conceptual basis is the map-
ping of blue (standing for strict morality) onto that which violates the codes which pro-
tect it. This, ironically, caused the use of blue in blue jokes and videos to refer to sexual 
overtones or overt pornography. The high entrenchment of the ‘indecent’ blue allows free 
combinations with other nouns:

(33) Bill Cosby does not use “blue” material.  [UD]  
 Sexual harassment is defined as:

(34) anything from unwanted touching and uncalled-for blue 
jokes to overt demands for sexual favours.”

Using crude language and swear words is rendered by blue in make/turn the air blue:

(35) When it happens again on the next cast I turn the 
air blue with some choice words. 

(36) Upset he was too! And the names he called me turned the air 
blue! I could only stand quietly and scratch my poor head.”

However, blue talk, meaning an ‘indecent conversation’, has another metonymic origin; 
a borrowing from French Bibliothèque Bleu reveals that “harlots are called ‘Blues’ from 
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the blue gown they were once compelled to wear in the House of Correction [DPF], the 
phrase is based two metonymic mappings. SALIENT FEATURE FOR THE CATEGORY 
maps the colour onto the outfit, which is further, via SALIENT ATTRIBUTE FOR THE 
CATEGORY metonymy, mapped onto the wearer. As a result blue becomes laden with 
negative meanings derived from features attributed to prostitutes and a dissipated lifestyle. 

Another meaning of blue in the domain of sex, which is related to cultural models, is 
that cited by the PWN corpus and the Urban Dictionary. Blue may denote the homosexual 
preference of men, as in:

(37) Jednak już wcześniej “ błękitni “ – jak Rosjanie nazywają homo-
seksualistów - zaczęli otwarcie walczyć o swoje prawa.

(38) guys are blue, and girls are pink... when they get 
together they make purple!8 [UD]

As remarked above, this usage has its basis in the traditional treatment of blue as a boyish 
colour, in contrast to pink, which is regarded as suitable for girls only.

● OF CENSORSHIP 

OEDO defines the meaning of blue pencil as ‘to mark or obliterate with a blue pencil; to 
censor’. Quoted twice in the sample of 1,500 quotations, it seems to employ blue in terms 
of the same conceptualisation as blue laws, i.e. related to the defence of moral order and 
decency. Assuming that such an interpretation is plausible, blue pencil may be regarded 
as a case of metonymic mappings. Blue may stand for the moral code printed on blue, 
whereas the whole phrase may incorporate the metonymic mapping INSTRUMENT FOR 
THE ACTION INVOLVING THAT INSTRUMENT (Kövecses 220).

● CONSTANT, UNCHANGING, LOYAL

The “stable quality” of blue may have its source in two alternative conceptualisations. The 
first is the prototypical sky as a constant feature of the environment, which is taken for 
granted as something that naturally envelops the world. It may also create the subjective 
impression of accompanying a traveller, or continually following them. Another conceptu-
alisation has its basis in the traditional terminology of textile dyers, for whom the colours 
which did not fade or wash out were “true”. Hence, the phrase true blue stands metonymi-
cally for constancy regardless of the referent. In this respect blue is the exact opposite of 
“treacherous” yellow. 

● CONSERVATIVE

Constancy, loyalty and devotion are highly praised in conservative circles, which is evi-
dent in the use of the colour to symbolise traditional values. The use of true blue in this 
sense is based on the above-mentioned experiential contiguity. In this respect blue rinse 
brigade employs blue in both metonymic and metaphorical mappings. Blue rinse dye 
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stands here for the salient feature, i.e. hair colour, of elderly middle-class ladies who con-
stitute a large and influential electorate of the Conservative party. Within this political con-
text, blue seems to be highlighted and mapped onto the IDEOLOGY domain. Obviously, 
it might be argued that there is an overlap of this domain with that of VALUES, involving 
loyalty to traditional values, which characterises conservative attitudes. Yet, the use of 
blue first requires a cross-domain mapping between the COLOUR and VALUES/IDEOL-
OGY domain matrix. The noun brigade yields a pejorative sense within the whole phrase 
“often employed to castigate middle-class elderly women who are thought to be a bit past 
it” (Rees 31):

(39) Blackpool receives a blue rinse: Conservative Party highlights 
selected by Lesley Abdela by LESLEY ABDELA 10,000 repre-
sentatives, press and lobbyists will proceed to Blackpool for next 
week’s Conservative conference which begins on Monday.

● OF CONSERVATIVE PARTIES

Such connotations of morality, loyalty and conservative attitudes, has caused blue to 
become the colour of parties favouring traditional values. Allan (2008) speculates that the 
choice “was influenced by the colour of the Madonna’s garb” which was associated with a 
“good, solid, dependable person; a staunch believer” (8).

Blue, considered as the salient feature of conservatism, is used attributively, as in blue 
candidate (for a Tory) and blue Tory or Tories. Further conceptualisations allow for uses 
such as:  

(40) my announcements have been circulated to all members  
of the Council on the blue seats . 

Blue as a salient feature also occurs in ladies in blue, as Tory female politicians were 
dubbed in a Guardian article (R.Taylor). This phrase, a case of a metonymic use of this 
colour term, equates conservative political views with blue clothes. Such a conceptualiza-
tion is possible thanks to the function of clothing itself, providing a mark of identity in 
society. The colour mapped onto the clothing defines the kind of ideology manifested by 
the wearers.

● EXCELLENT, SUPERIOR, VALUABLE, OF FIRST-CLASS QUALITY

Blue also tends to denote ‘high value’ and ‘excellence’, as in blue chip. Originally used 
to denote a high value poker counter, since 1904 it has had the figurative sense of ‘valu-
able’. In the context of  the stock exchange, blue chips signify “shares considered a reli-
able investment” [ETO]. Based on the same conceptualisation of blue, blue ribbon awards 
the winner, a blue flag indicates that a beach meets the highest standards for public use 
established by the EU, and a blue book is a register of socially prominent people [AHD]. 
Even colloquial English illustrates the use of blue as an “extreme compliment, meaning 
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enchanting or bewitching, description of a girl” whose “inner beauty radiates to those 
around her” [UD], as in:

(41) “Wow, that girl is soooo blue!” [UD]

The slogan “we see blue” has been used in advertisements for the University of Kentucky, 
which aspires to become a Top 20 university. According to its homepage:

“see blue is a lot of things, but most of all it’s about helping students realize 
their potential and harness the power of their dreams. For more about UK’s efforts 
to become a Top 20 university and how we see blue,” thus confirming the salience 
of blue as superior, first-class, excellent.

● MARKING VICTORY 

(42) Not since L’Escargot (1970–71) has any horse emerged 
triumphant in chasing’s blue riband in successive years.

● MAIN TROPHY

This colour, salient in the context of victory, is metonymically mapped onto trophies as in 
a rugby blue and other BNC citations which employ blue in the meaning: ‘an award for 
sportsmen at university competitions at the highest level’: 

(43) A first-class honours degree from a college of higher education still 
counts for less in the world than a third-class degree from Oxbridge, 
and even less than a sporting “blue” from the ancient universities.

(44)  a person is called “An Oxford rugby blue in 1959 and 1960 and a keen 
sailor”, or “a double Oxford blue for boxing” where blue, a meton-
ymic extension from blue ribbon, stands for the main trophy.

● ARISTOCRATIC ( < BLUE BLOOD from ext. 1)

Blue blood as an indication of aristocratic ancestry has been in use since around 1834,  a 
calque from the Spanish sangre azul, “claimed by certain families of Castile as uncon-
taminated by Moorish or Jewish admixture, probably from the notion of the visible veins 
of people of fair complexion” [ETO]. The phrase, with 8 citations in the entire corpus, 
confirms its high entrenchment:

(45)  needed a reminder that he could not control everything in this 
world, despite all his money and his terribly blue blood.

Blue blood, which typically stands metonymically for the heredity of a noble family, can 
also signify a person of aristocratic ancestry:

(46) he is regarded as one of the city’s blue bloods  [DAI]
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However, blue in blue blood need not be figurative, as in (46): 

(47) Less common than Reynaud’s disease, are painless purple fingers or feet.  
This is again due to arterial spasm and deoxygenated (blue blood) pooling  
in the veins and making them take on this abnormal hue. This is acrocyanosis. 
It sometimes makes hands sore, but is more of a nuisance than anything …”

 
3. OF CLOTHES, UNIFORMS
Blue is highly salient as the colour worn by UN troops and chosen for its flag, uniforms 
worn by policemen and soldiers of various armies, and the overalls worn by industrial 
workers. BNC citations include: blue-uniformed Serbs, blue MPs, blue-collar workers, 
blue helmets, and blue berets. In particular, the colour of the UN helmets is involved in 
metonymic mappings onto the organization, its actions, and facilities, as in “Blue haven 
in a troubled land”.

Another domain in which blue is well entrenched is that of SPORT and SPORTS 
TEAMS. In a clearly stated context, blue is easily recognizable as the colour adopted by 
Oxford and Cambridge rowing teams, or as a football strip in Leeds v Blue Manc. The 
cultural salience of the colour allows for similes such as:

(48) parents are having to find £44. And it’s leaving them as blue as Chelsea’s 
shirts” and mapping the colour onto both the players and supporters:

(49) At a time when the rivalry between Rangers and Celtic was rising to a new 
level of competitiveness, Baxter turned tradition on its head, and befriended 
a group of like minded Celtic players. Although the more bigoted supporters 
resented his corrosive friendship, the blue and the green frequently enjo-
yed nights out at Hampden Bowling Alley divided in the minds of Glasgow 
by religion but united in their common interest in Bacardi and blondes.

● OF POLICE, SAILORS 

As far as clothing is concerned, blue as the colour of police uniforms has achieved a high 
level of entrenchment. As a result, it is involved in a range of mappings to denote the 
police and related issues. The most popular phrase referring to the colour of uniforms worn 
by policemen is boys in blue. Others include the metonymic bluecoat, and blue flu with the 
meaning: “an organized absence from work by police officers on the pretext of sickness 
that is staged for the purpose of protest” [MW].

The colour of police uniforms is a motivation behind the phrase Thin Blue Line for 
police and police forces, by analogy with the historical Thin Red Line.9 It signifies the 
conceptual ‘thin’ line of police forces which separates society from crime and chaos. It has 
also been used as a police emblem and a title of a TV series, a sitcom set in a police station.

Less entrenched uses of blue for clothing include: blue for an umpire (in baseball) and 
bluejackets signifying sailors.
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● BLUE STOCKING (< PURITANICAL)

Niemeier (145) briefly outlines the series of metonymic changes which have led to the 
current use of bluestocking: an article of clothing (blue stocking) worn by an extravagant 
member of a literary circle meetings > part-whole metonymy > bluestocking for the wearer 
himself/herself > generalisation > bluestockings for all people attending such meetings > 
narrowing/specialisation > bluestockings only for female members of literary circles >  
specialisation > prudish, asexual women.

A quantitative analysis of the meanings attested in the collection of samples of 
adjectival blue in the BNC provides the following results:

Fig. 1 The percentage of occurrence of blue in the main metonymic and metaphorical extensions in 
a sample of 1,500 citations extracted from the BNC.
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8  Meaning extensions of niebieski
According to dictionary sources and corpus data, the main extension chains of niebieski 
are as follows:

1. OF NATURAL TAXONOMIES, ELEMENTS, ENTITIES
 ● OF WATER (SEA(S), LAKE(S), RAIN etc.)
 ● OF SMOKE, VAPOUR
 ● OF A WEAK FLAME, PALE ‘COOL’ LIGHT  
  ● DIVINE (?) LIGHT (<< HEAVENLY)
 ● OF BLOOD AND VEINS UNDER THE SKIN
  ● BRUISED

2. OF THE SKY
 ● CELESTIAL, ASTRONOMICAL
 ● DISTANT (on the horizon)
 ● DISTANT (like heaven)
 ● HEAVENLY 
  ● DELIGHTFUL > IMAGINARY
   ● IDLE
  ● RELIGIOUS (of symbols)   
   ● CONSERVATIVE
    ● OF CONSERVATIVE PARTIES
   ● EXCELLENT, SUPERIOR
    ● ARISTOCRATIC
    ● PRIVILEGED, SUPERIOR
3. OF CLOTHES, UNIFORMS
 ● OF POLICE, ARMIES, SPORTS TEAMS

1. OF NATURAL TAXONOMIES, ELEMENTS AND ENTITIES 
As the corpus data indicate, few natural taxonomies are described with niebieski. While 
Stanulewicz (2007, 9) claims that “niebieski is preferred in contexts requiring a neutral 
plain description of an artifact or a natural object”, this research indicates that błękitny is 
more frequent in the proper names of species and descriptions of natural taxonomies. Even 
the collocation niebieskie niebo appears only five times in the whole corpus of 40 mil-
lion words, and the reason may not necessarily lie in the fact they are cognates, but in the 
visual perceptual distinction between shades. The same low frequency has been revealed 
by  niebieska woda, an amazing result, since these two nominal collocates of niebieski are 
considered to be prototypical in the semantics of this BCT, and the word woda bears no 
morphological similarity which would result in an awkward collocation of related forms.

● OF SMOKE, VAPOUR  

Collocates such as mgła (fog), dym (smoke), obłoczek, pyły are also fairly infrequent in the 
concordance of niebieski. As the corpus data indicate, these nouns collocate with siny and 
błękitny more frequently.
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● (OF LIGHT, FLAME) WEAK, ‘COOL’   

Płomień/płomyk (flame), ogień (fire), iskry (sparks), niebieska błyskawica (bolt of light-
ing) collocate with niebieski. The frequencies, however, are relatively low in comparison 
with those of blue.  

● DIVINE (?) LIGHT 

The PWN corpus sample cites niebieski in collocations with aureola (halo) and aura 
egzorcysty (exorcist’s aura). This use is consistent with the reading above as it indicates 
a pale and weakly emanating light. The “divine” character may also arise from the main 
non-figurative sense of niebieski: ‘celestial, heavenly’. Although the BNC sample of 1,500 
citations does not attest blue in this reading, a search of the entire corpus provides two 
citations for blue halo and one for blue aura. 

● OF/LIKE VEINS UNDER THE SKIN  

Blood vessels seen through the skin look blue, as in niebieskie żyłki na powiece (‘small 
blue veins on the eyelid’). More rarely, niebieskie żyły may indicate a serious condition 
such as blood poisoning:

(50) Przyrządzając mięso, widać niezupełnie świeże, skaleczyła się w 
palec i przyszło zakażenie. Piorunujące, tak że po dwudziestu czte-
rech godzinach żyły jej ręki stały się niebieskie  [All Polish citations 
have been culled from the PWN corpus unless otherwise specified]

Unlike blue, niebieski does not collocate with ‘krew’ (blood). Błękitna krew (employing a 
non-basic colour term) is the Polish equivalent of blue blood instead.

● BRUISED  

It is not natural for niebieski to denote the colour of bruises. The PWN corpus cites one 
example:

(51) Stawiasz się, więc będziesz miał niebieska brodę …
 which is likely to be an example of linguistic interference 

from English. The adjective siny appears to be more natu-
ral in this context, and offers greater precision.

2. OF THE SKY
As etymological sources (Linde 1807; Brückner 1998; Dubisz 2003; Boryś, 2008) assert, 
the relationship between the colour niebieski and the sky or heaven is still well-entrenched. 
This is the primary meaning of the word, and traditionally its only meaning.  The under-
standing of the term as ‘pertaining to the sky and heaven’ proves to be important in modern 
usage as well: 
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(52) malowidło przedstawia postaci z różnych sfer - nie-
bieskiej, piekielnej i ziemskiej

 Polish dictionary entries suggest that the clear sky is the best exem-
plar of niebieski. The salient colour has been mapped onto the tem-
poral domain to become an attribute of the evening in:

(53) …w świetle niebieskiego wieczoru … 

which may suggest that niebieski is used for the darker shades, while błękitny prevails in 
descriptions of clear skies on a sunny day. As corpus data show, niebieski does not nor-
mally premodify niebo whereas błękitny proves to be a natural choice in descriptions of 
clear skies.

● DISTANT (on the horizon)  

While blue denotes distant areas, objects and the horizon, niebieski rarely functions in this 
context. Such a usage is reserved for picturesque/vivid poetic descriptions:

(54) Ptaki skradały sie ku niebieskim dalom (J. Brzechwa)   

Another colour term, siny, is natural in depicting remote expanses of land and water.

● CELESTIAL, ASTRONOMICAL 

This reading is, according to the corpus statistics (see Tab. 3), the most salient, and the pri-
mary meaning in diachronic terms. The most frequent phrases cited in the analysed sample 
include: ciało /ciała niebieskie (celestial body/bodies), sfera niebieska (celestial sphere), 
sklepienie niebieskie (the heavenly vault), firmament niebieski (firmament).

● HEAVENLY 

With the sky believed to be the seat of God and the saints, the meaning of niebieski is 
metonymically extended in królestwo niebieskie (Kingdom of Heaven), bramy niebieskie10 
(heaven’s gate), Zbawiciel niebieski (lit. ‘blue’ Saviour), moc niebieska (holy power), nie-
biescy wysłannicy (heavenly messengers), Panna Niebieska (Holy Virgin), prorocy niebi-
escy (heavenly prophets), sprawiedliwość niebieska (‘blue’/heavenly justice), Niebieski 
Panie (Holy Lord) and many more phrases relating to God and worship. As the PWN 
corpus indicates, niebieski in the current reading is also applied in more elaborate phrases 
and unique collocations: 

(55) … wspaniała niebieska radość: Jezus!

(56) … szarańcza I płomienie niebieskie pożerały Izrael. and the language of poetry

(57) W czas zmartwychwstania Boża moc
 Trafi na opór nagłych zdarzeń.
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 Nie wszystko stanie się w tę noc
 Według niebieskich wyobrażeń.  (Bolesław Leśmian)

The sense is not limited to the Christian vision of heaven, as the citation below shows:

(58)  …żył z wizją raju ziemskiego i niebieskiego raju Allaha.

● DELIGHTFUL > IMAGINARY 

The imagery of heaven and eternal life evokes ambivalent associations. On the one hand, it 
offers a wonderful promise, on the other, an abstract concept which seems “too good to be 
true”. Notions of a heavenly paradise and heavenly justice may in fact be little more than 
wishful thinking turned into religious belief. Such a conceptualization may be the reason 
why ‘celestial’ or ‘heavenly’ niebieski is applied to denote unrealistic, imaginary ideas.

A popular idiomatic phrase niebieskie migdały (‘blue almonds’) or myśleć o niebies-
kich migdałach (‘think about blue almonds’), usually translated into English as “day-
dream” or “chase rainbows” has its origins in the 15th-century Polish with the meaning of 
niebieskie migdały as “something delicious” or “a wonderful person; a treasure” (Długosz-
Kurczabowa, n.d.). This interpretation suggests that ‘blue’ is understood as “heavenly, 
excellent” – the only plausible explanation in the light of the above etymological evidence. 
The positive meaning: “to think about beautiful things” evolved into a negative one: “to 
think about trifles; to waste one’s time thinking about unreal things”.

● IDLE  

As Długosz-Kurczabowa suggests, the whole phrase myśleć o niebieskich migdałach, has 
finally come to imply idleness. Similarly, the originally heavenly ptaki niebieskie (‘blue 
birds’), known in English as the biblical birds of the heavens, or fowls of the air are used 
in reference to scroungers, and layabouts. The concept behind this biblical phraseologism 
has become distorted, laden with negative values. The ptaki (or archaically, ptakowie) 
niebiescy from Matthew’s gospel are further differentiated from niebieskie ptaki by the 
positioning of the adjective. The postmodifying function is basically classificatory here, 
and suggestive of the high register used in literature or official language which is inher-
ited from Latin. The typical, unmarked word order in niebieskie ptaki, on the other hand, 
reflects the negative values attributed to the phrase and the attitude it signifies. 

(59)  Klientela to “studenci, różnej maści artyści”, “niebie-
skie ptaki, niepokorne dusze, wyzwolone umysły”

(60)  wyrzutkowie z amerykańskich uczelni, niebieskie ptaki i różnej maści leniuchy
 Listed along with thieves, niebieskie ptaki are despised and described in a 

condescending manner, with the application of diminutive forms as in:

(61) … różne niebieskie ptaszki …

(62) … niebieski ptak, drobny złodziejaszek …
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● RELIGIOUS (in symbols)

Through the associations of niebieski with God, the Polish language is consistent with 
religious symbolism, or rather reflective of cultural models. The blue robe of St Mary has 
been cited in:

(63)  Matka Boska w niebieskiej szacie …

As Teodorowicz-Hellman (87) notes that the depictions of the Virgin Mary in light blue 
robes (the colour replaced purple) have been present in art since the 15th century.

Niebieski does not itself denote the meaning ‘religious’, despite the strong conceptual 
proximity of the sky with heaven. Such a conceptualisation, however, while not apparent 
in semantic realisation, is present in religious symbolism, highly salient in Polish reality.

● CONSERVATIVE 

Religion and conservatism go hand in hand. While the Polish political environment does 
not include a party which has adopted blue colours and emblems, the Polish corpus con-
tains 8 citations with niebieski for conservative, anti-communist ideologies and parties. 
These citations include the metonymic form niebieski for a member of such a party, or the 
plural form: niebiescy. The mapping is a two-step metonymy: part-part metonymy with the 
colour of the emblem mapped onto the party members, e.g. niebiescy lobbyści, and part-
whole metonymy in which the salient feature is used for the party members themselves, 
e.g. niebiescy.  

(64) Czerwony musi mieć czerwonego, biały białego, czarny czar-
nego, niebieski musi głosować na niebieskiego. Nieważne czy ktoś 
jest kompetentny, czy nie. Ważne, że jest tego samego koloru.

3. OF THE COLOUR OF THE SKY > CLOTHES, UNIFORMS
The PWN Corpus sample cites niebieski with a range of nouns denoting garments and 
accessories. The most frequent collocates, however, are sports teams, uniforms, collars 
and helmets. In clear contexts, the salient colour of clothes, or pieces of clothing, are 
mapped onto wearers. This is a conceptual shortcut, based on a part-whole metonymic 
mapping, also observed in the analyses of the other BCTs.

The phrase niebieskie kołnierzyki, due to linguistic and cultural transference, has 
achieved a significant salience in the Polish language. In military contexts, the blue colour 
of UN helmets, referred to as błękitny or niebieski in Polish, is highly entrenched and thus 
susceptible to various mappings, such as: niebieskie hełmy (‘blue helmets’), niebieski pułk 
(‘blue regiment’), niebiescy Francuzi (‘the blue French’), and niebiescy żołnierze (‘blue 
soldiers’).
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● OF POLICE, ARMIES, SPORTS TEAMS  

Corpus citations illustrate metonymic patterns in which, for example, blue uniforms stand 
for policemen:

(65) Plac roił się od niebieskich mundurów.

(66) nie można było zobaczyć choćby jednego niebieskiego munduru. Korzystali 
z tego skwapliwie piraci drogowi. Policyjnej aktywności zabrakło także przy,

 or a whole regiment:

(67) I zsunąwszy na tył głowy beret, towarzysz Laval pewnym elas-
tycznym krokiem ruszył pierwszy do koszar, skąd po godzi-
nie wyszedł już na czele niebieskiego pułku z wytrzaśniętym na 
poczekaniu, nie wiedzieć skąd, czerwonym sztandarem.

Apart from applications resulting from the conceptual extensions which are based on con-
tiguity and similarity, niebieski has also been chosen to signify products and services. For 
instance, Niebieska Linia (Blue Helpline) is an emergency phone service for victims of 
domestic violence. Internationally recognized (for example as the Thin Blue Line in Cali-
fornia), the term has been known in Poland since the 1990s, and has 11 citations in the 
PWN sample of 1,500. Five citations of niebieska as low-octane petrol (two-star petrol) 
occur, all metonymies based on the high salience of colour terms used to signify the com-
mercial types of fuel available at filling stations; niebieskie kartki na żywność  (food ration 
cards) issued by the communist government in the 1970s and 1980s were among many 
others easily distinguished by colour: green for petrol, pink for milk. 
9  The categories of blue and niebieski in contrast
Compared with blue, the category of niebieski is rather modest regarding its number of 
extended meanings, which may partly be explained by differences in encoding colour 
experience: English sky blue, dark blue and navy blue correspond to Polish błękitny, nie-
bieski and granatowy. As the analysis of siny (Gieroń-Czepczor 2010) shows, it also cov-
ers a stretch of the English blue spectrum, mainly in the descriptions of livid skin and 
bruised bodies, or greyish blue shades. 

In comparison to blue, the conceptualizations underlying niebieski do not yield many 
figurative mappings. For a BCT, niebieski is not highly polysemous. Its extended mean-
ings are metonymies; the colour of the sky stands for celestial or heavenly phenomena, real 
or imaginary. The metaphorical phrases incorporating niebieski employ the colour term 
metonymically to denote the excellence - and simultaneously, the unattainable quality – of 
the sky and heaven.

The polysemy of niebieski reveals conflicting conceptions of this BCT, as in:

(68) Niebieski oznacza mądrość i rozsądek …

as well as idleness as in niebieskie migdały and niebieskie ptaki. However, all figurative 
senses are based on conceptualisations of the sky and heaven. The latter, believed to have 
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been the original meaning of the adjective, still exerts strong influence on the semantics 
of niebieski, being its second non-literal reading. ‘Celestial’ and ‘astronomical’ niebieski 
prevails in meaning extensions attested by corpus data.

Figure 2 contrasts the frequencies of respective meanings of blue and niebieski, and 
thus their levels of entrenchment. The percentages confirm observations in the qualitative 
sections above. Table 3 juxtaposes figures for the whole range of meanings exhibited by 
blue to demonstrate the limited applications of niebieski which is assisted by non-basic 
terms, or fully replaced, in quite a few meanings attributed to the equivalent English BCT.

The first column lists all readings attested in reference sources and corpus samples.
Columns 2–5 present figures indicating the numbers of occurrences of a given colour 

term in a particular sense in a corpus sample. All figures are raw, which with the different 
sample sizes – ranging from 321 to 1500 – does not enable proper comparison with the 
smaller samples. The table, however, shows the distribution of senses for each respective 
colour term.

The occurrences of blue appear to be more evenly distributed through a wide range 
of meanings, whereas the 3 Polish ‘blues’ share the functions of the English BCT, each 
“specializing” in certain readings, apart from the shared role of denoting a natural col-
our quality. In this respect, however, siny refers to purplish blue, and błękitny covers the 
lighter hues of the blue range. On the whole, the statistics reveal a level of incompatibility 
between the English and Polish BCTs. Niebieski retains its traditional meanings, ‘celestial, 
astronomical’ and ‘heavenly’, the latter being based on the metonymic contiguity between 
the colour and religious imagery. Its denotational function as a colour term is less signifi-
cant than that of błękitny which collocates with a range of natural entities (the sky, water, 
natural taxonomies) and is fairly frequent in the Polish equivalent of blue blood. 

On the whole, błękitny competes with niebieski, succeeding it in the following read-
ings: OF NATURAL TAXONOMIES, ELEMENTS, ENTITIES; WATER, VAPOUR, 
SMOKE AND FLAME; OF THE SKY (the plural nominal form, błękity, is synonymous 
with the sky); DISTANT, PRIVILEGED, SUPERIOR. Niebieski has higher frequencies in 
its extensions: BRUISED, WITH VEINS VISIBLE UNDER THE SKIN; CELESTIAL, 
ASTRONOMICAL; HEAVENLY; IMAGINARY, IDLE; and CONSERVATIVE. As Sta-
nulewicz (“Polish colour terms” 98) suggests, niebieski is polysemous while błękitny is 
unambiguous. From a cognitive perspective, the non-basic colour term remains within 
the domain of COLOUR, whereas niebieski is involved in mappings which create a more 
complex semantic category.

The raw frequencies in table 3 indicate a very strong position of the well-entrenched 
non-basic colour term in comparison with the basic one.  Błękitny, although regarded as 
a hyponym of niebieski, exhibits a surprising semantic and contextual proximity with the 
basic colour term as well as a relatively high frequency. According to the PWN Corpus 
statistics, the occurrence of błękitny is higher than that of fioletowy (‘purple, violet’), and 
approximately as high as that of pomarańczowy (‘orange’). Another corpus of the Polish 
language, the PELCRA, ranks błękitny even higher, above fioletowy and pomarańczowy, 
and equal to różowy (pink). In view of such data, it would be tempting to suggest that 
Polish might have two basic colour terms for blue like Russian, or that błękitny, like the 
French marron competing with brun (Forbes 1986), exhibits signs of increasing seman-
tic importance and may become  a basic colour term at the expense of niebieski. Such a 
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hypothesis, however, would be too radical an assertion without reference to a diachronic 
perspective which could assess the rate of the change. 

Fig.2 The percentages of occurrences of blue and niebieski in the main metonymic and metaphori-
cal extensions in samples of 1,500 citations.

10  Is niebieski challenged as a BCT?
Tokarski (117) defends the basicness of niebieski with three arguments. Firstly, he stresses 
the fact that niebieski is a native term, while błękitny is a borrowing. While this opinion is 
not groundless – niebieski being an older and better entrenched term – its use as a colour 
term arose as late as in the 17th or 18th century. Błękitny, in contrast, was already in use 
as a colour term by the 15th century. Secondly, Tokarski sees frequencies as data confirm-
ing the higher psychological salience of niebieski. As a matter of fact, Otwarty słownik 
frekwencyjny języka polskiego ranks niebieski at 3842, while błękitny takes only 5911th 
place. However, as Tokarski himself admits, the count does not take into consideration the 
polysemy of niebieski, and as the outcome of this research shows, niebieski seems to be 
more heaven- than colour-oriented. Thirdly, and most convincingly, he argues that there 
is a hyponymical status of niebieski which is confirmed in the juxtaposition of seemingly 
synonymous sentences:

– Zosia ma niebieską sukienkę, lecz nie jest ona błękitna, 
– Zosia ma błękitną sukienkę, lecz nie jest ona niebieska (Tokarski, 117)
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MEANING EXTENSIONS BLUE  
1500

NIEBIESKI 
1500

BŁĘKITNY 
679

 SINY   
321

OF NATURAL KINDS, ELEMENT, ENTITIES  46   25 22 --
> OF WATER (SEA(S), LAKE(S), RAIN ETC.) 20   12 30 11
> OF SMOKE, VAPOUR 11   10 11 17
> OF WEAK FLAME, PALE LIGHT 37   10  3   2
             > OF DIVINE LIGHT     2 --
> OF VEINS UNDER THE 
SKIN  (> BLUE BLOOD)  2     2  1   4

          > BRUISED  6     1 13
          > LIVID, PALLID, ASHEN  3 39
                      > INTOXICATED, DRUNK  1   2
                      > BLUE FROM COLD, STRESS ETC.  9 25
                                     > FEARFUL, ANXIOUS 10 --
                                    .> DEPRESSING, DISMAL  1
                                     > DEPRESSED, 
MISERABLE   >    BLUES           2

OF THE SKY 79     6 44   6
> CELESTIAL, ASTRONOMICAL   89 --
> DISTANT 10     1  3 28
          > UNATTAINABLE, 
UNUSUAL (over the limit)  6

          > UNREALISTIC, IMPRACTICAL 
(vs. down-to-earth)  3  1

> HEAVENLY --   52
          > DELIGHTFUL  > IMAGINARY   20
                       > IDLE    (< IMPRACTICAL)   16
          > RELIGIOUS (AND PURITAN) --     ?
                       > PURITANICAL   > 
BLUE STOCKING  9

                                    > OBSCENE, INDECENT  6
                                    > OF CENSORSHIP  2
          > CONSTANT, UNCHANGING > FAITHFUL  4
                       > CONSERVATIVE  9    8
          > EXCELLENT, SUPERIOR  
> BLUE RIBBON 19 --

                       > ARISTOCRATIC (< BLUE BLOOD)  3  7  
                       > PRIVILEGED, SUPERIOR  3

Only the first sentence is fully acceptable for a native Polish speaker; the other violates the 
intuitive judgement of błękitny being a variant, a shade of niebieski. On the other hand, 
Tokarski (2004) admits the semantic proximity, and occasionally the contextual identity 
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of niebieski and błękitny. The explanation he proposes for the strong competition between 
this basic and non-basic colour term lies in the fact that they share the same prototype, the 
clear sky. What he does not take into account, however, is the fact that the colour of the 
sky, like the colour of water, is subject to changes. 

Leaving perceptual factors aside, Stanulewicz (2007, 87) observes that “the corpus 
findings clearly support the claim that błękitny is not a typical shade of niebieski as it has 
taken over some of its functions”. Furthermore she asserts that “the noun błękit is about 
ten times more frequent than the noun niebieskość, which supports the claim that niebieski 
shares some of its functions of the basic colour term with błękitny (Stanulewicz 2002 in 
Stanulewicz 2007, 98).

Both colour terms, niebieski and błękitny, are highly salient, collocating with a wide 
range of nouns. They also share the reference to the prototypical sky, with niebieski being 
the “average” blue (or its darker shades), whereas błękitny – contrary to dictionary entries 
which define it as ‘bright blue, azure’ (Boryś 32) – tends to be seen as ‘pale blue’, as 
indicated by the research conducted by Stanulewicz (2007, 97). As collocational patterns 
reveal, błękitny modifies adjectives such as water, sea, river, stream with a frequency which 
is 5.5 times higher than that of niebieski in the corpus samples analysed. This might imply 
that the relationship between niebieski and błękitny is a case of co-extension (MacLaury 
2007) in which these two colour terms overlap, sharing more or less the same range of the 
colour spectrum, but with foci in different areas. So far, the collocational patterns would 
demonstrate that błękitny is a subtle, pale blue – therefore proper in descriptions of animal 
and plant species – evoking mostly positive associations. Niebieski, on the other hand, 
typically collocates with nouns denoting man-made objects. This might suggest that nie-
bieski has come to describe neutral or artificial (brighter) shades of blue. These observa-
tions lead to the conclusion that the co-extension of niebieski and błękitny is not uniquely 
perceptual; it extends onto the semantics of these ‘blues’ accounting for both their high 
degree of overlap and specialization. 

Notes
1 The situation is by no means limited to English in the mediaeval period. Lyons, 1999, 

notes “the deficiency of Greek with respect to blue” on the basis of an analysis of Homeric Greek 
(MacLaury et al., 234), a fact … surprising for a language known for richness of colour adjectives. 
More radically, Deutscher claims that none of the ancient languages had a proper word for blue.   

2 Tokarski (99) notes that złoty and its derivatives tend to take over the positive functions of 
żółty. This also seems to be the case in another Slavonic language, Czech, in which zlatý marks 
positive evaluation, while žlutý simply denotes a colour quality or evokes negative connotations of 
old age, jealousy or treachery.

3 As John S. Farmer notes, “Few words enter more largely into the composition of slang, 
and colloquialisms bordering on slang, than does the word BLUE. Expressive alike of the utmost 
contempt, as of all that men hold dearest and love best, its manifold combinations, in ever varying 
shades of meaning, greet the philologist at every turn.” (252)

4 According to Joseph Sassoon the systems of values reflected in ideological colour use derive 
from primaeval human experience and interaction with the environment. Sassoon, who writes from 
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a sociological and semiotic stance, defines colour as the expression of ideology built upon primary 
conceptualizations followed by metonymic and metaphorical extensions. Although “the burden of 
values that weighs on colours is (…) centuries old” (ibid.,170), it presents a challenge for a cogni-
tive semanticist to discover the conceptualisations that underlie this phenomenon.

5 Vaňková (111–112) notes that Czech modrý and Polish zsiniały (Eng. ‘blue’), as opposed 
to terms meaning ‘red’, connotes ill health or even death. In Polish it is the non-basic siny and its 
derivates that assume this function, and by extension, the term is restricted to negative readings, 
allowing niebieski to express more ‘neutral’ meanings.

6 The suggested inspirations can be found in Davis: one-act farce Blue Devils (1798), 
<http://www.cnrtl.fr/lexicographie/blues?> or “Dallas Blues”, the first blues song published and 
copyrighted. 

7 Supreme Court Justice McKenna termed the fraudulent activity of selling worthless shares: 
“speculative schemes which have no more basis than so many feet of ‘blue sky’. Wex- LII’s com-
munity-built law dictionary and encyclopedia. 23 March 2009. <http://topics.law.cornell.edu/wex/
blue_sky_law>  

8 This citation illustrates the invariance principle in action: “(m)etaphorical mappings preserve 
the cognitive topology (that is, the image-schema structure) of the source domain, in a way consist-
ent with the inherent structure of the target domain” Lakoff (215), which is pervasive in metonymic 
and metaphorical uses of colour terms which are conceptualised as paints that can be blended to 
achieve a new (colour) quality.

9 The Thin Red Line is an icon of courage based on the legendary defence of the Regiment in 
the battle of Balaclava 1854 by a thin line of red-coated soldiers in the Crimean War. 

10 The word order in bramy niebieskie, with the adjective in the post-modifying position, is 
meaningful here. It indicates a marked, figurative use of niebieski, in contrast to niebieskie bramy 
which would simply mean: ‘gates painted blue’.
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Topical coherence in political speeches

Olga Dontcheva-Navratilova

Abstract

Coherence, regarded as a context-based interpretative property of discourse, is a complex phenom-
enon encompassing conceptual connectedness, evaluative and dialogical consistency and textual 
relatedness. This paper focuses on topical coherence, which is related to the relevancy of the inter-
action to a discourse topic and is typically associated with thematic, action frame, spatio-temporal 
and participant continuity. The investigation is carried out on a corpus of opening addresses deliv-
ered in the UNESCO context, and explores how politicians try to impose on the audience an inter-
pretative perception of the semantic unity and purposefulness of their discourse which reflects their 
context-dependent communicative intentions. The analysis relates topical coherence to the rhetori-
cal structure of addresses and argues that topic continuity based on the hierarchy of discourse top-
ics, the pattern of thematic progression, and temporal, spatial and referential continuity, is closely 
interwoven with coherence on the interpersonal and textual planes of discourse.

Keywords: coherence, discourse topic, thematic progression, cohesion, political speeches, persua-
sion, rhetorical structure

This article is part of the grant project 405/08/0866 Coherence and Cohesion in English Discourse, 
which is supported by the Czech Science Foundation.

1  Introduction
Generally speaking, human interaction may be described as the cooperative process in 
which participants convey and interpret meanings, while striving to achieve their com-
municative intentions and to identify and react to the communicative intentions of others. 
What makes purposeful interaction possible is the endeavour of co-participants to construct 
and negotiate meanings encoded in a text so as to derive an understanding of the discourse 
which, if not identical for all interactants, overlaps sufficiently to make communication 
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possible. Coherence, defined here as the subjective perception of meaningfulness and pur-
posefulness of discourse, is a key aspect of discourse interpretation which encompasses 
conceptual connectedness, evaluative and dialogical consistency and textual relatedness. 

In political discourse the constitutive-of-reality potential of discourse (Wodak 1996, 
Miššíková 2007) enables the proponents of different ideologies1 to impose on others their 
interpretation of the world and to persuade the audience to accept their understanding of 
reality. Persuasion, defined as changing or affecting the beliefs or behaviour of others, 
and strengthening the existing beliefs or behaviour of those who already agree, the beliefs 
and behaviour of persuaders included (Virtanen and Halmari 2005), is closely related to 
coherence, since it is assumed that when communicating, the interactants are striving to 
achieve two goals: to be understood, and to make their audience think or act according to 
what is to be understood, although, obviously, the audience may comprehend the message 
without accepting and believing it (Sperber et al. 2010). Thus, in agreement with Sperber 
et al. (2010), the assessment of the trustworthiness of what is communicated can be seen 
as encompassing an assessment of the reliability of the speaker (source of information) and 
an assessment of the reliability of the content conveyed2. It follows that when delivering 
political speeches orators can enhance the persuasiveness of their rhetoric by representing 
themselves as a reliable source of information, i.e. as competent, honest and willing to 
share knowledge and beliefs with the audience, and by asserting the reliability of the con-
tent of what is said, which is to a large extent dependent on building up a coherent, well-
constructed argumentation in terms of topic continuity and assessment of the consistency 
of new information with background knowledge and previously processed information. 

This investigation into coherence in political discourse studies topical coherence 
in political speeches by analysing the management of discourse topic in relation to the 
rhetorical structure of the genre of opening addresses delivered by Directors-General of 
UNESCO at the opening of international conferences and meetings. My wider concern 
here is to consolidate my previous research on coherence in different genres of written 
and spoken discourse (e.g. Dontcheva-Navratilova 2007, 2009a, 2009b), while exploring 
the role of topical coherence in the complex interplay of ideational, interpersonal and tex-
tual meanings that partake in the building of up an interpretative perception of discourse 
coherence. 

2  Defining coherence 
Although research into different aspects of coherence has undoubtedly been central to 
developments in text and discourse analysis in the last three decades3, there are still diver-
gent  understandings of and approaches to this multifaceted phenomenon. It seems useful 
to conceive the variety of approaches to coherence as grouped into two major strands, a 
text-based and a discourse-based strand. Early investigations of coherence are associated 
primarily with the text-based strand, as the research was to a large extent confined to a 
static text-based formal approach according to which coherence, seen as a constitutive 
property of a text which distinguishes it from a non-text, is the product of textual con-
nectivity and cohesion. The discourse-based strand is related to the emergence of a more 
dynamic conceptualization of coherence, which is regarded as not inherent to a text and 
independent of cohesion4. According to this understanding, coherence is derived by the 
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co-participants in the process of interaction with the text and other discourse participants, 
i.e. discourse coherence is a potentially variable context-dependent, hearer/reader-oriented 
and comprehension-based, interpretative notion (Bublitz 1997, 2). It follows that while 
cohesion is a property of a text (a product of the process of communication which carries 
a meaning potential) realized by different grammatical and lexical devices which indi-
cate semantic relations, coherence is a property of discourse derived from a text in the 
process of human interaction (Seidlhofer and Widdowson 1997, 207) which is affected 
by the socio-cultural, situational and pragmatic context, the background knowledge and 
the interpersonal relationship of the interactants. It is therefore possible to conceptualize 
discourse coherence as an instantiation of the “interpretation potential” (Sarangi 2004) of a 
text, which is activated in the collaborative process of a particular interpretative decoding 
in which the interactants create their own discourse from the text by assigning it intention-
ality (not necessarily the one intended by the speaker/writer) and recreating its meaning 
(Dontcheva-Navratilova 2009b). 

While aligning itself with the dynamic view of coherence shared by the proponents of 
the discourse strand, the present research regards coherence as a multifaceted discourse 
property instantiated by interactants when negotiating and interpreting ideational, interper-
sonal and textual meanings encoded in text (cf. Halliday 1985). Consequently, discourse 
coherence is seen here as a complex phenomenon encompassing ‘propositional’ (Van Dijk 
1977) or ‘topical’ coherence (Giora 1985, 1997) on the ideational plane, ‘interactional’ 
(Stubbs 1983), ‘interpersonal’ (Fetzer 2008) or ‘evaluative’ coherence (Thompson and 
Zhou 2000) on the interpersonal plane, and cohesion on the textual plane (Halliday and 
Hasan 1976, 1989, Hoey 1991), all of which should be taken into consideration in the 
process of discourse interpretation. Since coherence is regarded as a scalar property, the 
degree of coherence perceived by an interactant on the three planes of discourse may vary 
according to context, genre and the purpose of discourse. Thus, while highly dialogic and 
interactive kinds of discourse (e.g. face-to-face conversation) where coherence is overtly 
negotiated “on the spot” (Povolná 2007, 108), are characterized by a greater prominence of 
evaluative coherence, in codified written genres (e.g. legal documents, newsreport) topic 
management and cohesion contribute the most to the perception of coherence. It should be 
noted that the specificity of the genre scrutinized in the present research resides in the fact 
that as planned, typically scripted texts intended for oral performance, opening addresses 
bear features of both written and spoken discourse and thus can be assumed to display 
most facets of discourse coherence.

3  Topical coherence
The term ‘topical coherence’, together with such headings as ‘semantic’, ‘propositional’, 
‘conceptual’, ‘referential’ and ‘logical’ coherence, is used to refer to coherence on the 
ideational plane of discourse associated with the organization of the discourse content in 
relation to a discourse topic, which is introduced, negotiated and ratified by interactants. 
This aspect of coherence is generally associated with thematic, spatio-temporal, action 
frame and participant continuity. Undoubtedly, this has been the most frequently explored 
aspect of coherence, typically considered in relation to cohesion devices available for the 
explicit marking of coherence. 
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Within a cognitive approach to discourse processing5, the perception of coherence is 
seen as resulting from the establishment of connections between concepts introduced in 
a text which are supported by inferences based on the activation of mental representa-
tions in the minds of the interactants (schemata, frames, scripts and scenarios6), who use 
their experience of the world and discourse processing when (re-)constructing meanings 
encoded in texts. These connections enable the participants to interpret the interaction as 
being about a discourse topic and thus to consider it as coherent, while the activation of 
high-level schemata provides an interpretative framework for discourse comprehension 
(e.g. Anderson et al. 1977, Van Dijk 1977, 1980). It should be noted that the elabora-
tion of a coherent mental representation during discourse comprehension comprises three 
steps: laying a foundation, mapping information onto a foundation7, and shifting to build 
new substructures (Gernsbacher 1997). This approach highlights the knowledge-based 
nature of discourse interpretation and supports the view that sequentiality, “the coherent 
structuring of sequenced utterances” (Meierkord and Fetzer 2002, 4), which involves the 
configuration of a whole from its constitutive parts within a sequence of cognitive states 
experienced by the participants in the process of interaction, is a key aspect of discourse 
processing.

While regarding the aboutness criterion as crucial for the perception of coherence, 
Giora (1985, 1997) relates discourse coherence to the notion of relevance (based on 
Grice’s maxim of relation), arguing that relevancy (to a discourse topic) does not obtain 
linearly between pairs of sentences8  (although she acknowledges that thematic unity of 
paragraphs is affected by the recurrence of sentence topics) but between a set of proposi-
tions and a discourse topic (Giora 1985, 705), also termed hyper-theme (cf. Daneš 1974, 
1995). Within this approach to discourse coherence, in an informative well-formed dis-
course all propositions are conceived as related to a discourse-topic proposition; moreover, 
each proposition in the sequence is expected to be more informative and thus less accessi-
ble than the previous one, while deviations from the relevance and graded informativeness 
principles are signalled explicitly by discourse markers. Obviously, this view is akin to the 
concept of given-new information processing as used by, e.g. Mathesius (1966), Halliday 
(1985) and Firbas (1975, 1992) to account for discourse interpretation. 

When considering the role of information structure in the perception of discourse 
coherence, the analyst should take into consideration two factors: the first is the degree 
of givenness of a piece of information, which is available to participants in a communica-
tion from the co-text, or is presupposed from the context or assumed shared knowledge; 
the second is the possibility of regarding a sentence as consisting of two complementary 
parts: the topic/theme and the focus/rheme. While the given-new distribution is more rel-
evant to the processing of extended discourses, where new information typically conveyed 
in the opening sections is developed in the following parts of the text, the theme-rheme 
distinction is essentially sentence-based and draws on the functional sentence perspective 
approach (Firbas 1992, Svoboda 1989), which posits the theme as the point of departure 
of the message and the rheme as coinciding with its most prominent or important point9. 

The interdependence of theme-rheme articulation and given-new information struc-
ture is evidenced by Daneš’s thematic progression theory (1974, 1995), which explicitly 
relates sentence/utterance themes to discourse topic in order to consider the contribution 
of utterances to the total communication process. While defining thematic progression as 
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“the choice and ordering of utterance themes, their mutual concatenation and hierarchy, as 
well as their relationship to hyperthemes of the superior text units (such as the paragraph, 
chapter...) to the whole text, and to the situation” (Daneš 1974, 113), Daneš distinguishes 
three major patterns of thematic progression, namely simple linear thematic progression 
with thematization of rhemes, thematic progression with a continuous theme, and thematic 
progression with a derived theme10. Drawing on Daneš’s approach, further developed by 
Martin (1992) and (Pípalová 2008a, 2008b), this investigation considers the relevance of 
sentence/utterance themes to discourse topic at the local level of paragraphs (Paragraph 
Themes), at the level of discourse segments longer than a paragraph (Textual Hypertheme) 
and at the global level of the discourse as a whole (Global Theme)11. It should be men-
tioned, however, that since in some cases content organization in relation to discourse 
topic may be genre-specific (Fries 1995) coherence may be derived on the basis of the 
function of a rhetorical move in the generic structure even if the relevance of the para-
graph/discourse segment topic to the global discourse topic is indirect.

The perception of topical coherence in discourse is enhanced if interactants can relate 
the individual propositions and larger segments of the discourse to a discourse topic on the 
basis of continuity of referents, action frames, time, location and logical relations hold-
ing between entities and actions in the mental representation of the text. It is generally 
considered (e.g. Van Dijk and Kintsch 1983, Givón 1995, 2001) that the continuity of 
referents, action frames, time and location is traceable in a text and potentially fostered by 
cohesion relations, i.e. by surface cues, which guide the text processor in the construction 
of a coherent mental representation of the text, which is affected by the cultural, discourse 
and specific shared knowledge of speaker/hearer. From the perspective of this research, 
which argues that topical coherence is closely interwoven with coherence on the interper-
sonal and textual planes of discourse, continuity of referents, action frames, time and loca-
tion are considered key aspects of ideational coherence, since, being explicitly marked by 
cohesion devices, they interact with coherence on the interpersonal plane through catego-
rization and evaluation of referents and events, and through presenting time and location 
as distal or proximal to the speaker and the audience. 

4  Rhetorical structure of opening addresses
This investigation explores a relatively neglected genre of political discourse – diplo-
matic opening addresses delivered by high officials of an intergovernmental organization 
at international meetings and conferences. Obviously, the highly conventionalized insti-
tutional context imposes considerable constraints on the interpretative potential of texts 
(Dontcheva-Navratilova 2007, 129) and on the issues discussed, which typically reflect 
conflicts of interest over important world issues and the cooperative efforts of govern-
ments to resolve these conflicts, while promoting institutional worldviews across differ-
ent cultures. Similarly to all political speeches, opening addresses given by the Director-
General of UNESCO have the macro-communicative purpose of persuading the audience 
to accept the speaker’s understanding of reality and of supporting the ideologically biased 
views and policy he/she suggests (Dedaić 2006, 700). Nevertheless, due to their symbolic 
and ritualistic character, these addresses differ from the majority of political speeches in 
that they do not have the ulterior aim of persuading the audience to vote for the speaker 
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or the party he/she represents. As a result, the rhetorical genre of opening addresses can 
be defined as epideictic oratory for ceremonial occasions (Donahue and Prosser 1997, 4). 
Although opening addresses may include deliberative aspects, they are essentially char-
acterized by a focus on the present (though they may recall past events and point to the 
future), a high personal involvement and an evaluative treatment of people, actions and 
events by emphasizing praise or blame. The ritualistic function of these speeches is to 
assert the institutional commitment to the issue at hand and to establish the ideological 
framework within which the event is taking place. 

The material12 analysed qualitatively in this study comprises thirty speeches (approx. 
50,000 words) delivered by three politicians from different cultural backgrounds13 who 
were the last to complete their tenure as Director-General of UNESCO, namely Amadou-
Mahtar M’Bow (Senegal, term of office: 1974-1987), Federico Mayor Zaragoza (Spain, 
term of office: 1987–1999), Koïchiro Matsuura (Japan, Director-General of UNESCO 
term of office: 1999–2009). 

Since as stated above in some cases topical coherence may be derived on the basis 
of the function of a rhetorical move in the generic structure, it is important to discuss the 
rhetorical structure of opening addresses. Drawing on Dontcheva-Navratilova 2009c, the 
genre of opening addresses can be seen as comprising seven basic moves which reflect the 
specific communicative purposes which the rhetoric is intended to achieve:

1. Salutation – The purpose of the opening section is to create social relations and 
to draw the attention of the audience to the importance of the event. Although the 
salutation may not be directly related to the global topic of the speech, it aims at 
stressing the involvement of the speaker and UNESCO with the audience and with 
the event.

2. Asserting centrality of the issue – While asserting the commitment of UNESCO to 
the event, this move supports the audience’s allegiance to the ideology and aims of 
the organization and stresses the importance of the issue it deals with.

3. Introducing the situation – The third rhetorical move consists of an evaluative 
description of the situation, process or event of regional or international impor-
tance from the perspective of the institutional ideology, which is presented as 
shared by the speaker and the audience. 

4. Indicating a problem – The following three moves are typical of addresses of 
deliberative character. While the description of the problem is intended to high-
light its urgency, the basic assumption underlying the problem evaluation is that 
the audience shares the speaker’s assessment.

5. Suggesting a solution to the problem – Apart from suggesting interventional meas-
ures, in this move the speaker strives to motivate the necessity of urgent action to 
achieve common goals.

6. Evaluating the contribution of the event – The purpose of this move is to assess 
the role of the event in furthering the aims of UNESCO and of the regional or 
international community.

7. Closure – The last move of opening addresses has the interpersonal function of 
wishing the event success and closing the interaction.
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5  Management of discourse topic 
Since topical coherence is regarded here as a collaborative achievement on the part of the 
discourse participants, who introduce, negotiate and ratify discourse topics, while relying 
on their experience of the world and discourse processing, the analysis of the management 
of discourse topic in opening addresses is considered to be in close association with the 
rhetorical structure of the genre. The assumption taken as a starting point for this inves-
tigation is that the construction of a coherent mental representation in discourse process-
ing requires the interpretation of explicit (cohesion) and implicit (inferences) cues, which 
enable interactants to check whether incoming information coheres with previously pro-
cessed information  (cf. Gernsbacher 1997). Thus when delivering a speech the orators try 
to guide the audience towards an intended understanding of the discourse by engaging in 
framing (Donahue and Prosser 1997, 36), i.e. the use of cues guiding the listeners through 
the content and its arrangement in discourse, thus facilitating the mapping of incoming 
information onto background knowledge and previously processed information in dis-
course. There are two kinds of frames: the outer frames comprise topic indicators, par-
ticipant alignments, content summation and final closure; the inner frames are associated 
with cohesion and metadiscourse devices helping the listeners to grasp the purpose, con-
tent and organization of discourse. As this approach provides an opportunity to highlight 
the interdependence of meanings at ideational, interpersonal and textual level in deriving 
coherence from a text, it is used as a basis for the following analysis of the management 
of discourse topic and rhetorical structure in opening addresses delivered by Directors-
General14 of UNESCO.

5.1  Introducing the discourse topic 
Topical coherence is established on the basis of the relevance of propositions in discourse 
to a hierarchy of micro-level and macro-level discourse topics (Daneš 1995). Research into 
discourse comprehension (e.g. Giora 1997) has shown that discourse processing is facili-
tated by introducing the discourse topic or Global theme in initial position, for instance 
in the form of a title or heading introducing the text, and/or in the opening sections of the 
discourse. 

Since the discourse topics of opening addresses are contextually given by the topics 
of the conferences or meetings to which the speech is addressed, they can be regarded as 
highly context-dependent and therefore available in the mind of the participants in the 
event. It is relevant to mention here that titles of published texts of opening addresses are 
highly informative, as they introduce the event itself, including the time and place of the 
occasion and its position in the sequence of thematically related events, and the discourse 
topic/Global theme which appears under the form of the title of the event embedded in the 
title of the speech, as in: 

(1a) Address on the occasion of the First Session of Conference of Par-
ties to the International Convention against Doping in Sport, 
UNESCO, 5 February 2007 (Matsuura, DG/2007/009)
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(1b) Address on the occasion of the opening of the Second South-North Human 
Genome Conference, Beijing, 7 November 1994 (Mayor, DG/94/38)

(1c) Address on the occasion of the Fifth General Assembly of States Par-
ties to the Convention for the Protection of World Cultural and Natu-
ral Heritage, Sofia, 4 November 1985 (M’Bow, DG/85/35)

An analysis of the complex noun phrases in (1a,b,c) above from the point of view of 
theme-rheme articulation (cf. Svoboda 1989) suggests that they are characterized by a 
gradual rise of communicative dynamism15. While the head of the noun phrase is contextu-
ally bound, the high point of the message is the conference topic, as the place and time of 
the event may be regarded as appended and not forming an integral part of the title.

Despite the contextually motivated predictability of the conference topic, during oral 
delivery the Director-General typically refers explicitly to the occasion and its topic in 
the very first sentence of the salutation part of his speech, which follows a sequence of 
forms of address; thus the conference or meeting and the issue it deals with are explicitly 
established as the discourse topic (Global theme) of the opening address (2a,b,c). Symp-
tomatic is the use of the demonstrative this, associated with introducing of a new topic in 
discourse, to mark proximity and thus also involvement and solidarity.

(2a) I am pleased and honoured to participate in this opening ceremony of the 
Second UNESCO/ECOWAS Joint Commission. (Matsuura, DG/2006/92)

(2b) I am delighted to be with you for the opening of this Second South-North 
Human Genome Conference. (Mayor, DG/94/38)

(2c) It is an honour and a pleasure for me to be with you at this eighth ses-
sion of the General Conference of ALECSO. (M’Bow, DG/85/42)

The formulaic sequence opening the speeches (It is my honour and pleasure to welcome 
you…, I am delighted to be with you…, It is an honour and a pleasure for me to be with 
you…) expresses personal involvement and may be regarded as a marker of the beginning 
of a coherent discourse fragment (Brown and Yule 1983, 67), which is easily recognized 
and thus facilitates discourse processing for the audience. The explicit indicators of shared 
spatio-temporal setting positioning the audience in the deictic centre of the speaker, sets 
coherent spatial and temporal frames for the discourse. It should be reiterated here that 
while indicating explicitly the macro-level discourse topic, the salutation part of open-
ing addresses has primarily an interpersonal function. Apart from opening the channel of 
communication and creating common ground, it is related to the assertion of the authority 
of the speaker to interpret the topic and to position the self and others in specific relation-
ships (Chilton and Schäfner 1997), which is guaranteed by the authority vested in him as 
Director-General of UNESCO. Thus the speaker endeavours to lay the foundation for the 
legitimization of the institutional ideology he represents, which should allow him not only 
to make the audience understand his message, but also to persuade them to believe it.

An analysis of the salutation of the speech delivered by Mayor at the Third Interna-
tional Symposium of the World Heritage Cities in Bergen, Norway, (3) shows that the 
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opening paragraph not only introduces the discourse topic, i.e. activities of the Organi-
zation of World Heritage Cities, but also contributes to the credibility of the speaker by 
showing his long-lasting involvement with the organization. Coherence is enhanced by 
temporal indicators (two years ago and again today) signalling continuity and by relat-
ing locations to the discourse topic by an implied link based on knowledge shared by 
the members of the UNESCO discourse community that Bergen, thanks to its historical 
part Bryggen, is, like Fez, on the list of World Heritage Cities. From the point of view of 
theme-rheme articulation, this initial paragraph can be interpreted as displaying a thematic 
progression pattern typical of salutations based on continuous theme, which positions the 
speaker, indicated by the first-person pronoun I, as a point of departure of the message 
which is oriented towards a rhematic discourse topic exponent, e.g. at the official launch-
ing of the Organization of World Heritage Cities (OWHC). 

(3) Two years ago I had the pleasure of being present in Fez at the offi-
cial launching of the Organization of World Heritage Cities (OWHC). 
I am delighted to be with you again today in another beautiful city, 
whose living past is preserved in the site of Bryggen, protected under 
UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention. (Mayor, DG/95/28)

The continuity of referents is typically enhanced by cohesive relations holding between 
the personal pronouns and nominal reference tokens, including shell-nouns referring to 
the participants and the event itself. For instance, in Matsuura’s address delivered at UN 
headquarters (4) the Director-General pays tribute to the involvement of Mrs Anan, with 
the Decade on Education for Sustainable Development, while reintroducing the discourse 
topic by the shell-nouns event and subject highlighted by the proximal marker this. The 
cohesive chain based on occurrences of the deictic personal pronoun I referring to the 
speaker marks strong personal involvement supported by mental-process verbs (know, 
appreciate) and adjectives and adverbs expressing emphasis and intensification (how 
delighted I am, I know and I very much appreciate). In addition, the cohesive chain refer-
ring to Mrs Anan associates her with the discourse topic, while presenting the speaker and 
the audience as sharing common attitudes and goals.

(4) It is a great pleasure and honour for me to address you on the occa-
sion of the launch of the United Nations Decade of Education for 
Sustainable Development (DESD), 2005-2014. Let me first say how 
delighted I am to be joined at this event by Mrs Nane Annan, wife of 
the UN Secretary-General; I know this is a subject she cares about 
deeply and I very much appreciate her interest and support. 

 I am very pleased to see that all four members of the High-Level Panel that 
I convened to advise UNESCO on the Decade are with us here today: Pre-
sident Konaré, who heads the Commission of the African Union; Mr Carl 
Lindberg of Sweden; Dr Arima, who is representing the Japanese Gover-
nment, which sponsored the UN General Assembly resolution establishing 
the Decade; and Professor Steven Rockefeller, who kindly moderated the 
Expert Panel held earlier this afternoon. Dr Arima and Professor Rockefeller 
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will also speak at this launching ceremony, as will Mrs Rima Salah, who 
represents our sister agency UNICEF.  (Matsuura, DG/2005/036)

In the second paragraph of this salutation (4), Matsuura extends the scope of officials 
to whom he pays credit and thanks them for their allegiance to the ideas and aims of 
UNESCO. Apart from the continuity of the spatio-temporal setting (the here-and-now of 
the event), a coherent transition at paragraph boundary is assured by a pattern of the-
matic progression with continuous theme (the speaker indicated by the personal pronoun 
I), which is established after the extraposed subject structure used in the initial sentence 
of the first paragraph, and extended into the second paragraph. In addition, the second 
paragraph of the salutation reintroduces in the rhematic part of the sentence the individu-
als referred to by vocative address forms at the beginning of the address. By indicating 
their institutional affiliation and commitment to the Decade on Education for Sustainable 
Development and participation in the event this part of the salutation is coherently related 
to the discourse topic. 

From the analysis of the first rhetorical move of opening addresses, it is clear that the 
contextually-given Global theme is typically introduced explicitly in the salutation; in the 
case of extended salutations, discourse segment topics tend to develop along a thematic 
progression with constant theme anchored with the speaker. As the primary purpose of the 
salutation is not to develop the discourse topic, but to negotiate interpersonal relations and 
enhance speaker credibility, topical coherence is to a large extent derived on the basis of 
the function of this rhetorical move in the generic structure and is closely interwoven with 
evaluative coherence on the interpersonal plane of discourse, which is related to partici-
pant alignment and establishing common ground. In addition, the continuity of referents 
and the indication of the time and location of the event contribute to the perception of 
coherence on the ideational plane of discourse, which is enhanced by cohesion relations 
pertaining to the textual plane of discourse. 

5.2  Argumentation structure
In the main argumentation part of opening addresses, which comprises rhetorical moves 
two to seven, the management of discourse topic depends on the issue under consideration 
and the persuasion strategy selected by the speaker for the evaluative treatment of con-
cepts, people, actions and events by emphasizing praise or blame. 

As to the hierarchical organization of topic continuity, paragraph themes are generally 
derived from the Global theme of the whole speech, with topic shifts occurring with every 
change of rhetorical move. As pointed out by Dontcheva-Navratilova (2009c), major topic 
shifts at rhetorical move boundaries are typically indicated by the vocative Ladies and 
Gentlemen, which at the same time checks that the channel is open and promotes con-
tinuous interpersonal contact. Thus in Matsuura’s address to the Joint UNESCO/ECOWAS 
Commission (5), the vocative, together with the first-person imperative Let me, signalling 
an upcoming aspect of the text (Carter and McCarthy 2006, 288), and the personal pronoun 
you directly addressing the audience, draw the attention of the listeners to the importance 
of cooperation and action in Africa and to UNESCO’s activities, i.e. the discourse seg-
ments topic (UNESCO’s approach to cooperation and action in Africa), which is directly 
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connected by the relation of specification to the Global theme (joint projects of UNESCO 
and ECOWAS, i.e. Economic Community of West African States), thus explicitly marking 
a coherent transition to the rhetorical move ‘claiming centrality of the issue’, while relat-
ing it to the programme and activities of UNESCO.

(5) Ladies and Gentlemen,
 Let me first of all briefly remind you of UNESCO’s approach to the crucial 

question of cooperation and action in Africa. Since the inception of the Afri-
can Union and the NEPAD programme, UNESCO has sought to align its work 
with the development goals of the region. We have strengthened our colla-
boration with ECOWAS and other regional economic communities. We have 
also supported the African Union Commission in the elaboration and imple-
mentation of programmes that lie within our competence – namely: education, 
science, culture and communication. This support was recently demonstrated 
in our active participation at the 6th African Union Summit, held in January 
2006 in Khartoum, whose special theme was education and culture. Major 
decisions were taken at this Forum, including the launching of the Second 
Decade of Education in Africa, the foundation of the African Fund for World 
Heritage, the Declaration of 2006 as the Year of African Languages, and the 
agreement on an updated Language Plan of Action for Africa. We are now 
in the process of assisting the African Union Commission in developing the 
operational plan for the Second Decade of Education. I am sure this issue 
will constitute one of the core themes of discussion at next month’s third Con-
ference of Ministers of Education in Ouagadougou. (Matsuura, DG/2006/092)

An important aspect of topical coherence in this extract is the indication of the continu-
ous involvement of UNESCO with the development of the Africa region; as a result, the 
paragraph is organized along a temporal axe relating coherently past activities to present 
actions and future plans. The lexical items identifying the activities enumerated by the 
Director-General form a cohesive chain of co-specification stretching across the whole 
paragraph. UNESCO, referred to by the institutional exclusive we, is established as the 
thematic agentive subject in most of the sentences making up the paragraph; the active 
position of the institutional subject towards these activities implies highly positive evalu-
ation of the development of the Africa region and of the collaboration of UNESCO with 
the Africa region and related organizations. The next sentence is marked by a change of 
the thematic element (this support) and the pattern of thematic progression. The strong 
statement of the argument that UNESCO has sought to align its work with the development 
goals of the region is elaborated on in the following two sentences, by specifying that this 
encompasses collaboration with ECOWAS and other regional economic communities and 
expressing support for programmes of the African Union Commission. The replacement of 
the progression with continuous theme by linear thematic progression, which establishes 
a rhematic element of the preceding utterance as the theme of the following utterance 
(this support), enables the orator to specify the involvement of the organization in the 
operational plan for the Second Decade of Education in Africa: this support refers ana-
phorically to the predicate of the previous sentence, while reference to the African Union 
Summit (at this forum) relates coherently the decisions taken at the forum, enumerated in 
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the final non-finite clause, to present action, i.e. the assistance provided by UNESCO in 
developing the operational plan for the Second Decade of Education. The shift to present 
action and future plans is indicated by a return to the initial thematic progression pattern 
using the institutional agent (we) as theme, while in the last sentence, the personal struc-
ture indicating a high degree of certainty (I am sure) strengthens the persuasiveness of 
the argumentation.  It is obvious that apart from the patterns of thematic progression and 
the coherent temporal and action frames, the coherence of the argumentation is promoted 
by cohesive chains based on reiteration (e.g. UNESCO–we, Africa–region; collabora-
tion–support–the process of assisting; summit–forum–conference) and collocation (e.g. 
competence–education–science–culture–communication).

Another example of the use of a temporal frame organizing the argumentation part 
of an opening address is provided by the speech delivered by M’Bow on the occasion of 
the Commemoration of the fortieth anniversary of UNESCO. The character of the event 
predetermines the Global theme – defining and praising the ideology, mission and purpose 
of the organization – which is anchored in a coherent temporal frame outlining the mis-
sion and activities of UNESCO over the forty-year period of its existence. As (6) below 
illustrates, in the opening of the argumentation the speaker argues for the importance of 
the set of values promoted by UNESCO and supports the trustworthiness of the position 
claimed by frequent quotes from the Constitution of the organization, a document signed 
by all member states and thus considered  to represent shared attitudes and beliefs.

(6) Forty years ago, just a few weeks after the end of the Second World 
War, the Conference of the Allied Ministers of Education, which 
was to adopt the Constitution of UNESCO, met in London.

 To the terrible toll of six years of desolation and death that the world had just expe-
rienced was now added the threat foreshadowed by the explosion of the two atomic 
bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Over the ruins of the anni hilated cities, in the 
grief present everywhere, and confronted by the pros pect of new forms of mass des-
truction, the International community became aware of the collective responsibilities 
which it would have to shoulder in order to preserve the future of the species.

 UNESCO’s Constitution conveys both the concerns and hopes of man-
kind at this decisive turning point in its history. It does not merely call for 
the establishment of a just and lasting peace; it sets out the conditions that 
are vital for its advent and the bases of its continuing consolidation.

 It starts with the fundamental statement: “That since wars begin in the minds of 
men, it is in the minds of men that the defences of peace must be constructed”.

 It states in greater detail: “That a peace based exclusively upon the poli-
tical and economic arrange ments of governments would not be a peace 
which could secure the unanimous, lasting and sincere support of the peo-
ples of the world, and that the peace must therefore be founded, if it is not 
to fail, upon the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind”.

 And it declares, consequently, that: “the States Parties to this Constitution, belie-
ving in full and equal opportunities for education for all, in the unrestricted 
pursuit of objective truth, and in the free exchange of ideas and knowledge, are 
agreed and determined to develop and to increase the means of communi cation 
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between their peoples and to employ these means for the purposes of mutual 
understanding and a truer and more perfect knowledge of each other’s lives”.

 Within the framework of the United Nations system that had just been 
set up, UNESCO was thus given the task of advancing international 
peace and the common welfare of mankind through ‘the educational and 
scientific and cultural relations of the peoples of the world’ – in other 
words, international intel lectual co-operation. (M’Bow, DG/85/41)

The first paragraph, referring to the signing of the founding documents of the organiza-
tion in London in 1946, relates explicitly the establishment of UNESCO to the end of 
the Second World War and indicates the purpose of UNESCO as stated in its constitution 
as the discourse segment topic. In the second paragraph, which sets the context, the the-
matic parts of the sentences depict the effects of war, mentioning in particular the atomic 
bombs used at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, thus assigning the bombing the status of shared 
knowledge and assuming a shared negative evaluation of war and its effects, enhanced 
by expressive vocabulary items (the terrible toll of six years of desolation and death, 
the threat foreshadowed by the explosion of the two atomic bombs, the ruins of the anni-
hilated cities, grief, new forms of mass destruction), which are connected by cohesive rela-
tions (e.g. Hiroshima and Nagasaki–annihilated cities; atomic bombs–new forms of mass 
destruction). The use of a linear thematic progression pattern permits the speaker to move 
gradually from the terrors of war to the highlighting of a newly-gained awareness of the 
collective responsibility of mankind for its future, which is presented as a matter of life or 
death (to preserve the future of the species). 

The discourse segment topic of the third paragraph is the Constitution of UNESCO 
and the values it promotes. The Constitution of UNESCO is also the thematic element 
of the rest of the extract, organized by a pattern of thematic progression with continuous 
theme, enhanced by cohesive chains anchored in parallelism (it does not merely call–it sets 
out–it starts with–it states–it declares). The persuasiveness of the speech is strengthened 
by a strong statement of the orator’s argument that UNESCO’s constitution conveys the 
hopes of mankind for peace, which is supported by a sequence of quotes from the text of 
the constitution of UNESCO praising values and actions central to the ideology of the 
organization – peace; unanimous, lasting and sincere support of the peoples of the world; 
intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind; full and equal opportunities for education 
for all; unrestricted pursuit of objective truth; free exchange of ideas and knowledge; 
mutual understanding; international peace; common welfare of mankind. These are in 
striking contrast to the description of war and destruction at the beginning of the extract. 
By claiming that the constitution of UNESCO not only expresses the hopes of humankind, 
but also sets out the conditions that are vital for its advent and the bases of its continuing 
consolidation, M’Bow seems to invite the listener to infer that UNESCO may be regarded 
as an instrument for the safeguarding of peace, a view which is much more explicitly 
stated at the very end of the extract, where he states that within the United Nations sys-
tem UNESCO was thus given the task of advancing international peace and the common 
welfare of mankind through intellectual cooperation, a task which might be regarded as 
essentially political. It should be mentioned, however, that this politicized understanding 
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of international intellectual cooperation was not shared by the governments of some West-
ern countries and in some cases resulted in their withdrawal from the organization. 

Before moving on to a discussion of the closure rhetorical move, it should be noted 
that this analysis has shown that topical coherence in the argumentation part of addresses is 
constructed on the basis of selected pattern(s) of thematic progression supported by cohe-
sive chains and implied or explicitly marked coherence relations. The continuity of the 
evaluative treatment of participants, actions and events, signalled by the use of expressive 
and evaluative lexical items and by their presentation as proximal or distal to the speaker 
and the institutional ideology he represents, is another proof of the close association of 
topical coherence with evaluative coherence on the interpersonal plane of discourse.

5.3  Evaluation and closure 
The last two rhetorical moves – evaluation and closure – have a conclusive function and 
may be closely interwoven. In (7), a coherent transition to the evaluation move is signalled 
by the explicit metadiscourse marker I should like to conclude, which attracts the atten-
tion of the audience to the forthcoming end of the interaction and to the importance of the 
evaluative part of the speech marked by a high level of subjectivity indicated by markers 
of personal involvement (I should like, I also wish, I wish, I am convinced). By the use of a 
tie back underlined by the expression once more, the speaker reintroduces the conference 
as the Global discourse topic, expresses gratitude to the host country (Chinese scientists, 
Chinese authorities) and thus signals the upcoming closure move, which in this particular 
case is merged with the second paragraph of the evaluation.

(7) I should like to conclude by underlining once more the impor-
tance of this present Conference for a better sharing of knowledge 
and for the strengthening and development of the ability of nations 
to innovate and shape their own infrastructure in such a vita-
lly important area of research as the human genome. 

 I also wish to express my gratitude to Chinese scientists and the Chinese 
authorities for having agreed to host the Conference and for all the facilities 
they have provided to the participants. I wish this Conference every success, 
and I am convinced that it marks the beginning of a new chapter in interna-
tional co-operation in the biological sciences under UNESCO’s auspices.

 Thank you. (Mayor, DG/94/38)

Similarly to the salutation, the last and very brief rhetorical move in addresses – the clo-
sure – is primarily associated with interpersonal coherence related to phatic and expres-
sive meanings, and is not directly related to the discourse topic. The act of thanking is a 
conventional indication of the end of a speech. 

6  Conclusion
Since credibility and persuasion are results of coherent discourse (Fetzer 2002: 185), the 
study of coherence in political speeches is an essential aspect of the analysis of political 
discourse. This investigation into topical coherence in opening addresses has evidenced 
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that the management of discourse topic in association with cohesion relations contributes 
decisively to the construction of both global and local coherence by involving language 
features pertaining to all planes of discourse. In addition, the findings of the investigation 
have proved that in opening addresses the management of discourse topic is to a large 
extent dependent on the rhetorical structure of the genre, since in the case of the salutation 
and the closure move the relation of the section topic to the global discourse topic may be 
indirect.

More specifically, the analysis has shown that while coherence on the ideational and 
textual planes of discourse is enhanced by the hierarchy of discourse topics, topic conti-
nuity based on the pattern of thematic progression, temporal and referential continuity, 
coherent topic shifts at discourse segment and rhetorical move boundaries, the related con-
tinuous alignment of the speaker with the audience and consistent expression of evaluative 
judgements and attitudes from the point of view of the institutional ideology contribute to 
the perception of coherence on the interpersonal plane of discourse. It has therefore been 
confirmed that coherence is a multifaceted discourse property resulting from the interplay 
of ideational, interpersonal and textual meanings partaking in discourse interpretation.

Notes
1 This research adopts the understanding of ideology suggested by critical linguists, which 

regards ideology as the way a social group or a society views objects existing in its world, explains 
how the world functions, and assigns values to these objects and processes (Fowler 1986, 11). This 
approach approximates to that of CDA, which sees ideology as a modality of power (Fairclaugh 
2006, Reisigl and Wodak 2001).

2 Sperber et al.’s (2010) approach to discourse processing is based on the concepts of epis-
temic trust and vigilance which account for the way in which information is processed in human 
communication. According to this approach, from a very early age human beings use a number of 
cognitive mechanisms to avoid being accidentally or intentionally misinformed and to ensure that 
communication remains advantageous despite the risk of deception.

3 For various definitions and approaches to coherence see, e.g. Halliday and Hasan (1976, 
1989), Widdowson (1978), Van Dijk (1980), Beaugrande and Dressler (1981), Brown and Yule 
(1983), Hobbs (1985), Sanders et al. (1992), Campbell (1995), Hoey (1991, 2000), Giora (1985, 
1997), Bublitz (1997), Kehler (2004), Dontcheva-Navratilova and Povolná (2009).

4 On the relationship between coherence and cohesion, see, e.g. Enkvist (1978, 110), Hoey 
(1991, 3), Thompson (1994, 63), Hellman (1995, 193), Tanskanen (2006, 21), Povolná (2007, 108), 
Dontcheva-Navratilova (2007, 128).

5 This approach is shared by most researchers working in the field of discourse comprehension 
and memory storage, e.g. Giora (1985, 1988, 1997, 1998), Givón (1983, 1995), Van Dijk (1977, 
1980, 1995), Van Dijk and Kintsch (1983), Gernsbacher (1997).

6 It should be noted that there are various approaches to the representation of knowledge of 
the world, e.g. Minsky’s (1975) frame theory, which defines frames as stereotyped situations stored 
in memory, Van Dijk’s (1977) schemata, conceptualized as high-level knowledge structures which 
may be affected by cultural and social background variables, and Johnson-Laird’s (1983) and 
Kintsch and Van Dijk’s (1983) mental models.
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7 In the mapping stage, discourse interpretation is based on various explicit (cohesion) and 
implicit (inferences) cues available to the participants through their experience of the world and 
their experience in discourse processing, to check whether incoming information coheres with pre-
viously processed information.

8 This view is also supported by Levinson (1983, 315), who applies it to conversational dis-
course, arguing that “topical coherence is something constructed across turns by collaboration of 
participants” (original emphasis).

9 Within the functional sentence perspective approach as understood by Firbas (1992) and 
Svoboda (1989), theme-rheme articulation depends on the degree of communicative dynamism 
carried by a sentence element.  The theme is constituted by foundation-laying elements and the 
rheme by non-transitional core-constituting elements (the non-thematic part of the clause is further 
sub-divided into transition and rheme). The functional role of sentence elements is determined by 
the interplay of four factors defining the functional perspective of the sentence, i.e. linear modifica-
tion, context, semantics and intonation (for spoken language only).

10 The three types of thematic progression are defined as follows: simple linear thematic pro-
gression with thematization of rhemes is used when the rheme of each utterance becomes the theme 
of the following utterance; thematic progression with a continuous theme occurs when the same 
theme appears in a sequence of utterances; and thematic progression with a derived theme is present 
when utterance themes are derived from a hypertheme, the paragraph or discourse theme (Daneš 
1974). Of course, the three basic patterns may be combined in different ways. Some patterns of the-
matic progression tend to be genre-specific and are characterized by consistent lexico-grammatical 
realizations of the theme (e.g. Nwogu and Bloor 1991, Ghadessy 1995, Dontcheva-Navratilova 
2009).

11 It is a convention to use upper-case letters to refer to the macrostructural phenomenon and 
thus to differentiate it from the microstructural sentence/clause theme, as defined within the func-
tional sentence perspective framework.

12 This corpus has been described in detail in my previous research (e.g. Dontcheva-Navrati-
lova 2009b, 2010).

13 Since none of the politicians is a native speaker of English, it is important to note that all 
speeches included in the corpus are considered to have native speaker fluency (they are marked as 
“English version original”). It is also evident that although the Directors-General are the acknowl-
edged authors of the addresses, both in terms of content and rhetorical style, some preparatory work 
on the speeches was done by teams of advisers.

14 Since all Directors-General whose speeches are included in this research are men, in the fol-
lowing analysis they will be referred to by the pronoun he.

5 According to Svoboda (1989), complex noun phrases can be analyzed as a fusion of the 
two basic semantic scales used in functional sentence perspective analyses: the presentation scale, 
which is oriented towards the phenomenon presented on the scene or the setting, and the quality 
scale, which is oriented towards the quality and/or its specifications. Thus in complex noun phrases 
the quality bearer functions at the same time as phenomenon presented on the scene, while the high 
point of the message typically coincides with postmodifying elements.
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Text Colonies or Hypertexts:  
On the Unified Discontinuity  

in Lifestyle Magazine Discourse

Renáta Tomášková

Abstract

‘Unified discontinuity’ reflects here two opposite but complementary tendencies significantly shap-
ing the structure of texts in lifestyle magazine discourse. Drawing upon Hoey’s concept of text 
colony applied in an analysis of the discourse of British and American women’s magazines, the 
paper attempts to provide an insight into the internal variability of the text type, to reveal the mech-
anisms of cohesion and coherence in play, and finally to relate the colony text type to the typology 
of  hypertexts. The choice of the colony text type in women’s magazine discourse is presented here 
as a specific communication strategy promoting interactivity in the discourse, achieving economy 
of expression and contributing to the visual attractiveness of the magazines. 

Keywords: mass media discourse; text colony; cohesion; coherence; hypertext; communication 
strategy

The article builds on research carried out within Czech Science Foundation (GA ČR) grant-funded 
project number 405/07/0176, Communication and Textual Strategies in Mass Media, Commercial 
and Academic Discourse (A Contrastive Analysis of English and Czech Discourse). 

1  Introduction
The present contribution draws upon and builds on the research results of a larger project 
exploring the key textual and communication strategies in the field of lifestyle magazines 
for women and for men. Analyses of a corpus of British, American and Czech women’s 
and men’s magazines have resulted in the identification and an attempt at interpreting four 
prominent strategies, which have been extracted and separated for the sake of descriptive 
clarity, but which are in fact intermingling or interdependent, defying any strict dividing 
lines (Tomášková 2009).
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The key communication strategies include: personalization combined with generali-
zation, conversationalization, manipulation through the advertising-like character of the 
discourse, and the unified discontinuity of structure.

Both personalization and conversationalization are already well-known concepts in 
the field of mass media discourse analysis, introduced by Fairclough in the 1990s (Fair-
clough 1995). They eloquently cover two tendencies, which although generally applied in 
the vast field of mass media discourse, could have specific (or idiosyncratic) realizations 
in the diversity of its parts. In the study of women’s and men’s magazines, personalization 
refers to the tendency to personify the topics presented in the magazines, to introduce them 
through the ‘authentic’ experiences of specific persons, yet the validity of the experiences 
is at the same time generalized to facilitate the acceptance of the message by the readers. 
In other words, the ‘characters’ and their stories are specific enough to be attractive and 
trustworthy, but also general enough to encompass the needs and expectations of a variety 
of readers. The general applicability of problems and solutions presented is further sup-
ported by the preference of present simple tense forms and the exclusion of expressions 
of uncertainty. 

Conversationalization is interpreted here not only as the penetration of lexical or syn-
tactic features typical of informal spoken interaction into the written language of lifestyle 
magazines, but also as a specific way of organizing the magazine as a whole and structur-
ing individual contributions – as an intentional implementation of conversation-like fea-
tures on the higher levels of discourse structure.

The excessive occurrence of advertising in lifestyle magazines may be generally 
expected; a less apparent feature may be seen in the fact that advertising finds its place not 
only on specialized advertisement or promotion pages, but also shapes the content as well 
as the form of most of the texts – whose stories are often explicitly or implicitly aimed at 
recommending goods or services. The dominant manipulation strategy used in the corpus 
is based on developing or evoking the atmosphere of uncertainty on the part of the reader, 
who is then supposed to feel reassured by the advice provided by the magazine.

Out of the features listed above as prominent, the discontinuous and yet unified struc-
turing of texts stands out as the most conspicuous and challenging. The effect of this 
strategy is an inevitable part of the impression of a reader’s first encounter with lifestyle 
magazines, which appear to offer a chaotic patchwork of graphic creations, in which it is 
difficult to find one’s bearings, causing any attempt at a systematic and orderly reading to 
fail.

2.  The concept of text colony
A plausible key to the description and interpretation of the magazine structure has been 
found in Hoey’s distinction between continuous mainstream texts and discontinuous text 
colonies. A colony is defined as “a discourse whose component parts do not derive their 
meaning from the sequence in which they are placed. If the parts are jumbled, the utility 
may be affected but the meaning remains the same” (Hoey 1986, 4). The text colony organ-
ism is then well illustrated through the metaphor of a beehive; this community, though 
consisting of distinctive and relatively independent units, works towards a common unify-
ing goal and dwells in a hive, providing support for the individual animals’ actions and 
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tasks. In the same way, a text colony components need a framing context which is usually 
essential for their interpretation (Hoey 2001, 79).

Mainstream texts could be described as the converse of the text colony definition: 
the meaning of their parts is influenced by the sequence in which they belong, jumbling 
the sentences or paragraphs affects the meaning of the text as a whole, and the framing 
context, though always in play, may not be vital for any plausible interpretation of the text. 

3.  The inner variability of the text type: primary and secondary colonies 
Typical examples of colonies presented by Hoey in his first study on the topic (Hoey 1986) 
included e.g. telephone directories, dictionaries, encyclopedias or newspaper letter pages. 
Developing the discussion further (Hoey 2001), he puts more emphasis on the productiv-
ity of this text type and suggests, albeit tentatively, new members of the group: computer 
folders of documents or academic textbooks.

Even this very limited set of examples reveals the inner variability of the text type, 
which may call for further distinctions or classifications. But despite the hotch-potch 
appearance of the set, all of its members share the crucial discontinuity feature constitutive 
of the category, and also, to a greater or lesser extent, also other colony features which 
Hoey summarized in the course of his analyses (Hoey 1986, 20, see Figure 1 below) and 
whose applicability distinguishes a scale of central to peripheral colony types.

•	 adjacent units do not form continuous prose;
•	 there is a framing context;
•	 no single author and/or anon;
•	 one component may be used without referring to the others;
•	 components can be reprinted or reused in subsequent works;
•	 components may be added, removed or altered;
•	 many of the components serve the same function;
•	 alphabetic, numeric or temporal sequencing. 

Figure 1

A closer look at the ever-broadening set of text colonies reveals yet another criterion for 
classification, a criterion based on the relation of a text colony to its potential mainstream 
text counterpart, in other words on the possibility of its transformation into a mainstream 
text or, vice versa, on the possibility of building a text colony by transforming a continu-
ous, mainstream text. I would suggest a distinction between primary colonies, which have 
been formed as a colony by compiling independent components and which cannot be 
transformed into a coherent and acceptable mainstream text (and have already received 
more focused attention from researchers, e.g. Tárnyiková 2002, Dontcheva-Navratilova 
2006, 2007, 2009), from secondary colonies, whose components could be easily integrated 
both semantically and formally and realized as a mainstream text. The lifestyle magazine 
structure effectively combines both types.  

Women’s and men’s magazines function as a complex, hierarchical text colony 
organized in sections with embedded articles, which are further subdivided into relatively 
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independent components or even sets of components. On the one hand there are colonies 
compiled of primarily separate components, which cannot be transformed into continuous 
texts without substantial editing (e.g. letter pages or classified advertisements); on the 
other hand there are colonies apparently stemming from a continuous discourse, whose 
decomposition into a set of components was a choice by the author, enabled by the nature 
of the information conveyed, but also guided by the author’s intentions, used as a means 
to an end. 

Although sharing the distinctive feature of discontinuity and complying with Hoey’s 
characteristics of text colonies, primary and secondary colonies differ in their semantic 
macrostructure and in the nature of the mutual relations between their components. 
Whereas the components of primary colonies tend to be framed formally by a unifying 
generic structure and semantically by a common hypertheme, which is, however, a result 
of considerable generalization or abstraction, the components of secondary colonies tend to 
function formally as component parts of one genre token, and contribute to the realization 
of one specific topic.

As suggested above, primary colonies typically include e.g. classified advertisements, 
but also telephone directories, recipe books, dictionaries or encyclopedias, where 
the components apparently represent parallel genres of advertisements or entries and 
semantically are unified only on a very general level: mediating offers and demands, 
instructions for the preparation of different types of dishes, or providing information on 
important personalities, possibly related to a certain field of activity. Within the discourse 
of women’s magazines, primary colonies are typically represented by letter pages, whose 
components are letters confessing their authors’ experiences of love and relationships. 
Primary colonies are often sufficiently framed by a headline or title; there may not be any 
introductory mainstream text, or such a text may not be vital for reading the components 
and may thus often remain unnoticed by the readers. 

Articles in women’s magazines are predominantly realized as secondary text colonies 
(e.g. almost 90% in the Cosmopolitan magazine). The text is introduced by a headline, 
sub-headline and a mainstream, continuous text of varying length, and subsequently 
disintegrates into several colony components, parallel in structure and coherently 
contributing to the topic specified in the introductory parts. The genre of a feature article 
is realized here as a colony text type. The majority of secondary colonies are opened 
by a mainstream text, which provides either the necessary context or arguments for the 
presentation and comprehension of the colony components. 

Whereas in primary colonies the components are in an ‘either-or’ relationship and 
represent a series of tokens of a certain genre, in secondary colonies the components tend 
to be in a complementary relationship, combining into one generic whole. 

Even though the division into primary and secondary text colonies could be supported 
by numerous typical examples, it should be perceived as essentially scalar with possible 
borderline samples of peripheral colony types. 

A typical example of a secondary text colony as defined above is presented in Figures 
2 and 3. The article about Fearne Cotton represents a combination of a mainstream text, 
which is often shorter than that elsewhere, with a colony. The mainstream text serves as an 
introduction to the colony, and together with headlines and sub-headlines it provides the 
framing context, the ‘hive’ for making sense of the colony components. The text colony 
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part is more or less artificially, formally divided into components separated and framed by 
sub-headlines and photos; if the technical division was removed, the components could be 
easily unified into a fluent continuous text.   

4.  Searching for the principles of unity in the discontinuous form
If the components do not derive their meaning from the sequence in which they are placed, 
if they do not actually need one another, if they even are not affected when one of them is 
removed, a question arises: what then forms the basis on which the readers are still willing 
to perceive the set of components as a unified whole?

In his later account on text colonies, Hoey (2001) finds inspiration in Winter’s approach 
to text analysis and uses his account of basic clause relations and text structures (Winter, 
1994) to elicit distinctions between the nature of structuring in mainstream texts and in 
text colonies. Whereas mainstream texts are made up of statements following one from the 
other temporally or logically, colony components, serving the same function in the colony, 
can be said to be in a weak matching relation with each other (Hoey 2001, 83).

Considering the range and variability of text colony types, the adjective ‘weak’ sounds 
rather vague here. With the scales of central to peripheral and primary to secondary colonies, 
the weakness of the match becomes relative, and may include matching links of different 
quantity as well as quality. Leaving aside primary colonies such as telephone directories 
or dictionaries, differences in matching relations can also be seen among the secondary 
colonies themselves. Matching based on the common function of the components is more 
or less powerfully supported by formal cohesive devices, by the shared pattern of text 
organization, and, last but not least, by the graphic realization of the colony.

The search for the unifying principles of a text colony focuses on cohesive ties 
operating between individual colony components, not within them. In Halliday and Hasan’s 
terminology (1976, 1985), the inter-componential relations are dominated by lexical 
cohesion supported by syntactic parallelism and contrasting with an almost complete lack 
of conjunction, reference, and other grammatically cohesive ties. 

 An extract from a Cosmopolitan text in Figure 4 illustrates both the frequency of lexical 
links and their internal differentiation. Attention is first attracted to the headlines and sub-
headlines, where the density of mutual lexico-semantic relations corresponds with their 
indispensable framing role in the text colony structure. The headlines and sub-headlines 
typically signal a hierarchical organization of text colony parts, which is manifested in the 
hyponymy relation linking the headline with all sub-headlines and in the co-hyponymy 
relation interconnecting individual colony components. The ties of hyponymy and 
co-hyponymy (Figure 4: body – bum + tummy) are complemented with lexical repetition 
(moves – move) and contextual synonymy (firm – toned). As these lexico-semantic ties fill 
in slots in syntactically parallel patterns, a matching relation is also implied between ‘hot 
Hollywood’ and ‘firm, toned’, a relation interpretable not in terms of lexical semantics but 
within cognitive theories of mental schemata. 

The cohesion of the rest of component texts follows the same line: they exhibit lexical 
elements connecting them with the other components, but no reference or conjunction 
exceeding their borders. This feature makes the components self-contained and at the same 
time causes them to match.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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The match between the components is further strengthened by their parallel text organiza-
tion, a variant of the problem-solution text structure characterized by Winter (1994) and 
evaluated as the most frequent of culturally popular patterns by Hoey (2001, 115). The 
problem is stated and briefly commented on in the sub-headlines and introductory para-
graphs, and the solution is presented in three steps – ‘how + repetitions + Gunnar says’ 
– providing identical orientation points in all the components.    

Last but not least, it is the technical realization of the article as a whole that builds the 
unified discontinuity effect in question. The colours, photographs and the layout of the page 
clearly distinguish individual parts, but the repeated use of identical frames and an identical 
colour spectrum, including a limited set of photographed celebrities, also appear to fulfil a 
unifying function. Occasionally, the graphic elements include numbering of components 
(see Figure 4 again), whose role in the text comes very close to the ‘conjunction’ type 
of cohesion, only that it is not realized lexically as ‘first, second’ etc. Its organisational 
role is, however, purely formal: it determines the number of components included and 
distinguishes one part from the other rather than putting the components in any logical 
order or hierarchy. 

The survey of cohesive devices in the Figure 4 example shows that the components of 
secondary text colonies are in matching relations which may not seem ‘weak’ with regard 
to the density of the network of lexico-semantic and graphic cohesive ties.

On the other hand, the range of secondary colony types can also provide examples 
of text colonies whose unity is based on a minimal match between the components, a 
match limited formally to lexical ties of hyponymy and co-hyponymy and syntactic 
parallelism relating the headline and the sub-headlines and relying semantically on the 
common communicative function of the components and the text colony as a whole. These 
genuinely weak matching relations are illustrated here in Figure 5, an article explaining the 
specificities of newborn children’s behaviour. Highlighting by underlining and circling has 
been added by the author of the paper.

No matter how many matches could be discovered between the components and 
how closely they seem to hold together, the components are still mutually independent; 
adjacent units do not form continuous prose, do not need to be read in the linear order and 
may not need to be read all to receive a coherent message. All the matches only strengthen 
the affiliation of the components with the colony defined by the framing context. The 
components do not refer to each other but to the headline or to the introductory text. 
The analysis of cohesion in lifestyle magazine text colonies confirms Hoey’s finding that 
“Sections are frequently connected by heavy lexical repetition, but it is interesting to note 
that no other cohesive devices are ever used” (Hoey 2001,74). 

As the lexis used in a text makes explicit its topic or subject matter, lexical cohesive 
ties are closely related to the topic coherence, even though they can never create such 
coherence on their own. To achieve the cohesive effect, reiteration of lexical units cannot 
rely exclusively on their lexico-semantic relations; their interpretation also requires the 
readers to play an active part and apply their knowledge of the world, to match the ties 
suggested against the experiential context. It is the use of the shared experiential background 
that plays a crucial role in lending the formally broken structure a sense of unity. Whereas 
‘body – bum – tummy’ in Figure 4 could be easily interpreted as representing a part-and-
whole relationship, the cohesive tie intuitively felt in the ‘hot Hollywood – firm – toned’ 
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cohesive chain cannot be understood without reference to experiential, cultural context. 
Similarly in the ‘Baby Behaviors’ colony (Figure 5), the hyponymy relation between 
‘baby behaviors’ and ‘crying – making noises – responding – sleeping – eating’ is fairly 
loose, with the co-hyponymy line representing an open set whose internal cohesion is very 
much based on shared experience rather than on linguistically described lexico-semantic 
connections.
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5.  Text colony as a type of hypertext 
The discontinuity of text colony structure defies linearity, which belongs among the essen-
tial constitutive features of any standard mainstream text. The global meaning of a text 
colony, or its semantic macrostructure (Van Dijk 1980), is realized in a set of components, 
which are in themselves linear, but may not be combined into the whole of the colony in 
a linear way by the reader. This non-linear nature brings text colonies very close to hyper-
texts, which are primarily associated with on-line discourse. 

The conspicuous similarity between text colonies and hypertexts has been noticed and 
discussed by Jucker (2002), though without mentioning Hoey’s term. In his search for a 
typology of hypertexts Jucker shows that hypertextual features are not limited to electronic 
texts, and supports his suggestion with examples of texts which actually correspond with 
Hoey’s findings as well as with the samples characterized in the present article. In defining 
hypertext Jucker adopts Storrer’s definition (Storrer 1999 in Jucker 2002, 31), which 
“distinguishes between ‘hypertexts’, ‘hypertext nets’ and ‘e-texts’. She defines a hypertext 
as a text with a non-linear organisation that is managed by a hypertext system and has a 
recognisable text function. [...] A ‘hypertext net’ combines several hypertexts and e-texts. 
[...] The constitutive elements of hypertexts are [...] ‘e-texts’, that is to say electronic texts 
with a linear organisation that are integrated into a hypertext.” Jucker (Jucker 2002, 31) 
prefers not to “restrict the term ‘hypertext’ to electronic instantiations”, and subsequently 
proposes the term ‘textual elements’ to substitute for e-texts.

The non-linearity of text colonies or hypertexts facilitates, or possibly even promotes, 
specific reading strategies such as skimming, scanning or looping, which means returning 
to the previously read element (White 2007), but first and foremost opens a possibility for 
the reader to follow a personalized reading path which “will be most relevant to his or her 
interests”, “to read the text as if it were specifically tailored to the reader’s background and 
interests” (Foltz 1996, 2).

Even though the reader follows a self-selected path through a hypertext, “the individual 
reading process is always linear” (Jucker 2002, 45). The responsibility for making sense of 
the path is largely shifted to the user (Fritz 1999, 223). Both in hypertexts and text colonies 
the author must formulate the respective chunk of text in a way that is neutral in respect 
of different directions of access, and this means that he or she has to refrain from using 
anaphoric devices like pronouns (Fritz 1999, 227). The only possibility to build a bridge 
across individual textual elements is thus the use of lexical cohesion, particularly lexical 
cohesive ties based in the links between the root text and the destination text. The two 
members of such a lexical cohesive tie are called a trigger and an anchor (Jucker 2002, 42). 
In the types of colonies discussed in this paper the hypertextual links correspond with the 
headline and sub-headlines, and triggers and anchors with the lexico-semantically related 
expressions involved in them.

The fact that neither electronic nor printed hypertexts impose on the reader any 
pre-defined reading path, but offer the possibility of self-selection, makes hypertextual 
discourse interactive. Fritz even suggests that users choosing from alternatives in a 
hypertext remind us of the activities of speakers in dialogue (Fritz 1999, 223 – 4). For 
Hoey (2001, 187) interactivity is inherent to any type of text; for him any text “exists 
only as part of an interaction between an author/writer and a reader ...writers and readers 
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engage in a kind of dance whereby the writer seeks to anticipate the questions that a reader 
will want answered and the reader seeks to predict the questions that the writer will try to 
answer.” In hypertext, however, the interactive character becomes explicit as the reader 
creates his or her own personalized version of the text.

6.  Text colony structuring as a communication strategy
The discussion in this paper has focused on a specific type of text colony or printed hyper-
text – secondary text colonies – for two reasons: first, secondary text colonies dominate the 
discourse analyzed, and second, in secondary colonies the colony organization of a text is 
a matter of the author’s or editor’s choice rather than a necessity. These two facts indicate 
that text colony structuring could be perceived as a productive communication strategy.    

The specificity of the unified discontinuity of structure seems to shape the discourse 
under investigation in three different ways.

It promotes the interactive character of the discourse of women’s magazines. The 
interactive effect of the non-linearity of structure is supported by other significant features 
of this type of discourse - such as the recurrence of topics, the introduction of a variety 
of voices including editors, specialists, celebrities as well as common people, and last but 
not least, the opportunity for the readers to join in through topic-related internet chats, 
discussions or e-mail correspondence. If we see – in accordance with Hoey – every text as 
an implicit or explicit dialogue, the discourse of women’s magazines could be pictured as 
a conversation.

From this point of view the unified discontinuity of structure contributes to the 
conversationalization of lifestyle magazine discourse, and attracts attention to the fact that 
the conversationalization of a text can manifest itself also on the textual level.

The discontinuity of structure complies with the economy principle of communication. 
Text colony structuring facilitates quick and easy reading that does not require much 
concentration; the reader can stop reading after any of the components without destroying 
the coherence of the message.

The graphic segmentation of the text contributes to the visual attractiveness of 
the pages. The variability and vividness of graphic realizations may also effectively 
compensate for the frequently low information density of lifestyle magazine texts.
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Compliment Functions  
in Czech, Polish and English

Joanna Bielewicz-Kunc

Abstract      

This paper presents a brief cross-cultural description of the functions of compliments. It is one of the 
results of an extensive study of compliments in Czech, Polish and English. Czech and Polish data 
was derived from the author’s corpus of 401 Czech and 412 Polish compliments collected naturally 
throwugh field observation, from selected TV talk shows and internet forums. English data came 
from existing studies on American, British, New Zealand, and Australian English compliments. 

Keywords: speech acts, compliments, cross-cultural study, politeness, conversational strategy.

1 Introduction
Compliments, as one of the indicators of politeness, have been considered “social lubri-
cants”, as Wolfson (89) called them, often used to make social encounters run smoothly 
and in a more positive atmosphere. Observing everyday life situations, watching TV talk-
shows, series, or browsing internet chat rooms and forums, one may think that paying 
compliments is a must if one would like to start a conversation, if one would like to be 
accepted or welcomed in a relationship. Many psychological guides are also full of advice 
on how to compliment a woman or a man. The conclusions that may be derived from such 
guides are that it is essential to learn to compliment and receive compliments, and that 
everyone has encountered a compliment at some point in their life. Moreover, they claim 
that almost everyone appreciates and waits for compliments, whether they admit this or 
not, and irrespective of their gender. 

Compliments, as Wolfson, Brown and Levinson, and Holmes noted, function as a 
positively affective conversational strategy. Although this speech act may serve a purpose 
other than expressing praise or admiration, and only if it is used appropriately and in suit-
able conditions, it is perceived positively by its recipients. Following Golato’s suggestion 
that the position of compliments within longer interactions may determine their proper 
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interpretation and judgement as to their function, the author of this paper in many cases 
analysed longer strings of turn-takes in order to learn the other purposes which a compli-
ment may have apart from praise. This particularly holds true in the case of implicit or 
indirect compliments, or those compliments containing negatively characterised vocabu-
lary, whose form and meaning may be ambiguous if they are uttered in isolation or without 
a proper context.

2 Methodology
The aim of this paper is briefly to present the compliment functions applied by Czech and 
Polish speakers, as compared to English speakers, mostly Americans. For the sake of this 
study the author assumed that a compliment is equal to praise, and decided to analyse only 
those exchanges in which a compliment was understood as praise, or if after some negotia-
tion it was finally acknowledged. The author is aware that a thorough investigation into the 
question of what makes a real compliment should be implemented in further study.      

Research was based on an ethnolinguistic approach. Data for this study was obtained 
in the course of an 18-month field observation carried out by the author in the Czech 
Republic and Poland. Additional data sources were selected Czech and Polish TV talk 
shows, namely Jan Saudek’s Czech talk show and Wojewódzki’s Polish show, and internet 
forums in which the participants exchanged their experience with compliments or talked 
freely applying praise. (See Table 1 for details of the corpus.) 

Czech and Polish compliments corpus
Data source Czech Polish
Field observation
TV talk shows
Internet forums

269
81
51

292
76
44

TOTAL number of Cs: 401 412

Table 1: Czech and Polish compliments (Cs) corpus details.
     

While collecting the corpus, the author took account of the circumstances in which a com-
pliment occurred and noted the response to it. English compliment data was adapted from 
the existing studies in the field carried out by such researchers as Herbert, Wolfson, Manes 
and Holmes, in America, Great Britain, New Zealand, and Australia. (See Table 2 in part 3 
of this paper for details.) Nevertheless, the author suggests that more up-to-date research 
in American, British or Australian naturally occurring compliments should be conducted.

3 Functions of English compliments 
According to Brown and Levinson’s theory a compliment is an example of a positive 
politeness strategy, as the speaker refrains from self-praise and shows interest and respect 
towards the hearer. Olshtain and Cohen observed that “the speech act of complimenting 
is intrinsically courteous and enables the speaker to make use of available opportunities 
to express an interest in the hearer” (158). A compliment is also an interlocutor-centred 
speech act, since the emotions arise in response to states of affairs that are linked to the 
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interlocutor. Consequently, as its purpose is to boost the positive face of the compliment 
receiver, it is generally a polite speech act, or, according to Kerbrat-Orecchioni’s polite-
ness scheme, it is a Face Flattering Act (FFA).1

Doohan and Manusov observed that “[v]iewing compliments as important, relational 
speech acts situates them as cultural constructions that reflect agreed upon ways of behav-
ing” (171). It has long been recognized that compliment acts are important and serve 
a serious socio-cultural linguistic function. They usually play an important role in the 
development and support of interpersonal relationships. The function of maintaining soli-
darity between interlocutors explains the use of recognizable vocabulary, and explicit and 
formulaic patterns of compliments which enable the compliment receiver to decipher the 
implied meaning of praise. However, that praise should concern something that both par-
ties regard positively, and it must be valued by their cultures (Manes; Holmes). Manes and 
Wolfson indicated that explicit compliments may occur independently of the other turns 
within a conversation, suggesting that their position in a discourse determines their func-
tions (394). The author would like to point out that, on the one hand, a compliment and 
its response alone may constitute a whole speech event, a closed interaction. On the other 
hand, they may constitute a prelude to another speech act (e.g. congratulating, requesting), 
or simply act as a conversation opening. Americans tend to use explicit forms more often 
than other nations (Knapp et al.), and as they are clearly marked features of conversation 
they are most frequently used to maintain social harmony and sustain social interaction 
(Celce-Murcia).

Manes and Wolfson regarded their primary function as “establishment or reaffirmation 
of common ground, mutuality, or … solidarity” (395). Holmes (1993) also underlined their 
affective and social rather than informative and referential functions (101). She explained 
further that cases in which a compliment creates social distance compromise the expres-
sion of good-fellowship.

Cunningham,2 discussing opening lines and pickup lines in British and American Eng-
lish, enumerated compliments among the opening gambit options used to get to know a 
stranger of a different gender, and start a relationship. He included them into ‘cute/flippant 
lines’, together with sexual innuendoes and playful challenges. However, he observed that 
the unskilful use of compliments and/or other cute/flippant lines to start a conversation 
with a female stranger may be risky for a man, since research conducted among 300 young 
adult Americans showed that about 80% of the opening lines which contained cute/flip-
pant lines were rejected by women. Cunningham further noted that “[f]ollow-up studies 
suggested that males who tried cute/ flippant lines were seen [by American women] as less 
intelligent and less responsible than were males who tried other approaches.”

Similar results were obtained in his British studies, and Cunningham concluded that 
“(…)[r]esearch indicates that few women welcome or accept sexual pickup lines from 
total strangers. (…) Like the game of chess, from which the term opening gambit was 
derived, initial conversations between strangers take place in the context of implicit norms 
and scripts.”2 

Stewart3 indicated that the use of compliments at the beginning of an interview may 
help to establish its tone and climate. He explained that “[s]mall talk, humor, and compli-
ments may help to establish a relationship or build on a relational history, but all three 
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should be used in moderation. Too much, and they may “turn off” the other party, particu-
larly if the talk, humor, and compliments seem forced or insincere.”

Cordella et al. also noticed that some compliments may indeed be insincere. Consider 
the following example, provided by the author of this paper:  

[1] A woman [W] visits her female neighbour [H] and sees a newly rede-
corated living room with brightly coloured walls, which in fact looks 
awful according to her, notice her reaction to the host’s remark.

 H: What do you think of the colour ? I’ve chosen it myself.
 W: You have great taste.  

Cordella explained that “[t]he need to compliment and even to use an insincere compli-
ment because it is expected in that circumstance might suggest a number of ideas. In a 
society in which strong relationships are scarce due to the mobility of its members, the 
compliment may play the role of strengthening the friendship by praising the addressee.” 
(249) 

On the whole, people compliment others in order to display gratitude, express approval, 
to greet, start or finish a conversation, soften a criticism or request (Brown and Levinson), 
to create and support solidarity between interlocutors (Herbert; Manes; Wolfson), and to 
praise and admire (Herbert). 

Apart from these functions, compliments may serve to strengthen or replace such 
speech acts as apology and thanking. On some occasions they are applied to soften criti-
cism, and then, they are usually followed by ‘but’ or ‘though’ and the expression of criti-
cism (Wolfson). Kreuz and Glucksberg went even further by naming a type of compliment 
called an ironic compliment, which does not display the social norm of making a positive 
statement. Thus ironic compliments, as well as implicit compliments, can be more difficult 
to understand. Consider the following examples coming from Polish data gathered by the 
author:

[2] In the following situation there are two friends [A and B] who have 
not very well paid jobs, and often struggle to make the both ends 
meet at the end of the month. However, one of them seems to manage 
quite well, and she creates the impression that she ‘multiplies’ money. 
They meet at a party one day and A comments on B’s dress:

 A: It’s boring. Another new dress this week ?
 B: [Laughs and nods her head.]
 A: How do you do that ? I want that, too.
 B: You must come with me one day and I’ll show you.

The word ‘boring’ denotes A’s jealousy, and the expression ‘another…this week’ indicates 
her admiration. Unless one knows the context of such turns, one will not notice that the 
first turn by A was a compliment. It contained a hint of irony, albeit A’s second turn rein-
forced the positive comment without provoking conflict. Unlike in the following Polish 
example, given by the author:
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[3] A girl friend to her male date. 
 A: You’re so cute. You’re my little donkey.

The receiver’s reaction was offence, as he did not fancy being compared to a donkey – a 
synonym for stupidity. To which the girl explained that she meant a very specific donkey 
– the one from the film titled ‘Shrek’, which was clever and sweet. However, it hardly 
convinced the boy of her good intentions. If it was uttered right after watching the film, the 
boy might have inferred the implied meaning. 

Another example comes from a series of Polish talk show titled “Wojewódzki”, in 
which the author found a compliment situation which would not be understood by some-
one outside Polish society, or someone who is not interested in the Polish world of celebri-
ties. Here the male host [M] converses with a beautiful Polish actress, and his compliment 
is pretty implicit and may also sound double-sided as a criticism.

[4] M: Niedługo wejdą 4 filmy z tobą. Wszędzie ty grasz, ty jesteś jak Szyc.
 F: [nods her head with approval] To jest komplement dla mnie.
 M: Ja musze jakiś program przyrodniczy włączyć, gdzie 

pszczółki, a tu nagle wyskakuje  Dereszowska, jako truteń.
 F: [laughs]
 [- There will be four films featuring you soon.  You 

play everywhere, you are like Szyc.
 - This is a compliment for me.
 - I have to change the channel onto one about nature, where there are 

bees, …  and there suddenly Dereszowska jumps out as a drone.] 

It may sound offensive at first if a woman is being compared to a man – the Polish actor 
Borys Szyc, who is not considered the ideal of a beau. And although he compared her to 
this male actor, she took it as a compliment, believing that in the case of the actor Borys 
Szyc, the fact that he had appeared in many productions meant he was popular and desired, 
and that being compared to him was a privilege. She thanks him for it as for a compliment, 
even though being popular does not necessarily mean being a good actor. The male host’s 
second turn here could be understood in the sense that some people may feel there is too 
much of this actress on TV, and there are productions for which she is not really suitable. 
However, she took it as a joke. This might have been a hidden criticism, but the way one 
interprets it depends on one’s self-esteem.

In 1995 Dews and Winner, while discussing functions of irony and sarcasm, put for-
ward the Tinge Hypothesis, according to which irony serves to mute the implied negative 
meaning. This hypothesis can also be used to interpret ironic compliments, since an ironic 
compliment features a negative statement with a positive meaning intended. Dews and 
Winner reported that ironic compliments were perceived as more offensive than literal 
and explicit compliments. Following the Tinge Hypothesis, the reason for this is that the 
negative literal meaning of ironic compliments arouses a less positive perception of mean-
ing. Thus they require a more sophisticated context, enabling participants and scene to be 
appropriately comprehended. In conclusion, it could be observed that irony decreases the 
negative perception of criticism and intimates the positivity of praise. 
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Finally, Cordella et al., having studied Australian English and Spanish compliment 
behaviour, observed that a compliment may occur in the middle of conversation simply in 
order to maintain its flow and to avoid long pauses. 

As a summary of the above see Table 2, which shows compliment functions mentioned 
in previous English studies.

Researcher / study year/ 
language [if provided] Function(s) named by the researchers.

Brown & Levinson (1978);
Am English

Searle (1976); 
Norrick (1978); 

Brown & Levinson (1978);
Wolfson (1983);
Am English 

Brown & Levinson (1987);
Olshtain & Cohen (1991);
Am English

Manes & Wolfson (1980);
Am English
Holmes (1993)
New Zealand English

Kreuz & Glucksberg (1989);
Dews & Winner (1995);

Herbert (1991)
Am English and Polish

Chen (1993)
Am English

Cordella et al. (1995) 
Australian English

Kebrat-Orecchioni (2005);
Jucker & Taavitsainen (2008)

Cunningham (2009)
British and Am English

Apologising; thanking; expressing approval; 
greeting; as conversation opener or closing; 

A compliment as the Expressive Speech Act – it verbalises the 
emotions which arise in a speaker who is a witness of some states of 
affairs and reacts to these. Here insincere compliments may occur.

Compliments used in order to soften criticism.

Compliments used to show interest and respect towards a hearer. 

Compliments have affective and social functions. “Social lubricants”.

Compliments used in order to mitigate irony or to express irony.

Compliments used in order to request information; to praise and admire.

One should meet the cultural requirement for praise in a 
certain context (for example, to notice and praise somebody’s 
looks after s/he put some effort into looking good). 

Compliments used in order to make conversation flow smoothly, 
and to avoid pauses. They also help to strengthen friendship.

Compliments as Face Flattering Acts, or Face Enhancing Acts, are 
uttered in order to meet and enhance the face wants of the addressee.

Compliments used as opening gambits applied in order 
to get to know a stranger of a different gender.

Stewart (2009)
Am English

Compliments may be used at the beginning of an interview 
in order to establish its positive tone and climate.

Table 2: Compliment functions according to previous English studies.
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4   Functions of Czech and Polish compliments 
Having analyzed the corpus of Czech and Polish compliment situations, the author selected 
those in which the compliment was understood as such by the addressee, and she distin-
guished several of the most frequent reasons for speakers in these cultures to praise others. 
It must be observed that some categories may overlap as most compliments are uttered in 
order to praise and positively evaluate. However, having analysed the context of the com-
pliments, the author decided to point out possible additional or secondary motives existing 
within positive evaluation. [Note: The compliments are presented as they were naturally 
uttered; no alterations were made in grammar or choice of vocabulary. The author has also 
indicated those taken from the internet.]

– to praise and positively evaluate someone, for example:

[5] A young Czech female speaker [F] to her older collea-
gue after he had performed on the guitar:

 F: Zahrál jsi to super. Jseš fakt dobrý.
 [(You) have played that super. (You) are really good.] 

[6] A Polish male [M] to his female partner:
 M: Jestes kobietą idealną.
 [(You) are an ideal woman.]

– for the addressee to feel better, esteemed, and 
raise his/her self-esteem, for example:

[7] A 30-year-old Czech man [M] to his younger friend after the game of tennis.
 M: Ty jo! Za chvíli budeš jako profesionál.
 [Wow, in a while you will be like a professional.] 
  
[8] [Internet source] Czech - A wife [W] and a husband [H] who pays 

a compliment. She is preparing for a party, trying on some clothes, 
and looking into the mirror, she says with resignation,

 W: Eee, mĕ by žádný muž už nechtĕl.
 H: Ale chtĕl, jéjé tĕch by bylo, a nemysli si, že mi s nĕjakým utečeš. 
 [W: Eee, no man would like (to take) me anymore.
 H: They would still like to take you, and there would be plenty of them, 

but don’t you dare think you would run off with one of them.]

[9] [Internet source] A Polish male [M] to his female partner, who 
always complained about being overweight. He noticed her loo-
king into the mirror and grimacing, and he says softly, 

 M: Kocham te twoje wałeczki.
 [I love those your little curves (literally: little rolls).]
  
[10] A Polish female [F] to her female co-worker, who usually seems 

to struggle to present her professionalism in typically male com-
pany, after she performed a good presentation at work.
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 F: No tak, jak zawsze niezawodna.
 FC: Dzięki.
 [F:Well, yes, (you) have been unfailing, as always.
 FC: Thanks.]

The author would like to observe that the expression in [10] was uttered with intonation 
clearly indicating admiration, which may indicate that this example falls within the first 
and second category at the same time. In this case intonation was crucial, for if the same 
words were uttered with a sarcastic tone they would not be appreciated, and thus would be 
perceived as irony indicating the speaker’s jealousy. On the whole the author has observed 
that both Czech and Polish speakers tend to avoid explicit praise in their workplace. Most 
instances that were observed concerned achievements and skills, and were uttered among 
friends or close co-workers.

– to encourage the addressee to perform an action once again or better.  
However the hint is not always explicitly expressed, for example:

[11] At a party. A Czech male speaker [M] to his female collea-
gue after he managed to cause a smile on her face:

 M: Vidíš, tenhle ti mnohem víc sluší. Mĕla by 
ses smát častĕji a ne být pořád vážná.

 F: Jo, díky. Budu se snažit. 
 [M: You see, this suits you more. You should smile 

more often and not be so serious all the time.
 F: Thanks. I will try.]

[12] An older Czech male speaker [M] to a young 
female singer [F] during a talk show.

 M: Vy máte nádherně zastřený hlas.
 F: To protože jsem nemocná.
 M: A to nemáte pořád ?
 F: Ne, to nemám.
 M: A to si udržujte, to je úžasný.
 F: Dĕkuju.
 [M: You (have) speak in a beautifully hoarse voice.
 F: That’s because I am ill.
 M: And you don’t have it all the time ?
 F: No, I don’t.
 M: But (try) to retain that, it’s superb.
 F: Thank you.]

In [12] the man’s third turn served to enhance the compliment paid in the first line. The 
singer downgraded the compliment at first, nevertheless the man went on to justify his 
praise, and finally the singer acknowledged the compliment in her third turn.   
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[13] At home. A Polish female to her husband after he had pre-
pared dinner; she says with a murmur in her voice,

 F: Mmm, misiaczku, robisz najlepsze spagetti na świecie.
 M:[smiles]          
 [Mmm, my little bear, you make the best spaghetti in the world.]

In [13] the woman encourages the man to participate in the household duties by apply-
ing praise. It may be argued that it was not a sincere compliment as her purpose was 
encouragement, not praise. However, it cannot be denied she was happy with the fact that 
her husband had helped her in cooking and she wanted to make sure it was noticed and 
appreciated. She might have viewed her compliment as a gift or a reward for the gift - the 
cooking - that she had received from her husband.

– to introduce the topic of a conversation / as a prelude for a topic, for example:

[14] A Czech male [M] to a female [F] almost the same age, [an interview 
in a talk show], to introduce the  topic of her relations with men:

 M: Jste rozkošná...
 F: [smiles]
 M: Vyprávĕjte mi o mužských...
 [M: You are delightful...
 F: [smiles]
 M: Tell me about (your) men...]

[15] A Polish male host [M] to his female guest [F] during a talk show. When he 
wanted to introduce the topic of plastic surgery, he praised the guest twice:

 M: Ania, ty wiesz, że nie masz słowiańskiej urody. No, jesteś dosyć nietypowa.
 F: [looks puzzled] 
 M: Prawda? Jesteś… no jesteś ‘hot’.
 F: Do czego dążysz, bo nie wiem?
 M: Ja już doszedłem do końca.
 F: [laughs]
 M: Ale zmieniłabyś coś … w przyszłości? Coś podciągniesz? Przeciągniesz?
 [- Ania, you know you do not have Slavic looks  

[beauty]. Yeah, you are quite untypical. 
 - [looks puzzled]
 - Am I right? You are …. yes, you are hot.
 - What do you mean [literally: what are you coming to], because I do not get it?  
 - I have already come to the end. 
 - [laughs]
 - But would you change anything … in the future? Would 

you lift anything? Lengthen out anything?] 

In [15] the female guest seemed not to understand that she had been praised at first as the 
man used the ambiguous expression untypical, which may have had some negative conno-
tation. The host noticed this, and in his second turn he praised her explicitly, nevertheless 
she remained suspicious of his intentions and asked what he meant, and it occurred to her 
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that he did not mean to offend her by calling her untypical, and he turned the conversation 
around by telling a joke and asking if she would change anything (about her body) in the 
future.  

– the compliment as a mitigation of a potentially FTA of request, for example:

[16] [Internet source] A 10-year-old Czech male patient [P] in a hospital to a nurse:
 P: Vypadáte tak hezky jako moje maminka. Dáte mi eštĕ jednu buchtičku?
 [P: You look as beautiful as my mum. Would you give me one more roll ?]

[17] A young Czech male [M] to his friend seeing his new car:
 M: Ty vole ! Zavezeš mĕ večer domů ?
 [Wow, would you take me home (in your car) in the evening?]

[18] [Internet source] A Polish male [M] to the female secretary at work:
 M: Pani Bożenka zawsze taka elegancka i taka 

porządna. Wyszuka mi pani te dokumenty ? 
 [Missus (little) Bożena is always so elegant and so orga-

nized. Could you look for these files for me ?] 

[19] At a party. A young Polish male to his female classmate. This compliment 
may be treated as a sexual proposal if uttered to a stranger, or a person of 
lower status. Here the interlocutors knew each other well and were on the 
same social level, and the addressee took it just as a flirtatious remark:

 M: Jesteś słodka jak cukiereczek, tylko rozpakować.
 F: [laughs]
 [(You) are as sweet as a candy, (one needs) only (to) unwrap you.]
 
[20]4  The Polish Internet chat with Dorota Robaczewska – a singer. 

 <cdm> Dorotko jesteś Najpiękniejsza!!! Kocham 
Cię!!! Wyjdziesz za mnie??? ;-)))

 [Dorotka, (little Dorota) you are the most beauti-
ful ! I love you ! Would you marry me ?]

[21]4  The Polish Internet chat with Dorota Robaczewska – a singer. 

 NadeslanePytanie: Jesteś zmysłową i naprawdę piękną kobietą 
o niesamowitym uśmiechu i spojrzeniu. Jedyne pytanie jakie 
chciałbym Ci zadać, to czy umówiłabyś się z Internautą?

 [(You) are a sensual and really beautiful woman with an amaz-
ing smile and looks. The only question I would like to 
ask you is if you would date with a netizen ?] 

– to initiate contact, to make friends, or to show interest in the other person,  
for example: 

 [22] A Czech male speaker [M] to his new female co-worker during an integra-
tive meeting, he observed her for a while and then approached and said: 

 M: Ty se krásnĕ smĕješ. Dáš si nĕco k pití?
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 F: (Smiles and says) Proč ne ?.
 [M: You have a beautiful smile. Would you like anything to drink ?
 (to which she agrees)]
 
[23] A young Polish female [F] to a boy sitting next to her 

amongst the spectators during a game of basketball.
 F: Wow, ale masz zajebiste tatuaże.
 M: Tak? A ty jakieś masz ?
 [F: Wow, you have the most fuc… (swear word) tattoos.
 M: Have I ? And you – do you have any? ]
 And the conversation may continue.

[24] In one of the Czech dance-pubs, on Friday night, a man [M] – approxi-
mately 25 yearsold, paid a compliment to two women – approxi-
mately 32-36-year-olds, dancing next to him and singing a popu-
lar song. After the song, he embraced them both and said:

 M: Díky holky. Bylo to super.
 [Thanks girls. It was super.]

To which they just smiled in response. 
In [24] apparently the speaker wanted to thank the women for the great fun he had 

had watching them dancing and singing, taking into consideration the fact that before they 
entered the dance floor almost no one had danced so vigorously. Such a compliment may 
be perceived as an expression of gratitude, or an attempt to establish some rapport with 
the addressee, provided the women decided to continue the conversation in any way. As it 
occurred in the following Polish example:

[25] Situation in a pub. A man, [M] approximately 24-25 years old, 
approaches a woman (of the same age) sitting alone at the table, 
looking as if she was waiting for someone. He says,

 M: Taka piękna dziewczyna …. i sama ? 
 W: Czekam na koleżankę, zaraz przyjdzie.
 M: No ładnie, to będą dwie śliczne dziewczyny.
 W: [a smile and she seems perplexed] 
 M: Ja też jestem sam… to znaczy z kolegą. Możemy 

się przysiąść ? Może postawić wam coś ?
 W: Ok. Dobra. Weź nam dwa piwka z sokiem.
 M: Już się robi.
 [M: Such a beautiful girl … and alone ?
 W: I am waiting for my friend, she will be here in a minute.
 M: That’s great, there will be two beautiful girls.
 W – [a smile and she seems perplexed]
 M: I am alone too … I mean I am here with my friend. 

Can we join you ? Can I buy you a drink ?
 W: Ok. Good. Take two beers with juice for us.
 M: In no time at all.]
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In [25] the initial compliment worked as a conversation opener, and the second compli-
ment, in the third line, could be understood as a kind of additional strengthening and 
encouragement to continue the conversation.

– to praise while appearing as if the complimenter is seeking information  
at the same time, for example: 

[26] A Czech male [M1] to his friend [M2] after a game of basketball:
 M1: Jak to dĕláš že ti to tak jde?
 M2: Snažím se. 
 [M1: How do you do that? You are so good at it.
 M2: I do my best.]

[27] A Polish female [F] to her colleague [FC] seeing her new shoes.
 F: Ooo, gdzie kupiłaś te buty?
 FC: W CCC, w Srebrnej. Fajne, nie ?
 [F: Wow, where did you buy these shoes ?
 FC: In CCC, in Srebrna (Mall). Great, aren’t they ?]

[28] A Polish female [F] to her friend at her home, 
she smells something nice and said:

 F: Mmmm, co za zapach…co to ?
 FF: To niespodzianka.
 [F: Mmmm, what a smell…what is it?
 FF: It’s a surprise.]

Such situations are normally perceived as compliments, not requests, and the addressees 
rarely provide detailed information in their responses; here Poles do so more often than 
Czechs. It is more conventional than substantial, and illustrates the interactive nature of 
compliments (Sifianou 404). Nevertheless, the author decided to classify this as a sepa-
rate category, since sometimes the complimenter receives information instead of simple 
acknowledgement. 

– to thank, or as a prelude to an expression of gratitude, for example: 

[29] A Czech male told a joke and a female hea-
rer [F] had a good laugh, and she says:

 F: Jste hezký.
 [F: You are wonderful.]

[30] A Polish female [F] to her older female neighbour about her beautiful garden.
 F: Dzięki Pani mam wspaniały widok z okna. 
 [F: Thanks to You I have a very beautiful view from my window.]
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– to express attention to a change in somebody’s looks, or his/her new  
possession, for example:

[31] A Czech female [F] to her friend noticing she has changed her hairdo.
 F: Ty jo, ty jsi byla u kadeřníka ? Sluší ti to.
 F: Díky.
 [F: Wow, you have been at the hairdresser’s. It suits you.]
 [32] A Polish female [F] to her female friend after she has noti-

ced that the friend has redecorated her living room:
 F: Ooo, jaka zamiana…świetny kolor wybrałaś. A te dodatki…
 [Oh, what a change…you have chosen a great 

colour. And (look at) these accessories…]

In many cases the complimentee reacts with some history of the event, for example 
describing how or where s/he bought the object, or promises to provide some help for the 
complimenter in case s/he would also like to have a similar thing or change something in 
his/her look, depending on the object of praise. The reason why the author classified these 
as not being praise exclusively is the same as that stated in [27] above. Moreover, some of 
the author’s subjects in her broader study claimed they would like the other to notice the 
change in their looks, especially when they had put a lot of effort into it. This may influ-
ence the content of such compliments and secondarily the reason a compliment was paid 
– an existing change. 

– to react to a compliment, for example:

[33] A Czech female [F] and a male speaker [M] during an interview on TV:
 F: Vy jste mužný.
 M: [smiles] A to je dobrý, a vy jste velmi reprezentativní.
 [F: You are so manly.
 M: That’s good, and you are very representational.]

[34] A Polish female [F] and her male acquaintance [M] when they 
meet accidently after several years in the street, he compli-
ments her on her look, and she returns the compliment: 

 F: Bartek to ty ?
 M: O, cześć Magda... (embraces her) no widzę, 

że czas się dla ciebie zatrzymał.
 F: Ty też się nic nie zmieniłeś.
 [F: Baterk, is that you ?
 M: Oh, hi Magda...well, I see time has stopped for you.
 F: You have not changed either.] 
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– to introduce someone (usually in the media, where one of the aims is to 
attract the audience with an ingenious introduction), for example:

[35] A Czech male TV host [M] introducing his next female guest on his talk show:
 M: A teď pozvu neobyčejnĕ půvabnou mladou dámu, která pro mě je jed-

ním z osmi divů světa, ona je ten osmý. Na to, že je to maminka od dětí, 
to by nikdo nikdy neřekl. Po věku nepátrám, ale může to být už přes 
dvacet. Není to nikdo méně půvabný, než dívka...Sabina Laurinová.

 [M: And now, I would like to introduce a very charming young lady who, for 
me, is one of the eight wonders of the world, she is the eighth one. And no one 
would say that she is a mother. I am not interested in her age, but she may be 
older than 20. There is no one more charming than Mrs. Sabina Laurinová.]

[36] A Polish TV news male host [M] introducing his female 
co-worker presenting the weather forecast:

 M: A teraz słow kilka o pogodzie w pieknym wydaniu Doroty Gardias.
 [M: And now a couple of words about the weather (pre-

sented) in a beautiful way by Dorota Gardias.] 

– to entertain, as the compliments contain funny comparisons or phrases,  
for example:

[37] A Czech male to his female friend about her loud laugh.
 M: Smĕješ se jako kulomet, ale je to strašnĕ sexy.
 F: [laughs]
 [M: Your laugh sounds like a machine gun, but it is very sexy.] 

[38] A Polish female [F] to her boyfriend about his nice and funny smile:
 F: Masz najbardziej świstakowo-wampirkowy uśmiech na świecie. 
 [F: You have the most gophery-vampiric smile in the world.]

In most such cases the amusing implication is unintentional and the complimenter’s aim is 
to praise in a very original way.

The following examples and functions were found in Czech or Polish data respectively.

– to change the topic, for example:

[39] A Czech male host [M] to a younger actress [F] during a talk 
show. His second compliment here seemed to be uttered to change 
the topic or to prevent the topic from going in the wrong direc-
tion, which is why he cut into the woman’s turn with it:

 M:Vy jste božská ... co že jste tak elegantní?
 F: [displays embarrassment] Já nevím, to vám 

tak připadá, vy máte zvrhlý vkus.
 M: To si ke mně ještě žádná dívka nedovolila.
 F: Jste jediný muž, se kterým bych se...
 M: Vy jste sluníčko.
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 [M: You are a goddess, how come you are so elegant.
 F: I don’t know, you think so, you have bad taste.
 M: No woman has ever said that to me.
 F: You are the only man with whom I would....
 M: You are the (little) sun.]

Here the host was totally in control of what was going on in this conversation. His aim was 
to carry on an original conversation which could uncover the real self of the guest, not to 
display his own inner self.

– to mitigate criticism, for example:

[40] A Polish male [M] to his wife trying on a new dress:
 M: Wygladasz świetnie, ale wolę cię w czerwonym.
 [M: You look great, but I prefer you wearing red.]

5   Conclusions
It seems that compliments function more or less in the same way in all of the societies 
examined here. The author found examples in her Czech and Polish corpus which confirm 
all functions mentioned in the previous American, Australian, New Zealand, and British 
English compliment studies given in Table 2. On the whole, American, British, Australian, 
New Zealand, Czech and Polish compliments positively affect an interaction, and help to 
maintain good relationships. The functions mentioned by Holmes, Wolfson and Manes (in 
which compliments work as a social lubricant), or by Brown and Levinson, and Olshtain 
and Cohen (to express interest in the hearer), are also reflected in the Czech and Polish 
corpus. 

However, using compliments as a common strategy leading to the cementing of a rela-
tionship by praising some shared values is much more frequently utilised by the Ameri-
cans than by the British, Czechs and Poles. That is why any central European citizen 
coming home from the United States has the impression that Americans continually pay 
compliments. The reason is, as Brown and Levinson explained, the fact that mainstream 
American culture is based on solidarity, and thus people seek some common factors, points 
of connection with anyone they meet. In other words, one of the main purposes of com-
munication in American society is building up a sense of equality and belonging. 

All in all, as far as compliment functions are concerned, the author observed a relative 
coherence in all of the cultures studied. The aspect which differentiated them was the fre-
quency of use of a particular function, which was also connected to the overall frequency 
of compliments in a given society. Finally, the author suggests further analysis of com-
pliment exchanges in which a compliment was not appreciated by the recipient, or was 
treated as insincerity or flattery. That is why it is necessary to develop a clear determina-
tion of what a successful compliment could be, incorporating a description of the context 
and factors influencing the act of complimenting.   
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Notes
1  FFAs are those actions in which the face wants of the addressee are enhanced, and probably 

those of the speaker too (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2005).
2  Entry Citation: Michael R. Cunningham.”Opening Lines.” Encyclopedia of Human Relation-

ships. Ed. William F. Eadie. 2009. SAGE Publications. 18 Sep. 2009. <http://sage-ereference.com/
humanrelationships/Article_n381.html>. 

3  Entry Citation: Charles J. Stewart. “Interviewing.” 21st Century Communication: A Refer-
ence Handbook. Ed. William F. Eadie. 2009. SAGE Publications. 18 Sep. 2009. <http://sage-eref-
erence.com/communication/Article_n21.html>.

4  Chat with Ms. Dorota Robaczewska ‘DODA’ – a Polish singer; czat.wp.pl
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Some Thoughts  
on Translation Procedures as Employed  
in Acquis Communautaire Documents

Klaudia Gibová 

Abstract

This article gives an overview of major translation procedures employed in Acquis communautaire 
documents, i.e. institutional-legal EU documents on education and training, published in the Offi-
cial Journal of the European Union, against a background of the English-Slovak language pair. 
On the basis of comprehensive textual analysis, the author aims to elaborate her own synthetising 
translation procedures model as applied in the translations under scrutiny, consisting of transposi-
tion, modulation, permutation, expansion, reduction, calque and borrowing, drawing on Vinay & 
Darbelnet’s (1958/1995), Newmark’s (1981, 1988) and Schreiber’s (1993) earlier models.  The 
paper also draws attention to broader implications of the manipulative power of EU language 
policy. 

Keywords: translation, institutional-legal EU documents, translation procedures, text analysis

1  Introduction: Getting to grips with the terminological cul-de-sac  
Acquis communautaire documents, i.e. institutional-legal EU documents as a textual genre 
originating in specific conditions within a supranational multilingual environment, offer a 
rich repository of both theoretical and practice-oriented translatological problems. 

When analysing translations in general there are certain linguistic categories that 
allow us to examine how the target text (TT) functions in relation to the source text 
(ST). These categories are widely known as “translation procedures” or “translation 
techniques”. However, it should be highlighted at this point that there is considerable 
terminological disagreement among translation scholars regarding the proper label to be 
used in this connection (cf. Molina & Hurtado Albir 2002, 498–499). For the sake of this 
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paper, however, the author holds to the former terminological designation. Let us now shed 
some light on translation procedures from a conceptual point of view, and let us try to draw 
a line of demarcation between them and other translatological notions with which they are 
more often than not unjustly confused. 

Translation procedures may be understood as a tool of textual analysis that represents 
a process of searching for notable semantic and formal relations arising between the original 
and the target text. Translation procedures can be traced by the textual comparison of the 
original and its translation, and ultimately they have a bearing on a text’s microstylistics, 
i.e. they influence lower levels of a text’s structure - its sentences and parts thereof. 
When opting for appropriate translation procedures, the translator should bear in mind 
the translation method initially chosen. Translation procedures depend on the choice 
of translation method, which is a global choice by a translator on the macro-scale. For 
instance, if the aim of a translator is to produce an exoticising translation which should 
respect all the particularities of a source culture, they will opt for a foreignizing translation 
method, and in line with this the translation procedure of borrowing should rightly be 
expected to be the most frequent one. 

However, translation procedures and translation methods are not to be confused with 
translation strategies1, which refer to procedures that translators themselves activate 
when dealing with translation problems: when they unscramble semantic relations 
among words, when they distinguish between core and less important ideas, or when 
they reformulate some information. All in all, translation strategies are a firm part of 
a translator’s competence and they open up ways of finding an appropriate translation 
solution on the basis of a suitable translation procedure chosen.

2  Analysis of translation procedures in the EU text corpus
After a somewhat brief glimpse at the terminological difficulties that are inexorably bound 
up with translation procedures, I would now like to move on to present my own pro-
posed model of translation procedures, which I elaborated exclusively for the genre of 
institutional-legal EU documents. Having a firm aim in mind, I drew on earlier models 
as propounded by Vinay & Darbelnet (1958/1995; cf. Table 1 below), Newmark (1981, 
1988) and Schreiber (1993), which opened up new vistas for the application of the above-
mentioned translation models to institutional-legal texts. The advantage of combining the 
above models lay in the possibility of developing a synthetising model based on the appli-
cation to the studied text type that would best reflect its quintessential features (cf. Table 
2). Statistically, this part of research drew on a database of 2663 excerpted language units 
taken for particular translation procedures in MS Excel, which should provide reasonably 
sufficient corpus material for a qualitative contrastive linguistic analysis. 
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Table 1:  Vinay & Darbelnet’s  model of translation procedures
direct translation 
procedures

borrowing
calque

oblique translation 
procedures 

transposition
modulation
equivalence
adaptation2

Table 2:  Model of translation procedures tailored to EU documents
Procedure Type

transposition
word-class (formal) t.
sentence-member (functional) t.

permutation
minimum
median
maximum

expansion
reduction

modulation
pure modulation
modulation of expression

calque
semantic calque
word-formation calque

borrowing
transcription
transference

As can be seen in Table 1, Vinay & Darbelnet, who rank among the most prominent rep-
resentatives of the French school of comparative stylistics, identified direct and oblique 
translation procedures within their model (1958/1995, 30–41). While the former (i.e. 
borrowing, calque) rest on a minimum modification of source structure, the latter (i.e. 
transposition, modulation) are used due to significant structural or conceptual asymmetries 
arising between the source and the target language.  Moreover, oblique translation proce-
dures are connected with overcoming metaphorical lacunae in the target language which 
have to be filled with corresponding elements in such a way that there is an impression that 
the message of the resulting text is the same. It is noteworthy that this dichotomy between 
the direct and oblique translation procedures is redolent of the well-known distinction 
literal vs. free translation.  

Furthermore, when assessing Vinay & Darbelnet’s model, one can hardly overlook 
two fundamental translation strategies that are reflected in it, namely exotization and 
naturalization. While the former is grounded in an undisturbed approach towards the TT 
and retains elements of the source language (culture) environment, the latter is based on 
the substitution principle and underscores the potential of the TT and its culture. Since in 
the EU setting it is first and foremost the source text and its structure which are the cru-
cial factors having a bearing on the choice of the translation strategy on whose basis the 
EU translator approaches the translation process, an overall exoticizing approach to EU 
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document translation may be rightfully expected. The naturalizing approach should occur 
to a lesser extent. 

In the following section of the paper the author gives an overview of the principal 
translation procedures as applied in the translations under study. Each translation proce-
dure is described and presented, with supporting corpus examples, in the respective tables. 

2.1  Transposition
This classic translation procedure involves replacing one part of speech for another with-
out changing the meaning of the message. Actually, this is the only translation procedure 
that has something to do with grammar, even though a good many translators carry out 
transpositions intuitively (Newmark 1988, 88). That said, translators usually commence 
their search for desired translation equivalence by debating the possibility of formal cor-
respondence between the languages entering the translation process. However, if no identi-
cal formal equivalent seems available, they readily have recourse to performing transposi-
tions as a consequence of keeping the text information invariant.

As far as transposition is concerned, a distinction is usually made between word-
class (i.e. formal) and sentence-member transposition (i.e. functional), and this was also 
observed in the corpus. While the former involves a change in the word-class of an ele-
ment between the SL and TL, the latter rests on a change in the syntactic function of a TL 
element compared with the SL element. Tables 3 and 4 respectively give an overview of a 
sample of selected English-Slovak word-class and sentence-member transpositions taken 
from the EU text corpus, with the most frequent typological classification. 

Table 3:  Word-class transpositions
There is a need to promote active citizenship Je potrebné podporovať aktívne občianstvo N→ Adj
The Lifelong Leaning programme should 
be regularly monitored and evaluated [...] 
in order to allow for readjustments

Program celoživotného vzdelávania 
by sa mal pravidelne  monitorovať a 
hodnotiť [...], aby sa mohol upravovať

N→ V

The Member States stall endeavour 
to adopt all appropriate measures 
to remove legal and administrative 
obstacles to the proper functioning of 
the Lifelong Learning Programme

Členské štáty sa usilujú prijať všetky vhodné 
opatrenia na odstránenie  právnych a admini- 
stratívnych prekážok riadneho  fungovania 
programu celoživotného vzdelávania

V→ N

budgetary availability dostupnosť rozpočtu Adj → N

Table 4: Sentence-member transpositions
The actions referred to in this Article may be 
implemented by means of calls of proposals

Akcie uvedené v tomto článku 
možno vykonávať prostredníctvom 
výziev na predloženie návrhov

Subj → Obj

The Göteborg European Council of 
15 and 16 June 2001 agreed a strategy 
for sustainable development

Na zasadnutí Európskej rady v Göteborgu 
15. a 16. júna 2001 bola schválená 
stratégia trvalo udržateľného rozvoja

Obj→
Subj

The Community is to aim to eliminate 
inequalities and promote equality

Cieľom Spoločenstva musí byť odstránenie 
nerovnosti a presadzovania rovnosti

Obj→
Att N
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An intriguing finding from the corpus analysis is that word-class and  sentence-member 
transpositions cannot be separated too strictly from each other, as the change of word-
class fairly frequently leads to a change in the syntactic function of a TL element, as is 
demonstrated by the following example: Operating grants as referred to in Article 5(1)
(g) to support certain operational and administrative costs  may be awarded. ~ Ako sa 
uvádza v článku 5 ods. 1 písm. g) môžu sa prideliť operačné granty na podporu niektorých 
prevádzkových a administratívnych nákladov. 

Here, the V→ N word-class transposition from English into Slovak is accompanied 
by a functional Obj→ Att N transposition. Therefore, “transposition fusion” is a frequent 
phenomenon. 

Based on the excerpted corpus examples it can be argued that transpositions make for 
interlingual shifts in the grammatical structure or function of TL units. When using 
transposition, SL and TL syntagmatic/syntactic structures possess identical meanings; 
however, they do not match in terms of their formal/functional facet.  Given the significant 
linguistic-structural differences between the English and Slovak codes, transpositions, of 
whatever kind, are an abundant group in the corpus.   

2.2  Modulation
This oblique translation procedure entails a “variation of the form of the message, obtained 
by a change in the point of view“ (Venuti 2000, 89). This implies that modulation is 
grounded in a shift of cognitive categories between the two languages. This shift is deemed 
to be justified when a literal or even transposed translation results in a grammatically cor-
rect utterance but it is still considered somewhat unsuitable, unidiomatic or awkward in the 
TL (ibid). Of all translation procedures, modulation appears to be the most thoroughgoing: 
whereas transposition puts the translator’s grammatical abilities to the test, modulation is 
said to be a real touchstone of a competent translator. The cause of this is to be sought in 
the very nature of modulation. Whereas transposition affects only the grammatical func-
tion of TL units, modulation involves the alteration of semantic categories or processes 
by which thoughts are conveyed. 

The in-depth analysis of the EU corpus has revealed that modulation can be encountered 
both in lexis as well as in syntactic structures. Modulation of the former type has been 
labelled here as “modulation of expression”, whereas modulation of the latter kind has 
been termed “pure modulation”, in compliance with Newmark’s terminology (1988, 
88–89). On the one hand, modulation of expression, predominantly terminologically-
oriented, can be exemplified by e.g. exchange of good practice ~ výmena osvedčených 
postupov, legal challenge ~ opravný prostriedok,  portability of credits ~ potreba uznávania 
kreditov or even by a sentence such as the Joint Committee shall meet every second year ~ 
Spoločný výbor zasadá raz za dva roky, where the modulation is purely functional, ‘every 
second year’ appearing as ‘raz za dva roky’ in an attempt to attain greater naturalness of 
the TL expression. On the other hand, pure modulation, which is syntax-oriented, occurs 
e.g. in Administration of these actions shall be implemented by the competent officials of 
each Party ~ Správu týchto činností vykonávajú príslušní úradníci z každej strany, where 
the subject in the English passive corresponds to the object in the Slovak active sentence.
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A crucial finding regarding the quantitative corpus analysis is that modulation, though 
extremely frequent in literary translation, is much less so in the genre of institutional-legal 
texts (cf. Table 6 and Alcaraz and Hughes, 185). 

2.3  Permutation
When comparing English and Slovak EU documents, positional divergences of lexico-
syntactic TL elements from their original positions in the source text were also noted. This 
interlingual phenomenon is referred to within my proposed model as permutation. In light 
of the above observation, permutation is connected with differences in linear sentence 
organisation. Depending on the extent of the resulting positional divergences3, we can 
speak of minimum, median or maximum permutation, as given in table 5.

Table 5:  Minimum, median and maximum permutation
The Host institutions shall not charge 
tuition fees to such students

Hostiteľské inštitúcie týmto 
študentom neúčtujú školné

minimum 
permutation
<+1 >

The measures necessary for the 
implementation of the Lifelong Learning 
Programme relating to the following 
matters shall be adopted by the 
Commission [...] in accordance with the 
procedure referred to in Article 10 (2)

Komisia prijme v súlade s postupom 
uvedeným v čl. 10 ods. 2 opatrenia potrebné 
na realizáciu programu celoživotného 
vzdelávania, ktoré sa týkajú týchto oblastí

median 
permutation
<-1, +1>

There is a need to widen access for those 
from disadvantaged groups and to address 
actively the special learning needs of those 
with disabilities, in the implementation 
of all parts of the programme, including 
the use of higher grants to reflect the 
additional costs of disabled participants, 
and the provision of support for the learning 
and use of sign languages and Braille

Pri realizácii všetkých častí programu je 
potrebné rozšíriť dostupnosť na osoby 
zo znevýhodnených skupín a aktívne sa 
venovať osobitným vzdelávacím potrebám 
osôb so zdravotným postihnutím, vrátane 
poskytovania vyšších grantov, ktoré 
zohľadnia dodatočné náklady  účastníkov so 
zdravotným postihnutím, a poskytovaním 
podpory pre učenie sa a používanie 
znakovej reči a Braillovho písma

maximum 
permutation
<-1>

The excerpted example of median permutation in Table 5 demonstrates an interesting find-
ing: the translation procedure of permutation does not occur in isolation, but can fairly 
often be found in combination with sentence-member transposition, which implies that 
translation procedures hardly ever occur on their own. All in all, the unequivocally most 
frequent occurrence of minimum permutation in documents under study testifies to the 
institutional translators’ efforts to retain the word-order as present in the English texts and 
consequently produces a similar ordering of sentence constituents in the Slovak translation 
versions, by which they de facto achieve an analogical conceptualization of an English 
document in its Slovak translation version. 

2.4  Expansion and reduction
Moving onwards, expansion and reduction can be perceived as complementary antitheti-
cal translation procedures. Expansion involves adding some extra information into the 
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target text, i.e. words that are absent in the original but which have to be present so that the 
TT can be better understood and sounds more natural to the recipient’s ear. Compare the 
following SL and TL units: calls for proposals ~ výzvy na predloženie návrhov; teacher 
training ~ odborná príprava učiteľov; European Anti-Fraud Office ~ Európsky úrad pre 
boj proti podvodom. Thus, expansion can be understood as a translation universal since it 
results from a translation situation rather than interlingual contact. In the case of EU trans-
lation, some expansions seem to be motivated by the influence of the legal context, e.g. in 
Article 3 (3)(a) ~ v článku 3 ods. 3 písm. a).

On the other hand, reduction consists in omitting certain grammatical or lexical 
elements from the source text. Therefore, this procedure is based on applying either 
lexical generalization or contraction to a SL element or on grammatical ‘downgrading’, as 
demonstrated by the following excerpted examples: the European Community will provide 
support for the use of the European Community projects partners ~ Európske spoločenstvo 
bude spravidla poskytovať podporu partnerom projektov z Európskeho spoločenstva; 
residence permit issued to unremunerated trainees ~ povolenie na pobyt pre neplatených 
stážistov.

Seen from a quantitative angle, expansions are a relatively abundant procedure in 
the corpus, which can be explained by the general nature of translationese. On the other 
hand, reductions represent a very small minority group in the corpus. This low occurrence 
of the said translation procedure reveals much about the nature of translation work in the 
EU institutions: the translator cannot take the liberty of taking away information from the 
source text and in this fashion ‘underinterpreting’ the text.   

2.5  Calque
Calques are literal translations of names from the SL into the TL; literal borrowings of 
transparent designations from the SL which have their respective literal equivalents in 
the TL. Moreover, a calque is a word/phrase that morphematically and semantically mim-
ics a foreign word/phrase in the TL. Thus it can be argued that a certain imitation of the SL 
form, its mimesis, is strived for on the part of the translator. 

Newmark (1981, 76) stresses the importance of using this procedure4 when translating 
the names of international organisations, often consisting of ‘universal words’ with a 
fairly transparent structure. Consider these concrete examples taken from my EU corpus:  
European Parliament ~ Európsky parlament, European Economic and Social Committee ~ 
Európsky hospodársky a sociálny výbor, EEA ~ EHP etc. In addition, Newmark goes as far 
as using a specific designation for such generally accepted renderings of institutional terms, 
i.e. that of “recognised translation”. In my view, a recognised translation may be taken as 
an already resolved issue, while a calque may still be a translation in its infancy, because 
terms that are being taken over as neologisms from the point of view of their usage are 
often haphazardly calqued, and only after a certain time do their established designations, 
i.e. recognised translations, come into existence. In the examples given above, it would no 
longer make sense to consider potential translation variants of the given expressions; any 
other translations would lead to an incorrect translation (see Gibová 2008, 59f for more).

On the basis of my textual analysis, a conclusion has been reached that either 
semantic (public security ~ verejná bezpečnosť, operational objectives ~ operačné ciele, 
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mutual enrichment ~ vzájomné obohacovanie) or word-formation calques can be formed 
(biannual report ~ dvojročná správa, pre-accession strategy ~ predvstupová stratégia).

To sum up, I wish to accentuate that calquing as such represents a unique way of taking 
over lexical units, because it is not phrases or syntagmas that are being taken over but 
rather their motivation, either of word-formation or semantic nature. This forms the basis 
of the distinction between word-formation and semantic calques. In quantitative terms, in 
the analysed EU documents, the latter type is prevalent, with 92.25% of instances. 

It is vital to realize that EU documents embody an independent supra-national textual 
unit. Therefore, it is not the translator’s task to adapt these documents to comply with 
national legislation texts, but rather to keep them in the unchanged form, striving for the 
most faithful expressions of the source text. In this way, in each official language of the 
Union a new textual type comes into existence, which is being transformed into national 
legislation documents within the European legislation approximation process.

2.6  Borrowing
With borrowing, a SL word is transferred directly to the TL. It remains debatable if this 
is a translation procedure at all because no significant structural change is taking place 
in the TL, only the orthography of a word is adapted at best. On the other hand, no other 
translation procedure seems fitting to describe the phenomenon when a translator opts 
for using a SL word in a target text. When taking over foreign expressions, a term can be 
adopted either with its original wording (eLearning, Joint Masters), or with an adaptation 
of a denomination to fit the norms of the TT both on graphic and phonetic levels (migra-
tion ~ migrácia, subsidiarity ~ subsidiarita, mobility ~ mobilita). Employing Newmark’s 
terminology (1988), the former would be called transference and the latter transcription.

It is also worthy of note that when taking over a word from the SL into the TL by 
borrowing, the transfer of both its formal and semantic facets takes place at the same time. 
This is how borrowing differs from calquing, where only the semantic facet of a word is 
transferred. 

With borrowings, the ability of the Slovak language to absorb as much as it can in 
an era of globalisation becomes clear. Having the temporal dimension in mind, there 
are borrowings which still sound fairly novel or exoticising, but one can come across 
borrowings which have become domesticated over time, and are now fully-fledged 
members of the linguistic inventory.    

3  Conclusion
By way of conclusion it is vital to accentuate that today’s tendencies in translating EU 
documents are towards using the translation procedure of calquing. In my corpus, with a 
total of 955 occurrences, calques make up 35.86% of all identified procedures (see Table 
6). This means that an exoticising approach to translation is prevalent in the Slovak trans-
lations of EU texts. Direct translation procedures are preferred to oblique ones; calques 
along with borrowings make up 43.07% while transpositions and modulations account for 
31.24% of all materialized translation procedures. A relatively high degree of incidence of 
calques and borrowings can be explained by the EU’s language policy and its institutional 
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guidelines which prompt EU translators to adhere to a source text and eventually induce 
them to copy its language structures.  

Table 6: Overview of translation procedures in the EU text corpus5

Procedure Type   Text A Text B Text  C Total %

transposition
word-class 317 150 51 518

705 26.47
sentence-member 122 39 26 187

permutation 111 40 25 176 6.61
expansion 356 56 53 465 17.46
reduction 17 17 9 43 1.61

modulation
pure 37 13 14 64

127 4.77
m. of expression 21 32 10 63

calque
semantic 468 207 206 881

955 35.86
word-formation 62 6 6 74

borrowing
transcription 140 17 28 185

192 7.21
transference 6 0 1 7

Although, as expected, the naturalizing approach occurs in the studied EU documents to 
a lesser extent (the frequency of occurrence of oblique translation procedures is approxi-
mately 1.38 times smaller in comparison with the direct translation procedures), transposi-
tions represent an abundant group in the corpus. These account for 26.47% of all identi-
fied translation procedures, which makes them the second most frequent procedure after 
calques. By this finding a significant linguistic-structural distance between the English 
and Slovak codes has been established. Furthermore, the ascertained values of expansions 
and permutations could be expected to a considerable degree due to the intrinsic nature 
of translation and the tendency towards explicitation as a translation universal. The least 
frequent procedure was reduction, with a value of 1.61%; this is fully in compliance with 
the rigidity of the EU’s language policy, which forces the translator to transfer a given text 
from the SL into the TL without any omission of SL inventory constituents. This is indeed 
determined by the function and position of institutional-legal texts.  This article, which 
draws on the author’s dissertation thesis, has demonstrated that the analysis of translation 
procedures employing a combination of the methodology of the translation models as 
worked out by Vinay & Darbelnet, Newmark and Schreiber has a sound applicability in 
the case of institutional-legal EU documents.

Last but far from least, I fully realise that not every partial area of the research con-
ducted has been given as much space in this article as it would deserve, due to its limited 
scope. In spite of this, the author humbly believes that at least some of her findings and 
major problems have been outlined. 
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The above article is dedicated to the lasting memory of Prof. PhDr. Aleš Svoboda, DrSc., an excep-
tional personality in many respects after whom I was honoured to take over teaching the History 
of the English Language course at the Institute of British and American Studies, the University of 
Prešov.  

Notes
1 On the other hand, one should not strictly rule out the possibility of “translation strategy“  

functioning as “translation procedure” at the same time. Consider e.g. the strategy of paraphrasing 
the source text information which de facto results in adding some extra information to the target 
text. This information addition makes up what is commonly referred to as the translation procedure 
of “expansion”. 

2 Equivalence and adaptation as translation procedures put forward by Vinay & Darbelnet 
(1958/1995) seem apt on the one hand for translating idioms, clichés, proverbs etc. or, on the other 
hand, when the type of situation being referred to by the SL message is unknown in the TL culture. 
(Venuti 2000, 90–91). For this reason, the incidence of the said procedures in the analysed EU text 
corpus is automatically ruled out due to the intrinsic nature of legalese. The incidence of adaptation 
and equivalence is much more expected in a figuratively-loaded text genre, i.e. a literary text. 
Therefore, in order to elaborate my own fully-fledged model, I had to draw on other inspiring 
translation models.

3  Examined word-order inversions between the SL and TL can also be roughly characterized 
by means of Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ , varying between <-1, +1> wherein the value -1 
stands for the very opposite word-order and that of +1 for the absolutely identical one (see Krupa 
1980: 135 and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kendall’s_tau). However, my minimum permutations 
have been marked with the value +1 to stand for relatively minor differences in the linear sentence 
organization when comparing the ST and TT. In the case of maximum permutations, on the other 
hand, Kendall’s concept of “oppositeness” of word-order implies to me rather considerable word-
order differences, i.e. the shift of large stretches of sentences from the middle section to the initial 
sentence section, etc.     

4 Terminologically speaking, Newmark is not particularly prone to use the term “calque”. 
Instead, he gives preference to, in his own words, “a more transparent term, that of ‘through-
translation’ ” (1981, 76).

5 The EU documents under investigation comprise English and Slovak language versions 
of Decision No. 1720/2006/EC of 15 November 2006 of the European Parliament and Council 
establishing an action programme in the field of lifelong learning (Text A); Council Directive 
2004/114/EC of 13 december [sic!] 2004 on the conditions of admission of third-country nationals 
for the purposes of studies, pupil exchange, unremunerated training or voluntary service (Text B) 
and Agreement between the European Community and the United States of America renewing a 
programme of cooperation in higher education and vocational education and training, done at 
Vienna this 21. day of June 2006 (Text C).
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Aleš Svoboda in My Memories

My acquaintance with Aleš Svoboda goes back to the late sixties of the last century, when 
his first scholarly works began to appear in print. I was greatly impressed by his – to my 
knowledge – very first study in which he extended the current FSP research to a lower dis-
tributional field, that of the noun phrase. Drawing on the work of his teacher Jan Firbas, the 
main elaborator of Mathesius’s concept of FSP, whose co-worker he was later to become, 
Aleš Svoboda presented a functional description of the noun phrase as a theme-transition-
rheme structure. The study appeared in a memorable volume of Brno Studies in English in 
1969, dedicated to the founder of English linguistic studies at Masaryk University, Josef 
Vachek. In a later treatise (BSE 1987) Aleš Svoboda revised his earlier conception, but 
his initial treatment retains an important position in the development of the theory of FSP.

A chance to become acquainted with all his publications up to then presented itself 
when I acted as one of the opponents in the proceedings for his DrSc. degree. On that 
occasion, Aleš sent me all his works – it was quite a parcel – and I deeply regret that 
afterwards, assuming them to be only lent to me, I sent them back. At that time his work 
presented a consistent theory (expounded in his doctoral dissertation From mezzostructures 
to microstructures in functional syntax), but to this day I remember one point that struck 
me as profoundly insightful – his treatment of the manner adjunct. This element is not 
easy to place in the clausal distributional field because, although as a clause element it is 
a carrier of an FSP function and though it is largely context-independent, it rarely belongs 
to the rheme. Aleš Svoboda pointed out the similarity between the modification of the 
verb by a qualifying adverb and modification of the noun by an adjective, and proposed 
treating an unintensified manner adjunct and the verb as one FSP unit, with its own lower 
distributional field, in the same way as he treated modified noun phrases. Appropriately 
at this point, Aleš’s concept of diatheme should have been mentioned first, but it is so 
well known that it hardly needs to be recalled.  I even introduced it early into students’ 
simplified FSP analyses, but my own full appreciation of the concept came when I tried to 
relate it to Mathesius’s terms ‘starting point’ and ‘what is spoken about’.

Among Aleš Svoboda’s major publications, another book that surely deserves mention 
is a volume unrelated to his work on FSP. Aleš was not only a brilliant scholar, but also 
a dedicated teacher who always kept in mind the needs of his students. He was the main 
author of a reference book that lists and explains the basic concepts (An ABC) of theoreti-
cal and applied linguistics. Covering a wide range of subjects which are graded according 
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to the stage of study, it is useful for all three degree programmes: BA, MA and PhD. To 
enable his students to become acquainted with scholars from other Czech universities, he 
used to invite members of other English departments to give lectures, in addition to dis-
playing their photographs on the walls of the Ostrava Department. 

Correspondingly with his scholarly and pedagogic work, I knew Aleš Svoboda as 
an enthusiastic initiator and organizer of academic events and projects. Two memorable 
conventions stand out in my mind: the conference on postgraduate studies in Opava and 
the 6th Conference of British, American and Canadian Studies. The first of these was 
intended as the introduction to a project designed to keep teachers in doctoral programmes 
and supervisors of PhD dissertations in touch with the situation at other universities, with a 
view to students’ mobility. The 6th Conference of British, American and Canadian Studies 
took place in 2000, when Aleš Svoboda was also teaching in Prešov. In connection with 
the decennium of the existence of the English Department at the Faculty of Arts in Prešov 
University, he initiated and played an important role in the organization of the conference 
in two parts and at two venues, the first in Opava and the second in Prešov. It was on such 
occasions that I got better acquainted with him personally.

Unfortunately the greatest of his projects, the edition of Collected Works of Jan Firbas, 
remains to be completed by his successors, both his and Jan Firbas’s former students. The 
appearance of the first volume at the beginning of 2010 came too late for him to see in 
print.

Having drawn, from my memories, a very inadequate professional picture of Aleš Svo-
boda, I can only try to draw a truer picture of him as a friend and colleague. I always found 
him to be friendly, cheerful, full of ideas, always ready to spare me or other colleagues any 
inconvenience, always ready to offer his services regardless of his time. Whenever I came 
to Ostrava or Opava, he drove to meet me at the station, which in the case of Opava meant 
quite a distance – just to spare me the inconvenience of having to change to a local train.

My memories of his most friendly act are connected with the ESSE Conference in 
Glasgow in 1997. By coincidence we had taken the same flight, so that even during the 
journey there was plenty of time for friendly conversation. Towards the end of the confer-
ence week, our sections had programmes only in the morning, which gave us free after-
noons for sightseeing. Having a poor sense of direction I wasted one of them by failing to 
find what I wanted to see. I happened to mention it while Aleš was present. He immediately 
offered to show me round on the following day, although he had already acted as guide to 
Jan Firbas on that very same walk. He was indeed one of the most welcome well-wishers 
at the celebration of my anniversary in 2005 – characteristically having travelled all the 
way from Ostrava to Prague and back just to give me his best wishes in person.

I last met him on the sad occasion of Josef Hladký’s funeral in Brno in 2008. In the 
following year disquieting news began to come about his health. All of us who knew him 
kept receiving it with the unwavering hope that the next news would bring better tidings. 
And indeed good news did come towards the end of 2009 when there was even talk of his 
resuming his work at the Faculty. I was happy to be able to send him a copy of Mathesius’s 
Memoirs, which had just come out, and I felt even happier when he phoned to thank me 
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and tell me about the improvement of his health. Alas, the good news was soon followed 
by the very worst.      

Aleš Svoboda’s loss is an irreparable blow to English studies in this country in many 
respects, but it will be most felt by the younger scholars working in the field of FSP theory 
who have lost in him – a co-founder of FSP – their only remaining resort in theoretical 
problems. 

Libuše Dušková
Charles University, Prague
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Aleš Svoboda byl obdivuhodný...

Moje kontakty s Alešem Svobodou nebyly časté, ale troufám si říci, že obou stranně mimo-
řádně srdečné. Obdivoval jsem svého jmenovce, protože v do bě, kdy jsme se seznámili, já 
teprve začínal, kdežto Aleš byl již ve všech ohledech hotový a svrchovaný lingvista. Tím 
spíše mi lichotilo, že byl ochoten mě brát vážně, přestože naše oblasti zájmu se příliš nepro-
tínaly, a že se ke mně choval s přátelskou vlídností, která přesahovala pouhou kolegialitu. 
Vzpomínám, jak jsme během jedné z brněnských anglistických konferencí seděli sami v 
bufetu uvnitř areálu filozofické fakulty v Brně. Aleš měl za sebou přednášku na téma FSP 
na úrovni slabik a povídali jsme si o tom. Přednáška vyvolala rozporuplné reakce, ani já 
jsem si nebyl jist myšlenkou hledat informační strukturu na této úrovni. Dodnes mě mrzí, 
že jsem mu tehdy nevyjádřil větší podporu, a zároveň mi dodnes imponuje Alešova odvaha 
přijít s originálním nápadem a hájit ho proti nepříznivému postoji okolí. Myslím, že to byl 
jeden z jeho charakteristických rysů. Jiná moje vzpomínka na Aleše je z doby mé habili-
tace. Aleš byl oponentem práce a jeho posudek byl stručný a příznačně šel k jádru věci. 
A opět si vybavuji laskavost, s jakou vyzdvihoval klady, a taktnost, s jakou upozorňoval 
na to ostatní (a pravda je, že to ostatní si také pamatuji dodnes). Tím ovšem nechci říci, že 
Aleš Svoboda byl tátovské dobračisko. Naopak byl typickým příkladem osobnosti, kterou 
lékaři Friedman a Roseman kdysi identifikovali jako typ A, se vším, co k tomu patří: 
nesmírná dynamičnost a energie, schopnost podávat mimořádné výkony, ale i prudkost 
a po pudlivost v jednání tam, kde věci nejsou, jak by měly být. Spojovali tento typ s kom-
plexem chování, kdy daná osoba houževnatě bojuje, aby dosáhla čím dál více za stále 
kratší dobu, než je třeba, a to navzdory překážkám ze strany jiných lidí nebo okolností. 
Co víc, výsledky jejich studie tehdy naznačily, že u mužů s typem chování A je výrazná 
tendence k poškození srdečních cév a hrozí jim dříve infarkt myokardu. Obojí je v případě 
Aleše velmi přiléhavé. To je ovšem jen část obrazu. Při vzpomínce na Aleše Svobodu se 
mi vždy vybaví představa renesanční osobnosti do široka rozkročené, člověka výjimečně 
a všestranně obdařeného, který za sebou v lingvistice zanechal trvalou stopu, který žil 
na plno na všech frontách a vtěsnal do jednoho života víc, než co by jiným vystačilo na 
několik.  

Aleš Klégr 
Univerzita Karlova, Praha
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Linguistica Brunensia 1–2  
Brno: Masarykova univerzita, 2009.
Nová pravidla v hodnocení publikační činnosti akademických pracovníků nastartovala 
lavinu změn stran charakteru stávajících odborných periodik. Fakultní sborníky a sborníky 
kateder, dosud hlavní publikační platforma velké řady oborů, byly nuceny projít transfor-
mací v recenzované, nejlépe registrované časopisy, a to s vírou, že dojde k navýšení a kon-
trole kvality jednotlivých příspěvků. Takto se například Sborník prací filozofické fakulty 
brněnské univerzity, řady A, proměnil v recenzovaný odborný časopis Linguistica Brun-
ensia. Třebaže si nemyslím, že by v tomto konkrétním případě došlo k nějaké významné 
kvalitativní změně, sborník si přeci udržuje vysoký standard již od svého založení v roce 
1952, je dvojčíslo z roku 2009 v mnoha ohledech zásadní a hodné naší pozornosti.

Celý časopis je uvozen vzpomínkou Radoslava Večerky na počátky sborníku. 
Vý znam ný brněnský slavista a bohemista v nich osvětluje úskalí, která provázela vydá-
vání odborných publikací v době, jež rozvoji humanitních a společenských věd nepřála. 
Připomíná negativní, někdy přímo absurdní zkušenosti s cenzurou komunistického režimu, 
problémy s redakční a technickou úpravou schválených rukopisů, postupnou profilaci 
sborníku směrem k tématům bohemistickým, slavistickým, indoevropeistickým a obecně 
jazykovědným.

Vzpomínkový charakter mají také nejrůznější zdravice, nekrology a články upozorňující 
na výročí významných jazykovědců spjatých s brněnskou univerzitou. Takto se připomínají 
osmdesátiny Stanislava Žaži, specialisty na ruskou syntax, a pětaosmdesátiny dalšího 
rusisty, Jiřího Jiráčka. Osmou dekádu života dále překročili bohemista a sinolog Mirek 
Čejka, známý také jako překladatel studie G. Lakoffa a M. Johnsona Metaphors We Live 
By, a uznávaný syntaktik Miroslav Grepl. Vzpomínka je věnována také nedávno zesnulé 
Ludmile Pacnerové, přední znalkyni staročeských hlaholských památek. Respekt k těmto 
osobnostem projevují redaktoři časopisu i tím, že zároveň zveřejňují soupisy jejich prací, 
případně již existující bibliografii doplňují o aktuální položky. Stejné pozornosti se dos-
tává také práci jejich kolegů, Václavu Blažkovi, Žofii Šarapatkové a Evě Havlové.

Bibliografická péče míří nejen k lingvistům brněnským, ale také k nepřehlédnutelným 
představitelům jazykovědy světové. Svůj medailon a seznam hlavních prací zde mají ori-
entalista s českými kořeny Werner Vycichl (1909–1999), afrikanista Marvin Lionel Bender 
(1934–2008) a Kamil Zvelebil (1927–2009), český indolog se specializací na tamilštinu, 
který velkou část života působil v zahraničí. Ze zahraničních lingvistů se v tomto čísle 
objevuje také jméno Augusta Schleichera (1821–1868). Schleicher je zde představen jako 
autor vzpomínkového textu Sedm let profesorem v císařsko-královských službách, v němž 
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komentuje, a to vůbec ne lichotivě, své působení na Karlo-Ferdinandově univerzitě v 
Praze. Původní německý text byl přeložen do češtiny a v časopise je otištěn zrcadlově v 
obou jazycích.

Hlavní část časopisu pochopitelně tvoří odborné studie jednotlivých přispěvatelů. 
Většina z nich je napsána česky, zbývající články jsou otištěny v jazyce anglickém, 
německém a ruském. Mezi česky psané texty patří článek Milady Hirschové nazvaný Kon-
texty kontextu v současné pragmalingvistice, také komparativní studie Michala Schwarze 
Jméno „Buddha“ ve středoasijských jazycích, příspěvek Evy Havlové o přenášení názvů 
rostlin, korpusově zaměřená studie Kláry Osolsobě Deriváty na -čí: gramatika, slovník 
a korpus, dále pak článek Tělesné tekutiny a orgány v českých a německých metaforách 
hněvu, jehož autorkou je Jana Zemanová, a konečně etnolingvistická studie Václava 
Blažka a Michala Schwarze, která se na materiálu číslovek snaží „prověřit, jakým jazykem 
hovořili obyvatelé Novosibiřských ostrovů na přelomu 19. a 20. století“.

Autory cizojazyčných studií zastupují Bohumil Vykypěl s textem, který v českém 
překladu zní Ještě k německému vlivu na češtinu v oblasti fonologie. Dále dva ruské 
texty: Způsoby vyjádření kategorie čísla u substantiv v ruštině Aleše Brandnera a studie 
Světlany Nikiforové analyzující významové vztahy mezi nominálními kořeny kompozit v 
staroruských rukopisech. Anglicky psané studie pochází z pera Ondřeje Šefčíka (Strings, 
oppositions, metrics – Řetězce, opozice, metrika), Aleše Bičana (Phonology in axiomatic 
functionalism – Fonologie v axiomatickém funkcionalismu), Lenky Dočkalové (Develop-
ment of Sandhi phenomena in Sanskrit and in Aśokan Prakrit and Pāli (Vývoj sandhiových 
změn v sanskrtu, v Ašokově prákrtu a v jazyce pāli) a Denisse Čevelové a Václava Blažka 
(Gothic loans in Romance languages – Gótské přejímky v románských jazycích).

Osobně mě nejvíce zaujala poslední studie. Jednak tím, že se věnuje gótštině, to jest 
jazyku, jehož zkoumání mělo v českém prostředí slibnou tradici, nyní však již několik 
desítek let skomírá. Jednak i tím, že analýzou lexika románských jazyků dokázala rozšířit 
doposud známou slovní zásobu gótštiny o cca 3,3 % lexikálních jednotek. Třebaže nemu-
síme nutně sdílet překvapení autorů nad tím, že v nově objevených výrazech převládá 
„mírumilovná sémantika zaměřená na civilní život“ – je známo, že si Gótové velmi rychle 
přivlastnili kulturní návyky Římanů a jejich potomků –, jde o záslužný počin a pevně 
věřím, že na něj bude v budoucnu navázáno. Tato studie, stejně jako řada dalších zde 
zveřejněných článků, vznikla ve spolupráci s brněnským Střediskem pro interdisciplinární 
výzkum starých jazyků a starších fází jazyků moderních.

Poslední součástí čísla, o níž ještě nebyla zmínka, je bohatá, více než padesátistránk-
ová recenzní příloha. Prostor byl dán recenzím na tituly z nejrůznějších lingvistických dis-
ciplín. Zastoupeny tu jsou typologie, morfologie, onomastika, dialektologie, sociolingvis-
tika, obecná jazykověda ad. Za všechny si dovolím zmínit alespoň dvě recenze Bohumila 
Vykypěla, a to konkrétně publikací dvou hvězd lingvistického nebe – Edwarda Sapira 
a Nikolaje Sergejeviče Trubeckého. V prvním případě recenzent hodnotí The Collected 
Works of Edward Sapir I. General Linguistics (2008). V případě druhém recenze podává 
informace o novém vydání korespondence, kterou N. S. Trubeckoj vedl s Romanem Jakob-
sonem (Correspondance avec Roman Jakobson et autres écrits, 2006).

Mám za to, že tímto číslem (ve skutečnosti dvojčíslem) Linguistica Brunensia potvrdila 
své přední postavení mezi českými jazykovědně orientovanými časopisy. Jednotlivé stati 
jsou na vysoké odborné úrovni a dokonce věřím, že by mnohé z nich dokázaly svými 
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atraktivními tématy strhnout také laické, třebaže v jazykovědě alespoň zčásti poučené 
čtenáře. Jejich autoři navíc ukázali, že lingvistika umí být nejen exaktní, ale také velmi 
zajímavá, ba zábavná věda, a že má smysl se jí zabývat.

Miroslav Černý
Ostravská univerzita

Poznámka
Profesor Aleš Svoboda v Brně studoval a dlouhá léta zde působil jako vysokoškolský učitel. V Brně 
také obhájil doktorát věd z obecné jazykovědy a po nějakou dobu byl členem oborové komise pro 
doktorská studia na brněnském Ústavu jazykovědy a baltistiky. Mnozí z pedagogů publikujících 
v časopise Linguistica Brunensia patřili k jeho učitelům či kolegům.

Renata Pípalová.  
Thematic Organization of Paragraphs and Higher Text Units.  
Praha: Univerzita Karlova v Praze, Pedagogická fakulta, 2008. 
In Thematic Organization of Paragraphs and Higher Text Units, Renata Pípalová reflects 
on the concept of the paragraph and its many present states and interpretations which 
have emerged in text linguistics especially in the past three decades and which are deeply 
rooted in the Prague approach to linguistics. As units of written discourse, paragraphs in 
the present study are subjected to multifaceted research based on examining their internal 
and external structure in contemporary British texts.

The book is organised into five main parts, each of which examines a specific issue 
in chapters of varying length. Pípalová opens her study (“Introduction”) with a concise 
account of the very basic concepts of the paragraph (the paragraph as a written medium 
arranged in a linear manner, having graphic and content aspects; a distinctive cultural 
phenomenon endowed with certain expectations; a macrotextual unit exhibiting its struc-
ture in terms of cohesion and coherence etc.) which serve as a springboard for Chapter 1, 
“Previous Research”. This chapter is devoted to a thorough  overview of some relevant 
approaches to the paragraph. Paragraphs are treated according to eleven criteria which 
play a significant role in the process of the establishment, organisation and interpreta-
tion of paragraphs. Of interest is the issue of paragraph boundaries; the author considers 
approaches by R. de Beaugrande, W. Chafe, M. Hoey and R. Quirk, and concludes that 
studies devoted to various aspects of paragraphing in the English-speaking tradition usu-
ally fall within the field of practical rhetoric (the concept of the topic sentence; paragraph 
development in terms of showing logical steps such as cause and effect, comparing and 
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contrasting, giving examples and definitions, tracing series of events, etc). Equal attention 
is devoted to Czech linguistic studies, beginning with Mathesius’s 1942 study Umění psát 
odstavce (The art of paragraphing), in which the author presents his own paragraph typol-
ogy based on the ex(im)plicit presence of the Theme, and then proceeding to Bečka’s 1964 
unique attempt at a soft, sharp, continuous and abrupt paragraph-boundary classification 
– which results in the observation that there is no unanimous harmony between the para-
graph boundary and thematic units. Undoubtedly, the key section here is subchapter 1.13, 
“Paragraph and Theme”, which draws on research into the Theme and related (mostly syn-
onymous) concepts, which are in some cases hard to delimit precisely (as varying typolo-
gies reflect particular linguistic schools: Discourse Topic, Textual Topic, Textual Theme/
Macrotheme/Hypertheme). Out of many treatments outlined, mention should be made of 
Van Dijk’s propositional approach to the Theme, which is reflected in a hierarchical multi-
level macrostructure based on a recursive, top-down principle. The core approach chosen 
as a methodological and research framework for the study is that advanced by Daneš 
(1994, 1995): the reason behind this choice is Daneš’s original treatment of thematic pro-
gressions inspired by the work of Mathesius.

As can be seen from the above, the author’s research into the thematic build-up of 
paragraphs largely follows Daneš’s approach. Thus, Chapter 2, “Theoretical Framework”, 
outlines Daneš’s framework, discusses key terms and concepts (the distributional field 
as the unit of departure in line with Firbas, the distinction between the Textual Theme or 
Hypertheme and FSP theme, thematic progressions and thematic layers, P-theme = Hyper-
theme, U-theme = utterance theme, discourse subjects etc.) and presents two case studies 
which, respectively, verify and explore concepts and approaches that serve as the overall 
research framework in Chapter 4. The central point of Pípalová’s discussion here lies in 
section 2.8, “Narrow P-theme Paragraphs vs. Broad P-theme Paragraphs”, which offers a 
modified version of Daneš’s framework; it is also in this part of the book that we turn to 
the main focus of the analysis – narrow P-theme paragraphs. The novel typology for treat-
ing thematic progressions operates with two concepts: narrow P-theme and broad P-theme 
paragraphs. These two concepts correspond to paragraphs with the P-theme unfolded and 
the P-theme as a content frame, respectively, in Daneš’s approach, and Pípalová main-
tains that the narrow P-theme paragraphs are based on the narrow thematic paradigm. 
The rationale for integrating these two “supratypes” of paragraphs is to “represent solely 
two extremes of a relatively continuous cline” (141): the metaphor of a cline/continuum 
cogently illustrates a situation when “the classification of paragraphs results from an inter-
play of factors, involving at least the relative (in)stability of choices from the layers of the 
Thematic area, (...), the type and arrangement of  the thematic progressions employed, the 
thematic turnover, the range of cohesive ties interlacing the thematic units, the existence 
of a paragraph-internal hierarchy, and the thematic paradigms established” (140). The pos-
sibility of intentional – and inevitably stylistic – choices as establishing criteria for the 
paragraph build-up lie behind the main hypothesis: that there are “affinities between text 
types or registers on the one hand, and suitable paragraph patterns on the other” (143).

Chapter 3, entitled “Overall Research Corpus”, presents a corpus consisting of eight-
een authentic contemporary British English texts from three registers – academic writing, 
mass media texts and narrative prose, totalling 2,070 paragraphs. The choice of registers 
reflects the author’s attempt at testing the modified typology on different texts: in contrast 
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to Daneš’s corpus formed solely by Czech technical (academic) texts and their populariza-
tions (Daneš 1968, 1994), Pípalová intentionally employs mass media texts and narrative 
prose so as to examine the role and impact of direct speech on the thematic development 
and typology of paragraphs. In this rather technical chapter the focus is on factors that 
influence external parameters of paragraphing - such as graphic conventions, paragraph 
boundary and length, type of register, or the overall size of particular texts. Of interest 
are the author’s observations regarding the intended recipient – the length of paragraphs 
seems to respect the age of the reader, reader proficiency, and the subject matter – the 
author claims that “compared to texts dealing with natural sciences, those dealing with 
humanities call for a remarkable lengthening of paragraphs owing to their comparably 
greater emphasis on interpretation and evaluation” (171). The results also show that the 
external aspects of paragraphing unavoidably contribute to the stylistic effect intended by 
the writer.

The core of the study is Chapter 4, “Body of Research”, which is based on the results 
of the author’s long-term interest in paragraph themes (viz Bibliography). Although the 
field of research is ultimately limited to the narrow P-theme paragraphs (cf. Chapter 2), 
the chapter opens with an analysis of paragraphs featuring direct speech. Nevertheless, 
this seems to be a logical choice, since (i) “these [direct speech] paragraphs are not dealt 
with in the original framework by Daneš” (174); (ii) direct speech is the foregrounding 
property of paragraphs and makes them marked; (iii) most of these paragraphs fall within 
the Narrow P-theme paragraphs. As Chapter 4 offers a step-by-step account of the author’s 
extensive research into five particular types of thematic progression, I will try to offer a 
brief summary of the results of narrow P-theme paragraphs. With respect to the factors 
(criteria) for paragraph typology outlined in Chapter 2 and in the previous section here, 
the narrow P-theme paragraphs  (i) manifest the top degrees of stability in their thematic 
build-up – they foreground a single Thematic  discourse subject, (ii) the exponent of the 
foregrounded Thematic discourse subject is usually explicit and frequently occurs in the 
initial – topic – sentence, (iii) the utterance themes are linked by paradigmatic progression  
and the cohesive links between them establish a narrow thematic cohesive paradigm 
(due to the relations of identity, equivalence, inclusion), (iv) typical cohesive devices are 
repetition, synonymy, pronominalisation, and ellipsis. These results may be interpreted as 
certain stylistic tendencies predominant in the three registers represented in the corpus. 
The academic subcorpus contains the smallest number of groups with narrow P-theme 
paragraphs; within them it is groups with the P-theme unfolded which prevail; academic 
texts also show greater instability in the thematic progression on the level of paragraphs 
and groups. In contrast, in narrative prose there is higher stability in paragraph build-up 
and the number of narrow P-theme paragraphs is higher than in the other two registers. 
Mass media texts contain a high number of groups with narrow P-theme paragraphs; there 
is relative stability in the thematic progression on the level of paragraphs and in the balance 
between narrow and broad P-theme paragraphs. Obviously, there are substantial areas of 
correspondence between the narrow P-theme paragraphs and narrative prose.

In summary, Thematic Organization of Paragraphs and Higher Text Units is an 
attempt at presenting a unifying, comprehensive picture of this area of text linguistics. It 
is a committed work whose particular strength lies in the meticulous detail in which the 
recorded data are analysed and the results interpreted. Of value is Pípalová’s approach 
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drawing on the research of the Prague School of Linguistics, mainly the work by 
Mathesius and Daneš, who contributed to the study of text organisation by examining 
the relationship between the paragraph theme and the themes of individual sentences. 
Apart from theoretical considerations and discussion, there are also a number of practical 
pedagogical implications of the study, e.g. in the area of teaching academic writing to 
undergraduate students as well as novice researchers. 
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◄ Při hře na klarinet, listopad 1997
▼ Se sestrou Jindřiškou a rodinou
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▲ S prof. Firbasem, listopad 1996
▼ Návštěva prof. Quirka v Praze, říjen 1997
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▲ Prof. Svoboda zahajuje sympozium k přípravě projektu vydání sebraných spisů 
     prof. Firbase, FF OU, 11.11.2006; na fotografii s děkankou FF, doc.dr. Evou Mrhačovou
▼ Prof. Svoboda s prof. Peprníkem při sympoziu, 11.11.2006
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▲ Konference KAA: Komunikační a textové strategie v masmediál-
ním, komerčním a akademickém diskurzu, březen 2008 

◄ Profesor Svoboda přejímá pamětní medaili od děkanky Fakulty 
jazyků Al-Alsun na Ain Shams University v Káhiře. Ceremoniál 
se konal na palubě jachty během vyhlídkové plavby na Nilu. Profe-
sor Svoboda přednesl v Káhiře příspěvek o možnostech srovnání 
funkční větné perspektivy v angličtině a v arabštině. (duben 2007) 

◄ Tradiční letní výlet katedry, červen 2007
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